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METAEVALUATION CASE STUDY OF FOUR EVALUATIONS OF OSHA
VPP PROGRAMS

Jafar Momani, Ph.D.
Western Michigan University, 2007

The purpose o f this study was to investigate the controversy about shifts in the
U.S. Administration’s policy related to the Labor Department (OSHA) shift from
enforcement

to

partnerships

and

voluntary

protection

programs

(VPP).

A

metaevaluation o f four OSHA VPP evaluation reports was conducted and included the
investigation of objectives, methodologies, strengths, weaknesses, and areas for
improvement. Conducting a crosswalk o f the 1994 Joint Committee evaluation
standards (JCS) and the Government Accountability Office Standards (GAO) standards
was an opportunity to provide additional validity to the evaluation standards, evaluation
reports findings and conclusions, and to highlight the importance o f the shared
elements between JCS and GAO. Applying these standards in the metaevalautions
helped to select the better fit standards for evaluating specific programs like safety
programs.
Findings o f this study showed that JCS and GAO had a good number o f shared
elements. Metaevaluations revealed information about the usability o f GAO standards
for program

evaluation,

and supported the endeavors to

link auditing and

metaevaluation. Findings highlighted the applicability and usefulness o f metaevaluation
methodology to other disciplines like safety. Crosswalk o f the two standards was a
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useful approach to improve and validate evaluations and standards. Subjectivity of
evaluator cannot be eliminated, but it can be reduced by increasing the evaluator’s
competencies. JCS showed a better fit to safety-specific programs like OSHA VPP.
Human subjects-related requirements, diversity o f values, cultural differences, and
attention to non-English speaking stakeholders were not clearly addressed by
evaluators. In addition to the relative subjectivity o f evaluators, limitations to this study
included lack o f accessibility to reports’ evaluators and the lack o f rubrics to guide
rating o f reports.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction
Since 2001 the United States’ Occupational Health and Safety Administration

(OSHA) has emphasized oversight balanced between enforcement, cooperative
programs, outreach, education, and compliance assistance in order to facilitate and
protect the workplace health and safety in American businesses and manufacturing
plants. This policy has led to a 19 percent reduction in occupational illness and injury
since 2001. In addition, the fatality rate o f workplaces that are regulated by OHS A has
declined by seven percent since 2001 (OSHA National News Release, 2007).
The 2007 United States federal budget proposed a $484 million budget for OSHA
programs. This budget was designed to support workplace safety and health through
strong enforcement o f regulations, outreach, education, and innovative partnership with
employers (White House, 2007). This budget also supported the elimination o f funding
for worker safety and health training and education programs. Continuing a shift in
emphasis, the 2008 federal budget proposes to further increase the role o f OHSA in
federal enforcement and compliance assistance.
In 1982 OSHA started the Voluntary Protection Program (VPP) and approved the
first worksite to participate in the program. The VPP promotes the safety and health o f
employees by establishing cooperative relationships between OHSA and workplaces
that have implemented comprehensive safety and health management systems.
Worksites that are approved to the OSHA VPP are recognized for their outstanding

1
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safety and health performance. The VPP has established performance criteria for
determining the quality o f workplace safety management systems. When worksites
apply for this program, OSHA officials assess these sites against the VPP criteria. Sites
applying to the VPP are approved and placed into one o f three programs: Star, Merit,
or Star Demonstration. The Star program is designed for sites that have implemented
comprehensive

and

successful

safety

management

system,

and

achieved

injuries/illnesses rates below their industrial classification. The Merit program is
designed for sites that have the potential to qualify to Star program within three years,
as ranked by OHSA officials using the VPP performance criteria. Star Demonstration
program sites are worksites that are determined by officials to have safety management
systems that meet Star Quality and that want to test alternatives to Star eligibility
criteria (OSHA, 2004).
Since the inception o f the OSHA VPP, there has been disagreement about how the
VPP can improve worker safety and health, how the VPP may benefit employers, and
how the VPP may benefit OSHA.

According to Stanwick & Stanwick (1998),

approved VPP worksites had 55 percent lower incident rate in injuries, compared to
non-VPP approved sites in the same industrial classification. Benefits from the VPP
include reductions in the number o f injuries, and as a result, the cost o f workers
compensation claims. The research cited earlier indicates the VPP has improved OHSA
safety records. OSHA has further benefited from the input received from VPP sites
that have improved OSHA practices and initiated new voluntary associations that have
helped the OSHA mission (U.S. Department o f Labor, 2007).

2
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Voluntary protection programs in Europe are regarded differently than they are in
U.S. Only two countries from the European Union (EU) signed up to participate in
voluntary protection programs during the U.S./EU 2005 health and safety conference.
Claims of the benefits o f VPPs have been considered to be misleading by some
Europeans. The Voluntary Protection Programs Participants Association (VPPPA) is
viewed in Europe as an enforcement group developed to ensure that OSHA
policymakers are following the employers’ agenda. European critics indicated they
believed voluntary protection programs provided cover and incentives for businesses to
reward workers to not report accidents (Vogel, 2005).
As o f March 2007 OSHA had a total number o f 1,717 VPP-approved worksites in
the United States: 1,238 in the federal plan (worksites are under federal jurisdiction)
and 479 in the state plan (worksites under the jurisdiction o f the delegated states). The
Star program has the highest number o f enrolled sites (see Table 1 for approved sites
summary) (OSHA, 2007). These figures represent less than 1 percent o f the over seven
million worksites covered by OSHA, which encourages all employers to reach that
recognition level and join its voluntary programs.
Table 1
OSHA VPP Approved Sites Summary as o f March 31, 2007
(U.S. Department o f Labor, 2007)

Program
Star
Merit
Demonstration
Total

Federal Plan

State Plan

Total

1,174

461

1,635

47

18

65

17

0

17

1,238

479

1,717

3
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1.2

Statement of the Problem
There has been nearly-continuous controversy over the merits o f these voluntary

protection programs. There has been a history o f positive comments made about these
programs from participating worksites. However, there has also been criticism from
non-participants, who viewed these programs as compromises to employees’ safety and
well-being for the benefit o f employers.
A number o f evaluations have been undertaken to determine the merit o f the OHSA
VPP.

The resulting VPP evaluation reports have pointed to strengths, weaknesses,

limitations, value, and areas for improvement. However, different methodologies,
standards, and guidelines were utilized by the evaluators writing these reports. The
standards used by the various evaluations were developed for specific purposes related
to the needs o f different groups o f stakeholders. There is no way to objectively evaluate
or reconcile the differing claims o f merit or weaknesses o f the VPP made across the
various evaluations, as the evaluative criteria vary fundamentally between each study.
This situation gives rise to two important issues: (1) Without common agreement on
the standards, methodologies, and guidelines appropriate for the evaluation o f
voluntary programs, how can the merits or the worth o f the VPPs be determined? and,
(2) Which o f these standards, methodologies, and guidelines are the most appropriate,
responsive, useful, and effective for determining the value o f VPPs? Understanding
the similarities and differences, or the possible strengths and weaknesses o f each
evaluative method is needed in order to address the important issues identified above.

4
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There are two widely-used and -accepted sets o f evaluative standards that may be
used as important tools to address these issues. Though the 1994 Joint Committee on
standards for educational evaluations (JCS) were designed initially for educational
programs evaluation, the JCS standards have been commonly accepted as appropriate
for evaluations o f workplace training and operational programs (Stufflebeam, 2004). A
second set o f highly-regarded standards are those developed by the Government
Accountability Office (GAO).

The GAO standards were designed to audit

governmental programs to enable the U.S Congress oversight review for funding
programs.
Conducting a crosswalk between these two sets o f standards may be expected to
provide additional evidence on the validity or usefulness of these standards to evaluate
safety specific programs. Following the crosswalk between the two sets o f standards
with a metaevaluation case study o f four selected VPP evaluation reports was
performed to assess whether evaluations were conducted according to these standards,
and whether findings and recommendations are logically following the gathered data.
This adds more validity and credibility to these evaluations and gives a comprehensive
conception for these programs.

1.3

Purpose of the Study
This study aimed to: (a) conduct a crosswalk between JCS and GAO standards and

investigate the common elements (themes) between the two standards; (b) utilize the
JCS to conduct a metaevaluation o f the four VPP evaluation reports; (c) utilize GAO
standards to conduct a metaevaluation o f the four VPP evaluation reports; (d) utilize
the crosswalk o f JCS and GAO to conduct a final metaevaluation o f these four VPP

5
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reports; and (e) investigate which o f these standards (JCS, GAO, or the possible results
o f the crosswalk o f the two standards) is a better fit for safety programs like VPP.
The metaevaluation included the investigation o f strengths, weaknesses, and areas
for improvement in the following four evaluations:
1.

The Gallup Organization VPP Evaluation Report, 2005

2.

OSHA's Voluntary Compliance Strategies, G A O -04-378,2004 Report

3.

RIT Benchmark Report-OSHA VPP and SHARP, 2004

4.

PNNL DOE-VPP Evaluation Report, 2005

1.4

Significance of the Study
The recent changes in OSHA strategies from supporting compliance and outreach

programs to partnerships and voluntary programs created a number o f controversies in
industry.

This study included evaluations for four major evaluation reports on the

OSHA VPP. Conducting a crosswalk between two popular evaluation standards that
have broad use and applications in many disciplines was an opportunity to provide
additional validity to the evaluation reports. Applying these standards individually, as
well as through the crosswalk, helped to determine which standards are the better fit for
specific programs like safety programs. Findings o f this metaevaluation revealed
information about the merit, quality, and validity o f these evaluations. Applying GAO
standards for metaevaluation was an opportunity to increase applicability o f GAO
standards. Also, there have been some studies trying to link metaevaluation and
auditing. This evaluation supported endeavors to link GAO auditing standards and JCS.

1.5

Evaluation Questions
This study was conducted to answer the following questions:

6
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1. In the presence o f separate evaluations o f OSHA VPP programs, what is the
value in utilizing metaevaluation to evaluate safety specific evaluations?
2. How can a metaevaluation methodology be applied in a crosswalk between the
JCS and the GAO standards to evaluate specific safety programs’ evaluations
such as OSHA VPP?
3. What information or results emerge in a crosswalk between the JCS and the
GAO standards in applying metaevaluation to specific safety programs such as
OSHA VPP if those results are compared to single-set evolutions?
4.

Which sets o f evaluation standards (JCS, GAO, or the Crosswalk) is better fit
to evaluate these specific safety programs considering OSHA VPP program
evaluation profile?

5. O f the four evaluation reports’ results, which most closely approximate the
results gleaned via metaevaluation, if any?
As part o f the metaevaluation o f the four evaluation reports, the following questions
were investigated:
1.

What is the nature o f these reports?

2.

To what extent these reports are technically sound?

3.

To what extent are the reports useful?

4.

To what extent did the reports employ ethical procedures?

5.

To what extent were the evaluation methods practical?

1.6

The Joint Committee Standards (JCS) (1994)
Stufflebeam (2000) defined metaevaluation as the process o f delineating, obtaining,

and applying descriptive information and judgmental information about the utility,

7
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feasibility, propriety, and accuracy o f an evaluation to guide the evaluation and report
its strengths and weaknesses. Utilizing the JCS to conduct a metaevaluation
incorporates evaluation standards in the areas o f utility, feasibility, proprietary and
accuracy. Utility standards are intended to ensure that an evaluation will serve the
information needs o f the intended users. Utility standards guide evaluation to be
informative, timely, and effective. Utility Standards include:
U1

Stakeholder Identification

U2

Evaluator Credibility

U3

Information Scope and Selection

U4

Values Identification

U5

Report Clarity

U6

Report Timeliness and Dissemination

U7

Evaluation Impact
Feasibility standards are intended to ensure that an evaluation will be realistic,

prudent, diplomatic, and frugal. Evaluation design must be doable and capable to
answer evaluation questions within the available resources including materials,
personnel, and time. Feasibility Standards include:
FI

Practical procedures

F2

Political viability

F3

Cost effectiveness.
Proprietary standards are used to ensure that the evaluation will be conducted

legally and ethically, while ensuring the rights o f the involved and the affected people
by its results. These standards include:

8
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PI

Service Orientation

P2

Formal Agreements

P3

Rights o f Human Subjects

P4

Human Interactions

P5

Complete and Fair Assessment

P6

Disclosure o f Findings

P7

Conflict o f Interest

P8

Fiscal Responsibility
Accuracy standards are intended to ensure that an evaluation will reveal adequate

information about the features that determine worth or merit o f the program under
evaluation. These include production o f sound information, comprehensiveness,
adequacy, and logical linked judgment to the data. Accuracy standards include:
A1

Program Documentation

A2

Context Analysis

A3

Described Purposes and Procedures

A4

Defensible Information Sources

A5

Valid Information

A6

Reliable Information

A7

Systematic Information

A8

Analysis o f Quantitative Information

A9

Analysis o f Qualitative Information

A10

Justified Conclusions

A ll

Impartial Reporting

9
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A12

Metaevaluation

Metaevaluation in this study will focus on the following:
1.

Comparative analysis o f purposes, questions, methodology, strengths, and
weaknesses o f each report;

2.

Utilization o f the metaevaluation checklist against the program evaluation
standards (1999), see Appendix A;

3.

Synthesis o f findings; and

4.

Forming recommendations for future evaluations.

A potential limitation o f this study was the fact that the evaluation was conducted
based on the content o f the four reports. A typical metaevaluation includes reviewing
documents and interviewing staff.

1.7

The Government Accountability Office (GAO)
GAO standards include three groups o f standards: General, field work, and

reporting standards.
1. General standards include four standards, independence, professional judgment,
competence, and quality control and assurance.
Auditors must be free from any personal, external and organizational impairment to
independence.
Professional judgment includes acting diligently in accordance with applicable
standards and professional skepticism. It also requires performing audit in good faith,
competence, and integrity. Professional judgm ent includes applying skills, knowledge
and experience during the audit process.

Using professional judgm ent does not

10
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eliminate limitations or weaknesses in audits. Rather, it helps to identify, minimize,
and mitigate these weaknesses or restrictions.
Competence is combination o f technical knowledge, skills, education, training, and
work experience. Needed skills include statistical sampling, analysis, information
systems, engineering, if needed, audit methodologies, and specific knowledge o f the
subject matter. Quality control procedures are required to ensure that auditors meet the
continuing education requirement.
The 2007 revision o f the GAO standards did not include a revised set o f quality
control and assurance standards due to the wide range of comments received. GAO
included the 2003 copy o f these standards until the revision o f the Quality assurance
standards is complete. The general standard related to quality control and assurance
requires that each audit organization performing audits should have an internal quality
control system and should undergo an external peer review.
2.

Field work standards can be applied to financial and performance audits. For the

purpose o f this study, field work standards will be applied mainly for performance
audits. Field work standards include planning the audit, supervising auditors, and
obtaining sufficient evidence and documentation o f the audit. According to the field
work standards, significance is the relative importance or value o f a matter in the
context in which it is being considered, including qualitative and quantitative factors.
Professional judgment enhances the auditors’ ability to determine significance o f
matters. Improper or incomplete findings, conclusions, recommendations, assurances
as a result o f insufficient or inappropriate evidence lead to an audit risk. Auditors must
plan and document planning to achieve audit objectives. Planning helps reduces risk to

11
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an acceptable level, which gives auditors assurance that the collected evidence is
appropriate and sufficient. Auditors must obtain some background about the program
like age, changes, size o f the program, and the extent o f review. Knowing program
strategic plans, objectives, and external factors enhances the evaluation process.
Auditors need to be familiar with any contracts, resources, rules and regulations
applicable to the program. Audit supervisors should utilize staff skills and experience,
when assigning team, stay informed about issues encountered, review the performed
work, and coach team members. Evaluators should understand the used information
systems controls, which include general controls and application controls. General
controls help the proper operation o f information systems and include security
management, logical and physical access, configuration, and contingency planning.
Application

controls

are

incorporated

into

computer

applications

to

ensure

completeness, accuracy, and confidentiality o f data during processing. Auditing team
should prepare a written plan, which should include audit strategy, program and
documentation o f audit objectives, scope, and methodology. Audit plan helps to predict
if audit will produce a useful report and adequately addresses risks. Plan also assures
adequacy o f scope and methodology to address objectives and the auditing team has
sufficient skills and competence.
Audit supervisors provide guidance and directions to the team to ensure objectives
are met, manage resources, and help resolve encountered problems. The auditing team
must obtain appropriate and sufficient evidence that explains their conclusion and
recommendations. Appropriateness is a measure o f quality o f evidence related to its
validity and reliability to support findings and conclusions. Auditors’ professional

12
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judgment and experience support their ability to determine appropriateness and
adequacy o f evidence. Audits that include higher risks require more evidence to
support their conclusions and recommendations. The auditing team should document in
sufficient details the planning, conducting, and reporting o f an audit, including
evidence, findings, and recommendations. Under GAO, auditors should document the
objective, scope, methodology, and work performed to support judgment, and
conclusions.
3. After completing the auditing process, reporting standards apply. Auditors must
issue a report communicating their findings and results. Reporting is required to make
the results available to public and less susceptible to misunderstanding. Reporting is
also important to facilitate the follow up for corrective actions. GAO reporting
standards require the report content to include objectives, scope, methodology,
findings, deficiencies in internal control, fraud, any illegal acts, conclusions, and
recommendations. If sensitive or confidential information existed that should not be
disclosed to the public, audit team must disclose in the report that certain information
has been omitted from the report for confidentiality reasons. Reports should be
distributed to responsible officials in the audited entity (Government Auditing
Standards, 2007).

1.8

Description of Program Evaluation Reports

1.8.1

The Gallup Organization VPP Evaluation Report, 2005

In 2003 the Gallup Organization was contracted by the Labor Department to
conduct an evaluation for OSHA voluntary protection programs (VPP). The Gallup
Organization teamed up with OSHA to conduct this evaluation to accomplish the

13
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following objectives: (a) measuring the overall impact o f the VPP sites’ worker safety
and health programs as a result o f outreach and mentoring programs on: (1) the entire
corporation, and (2) other worksites; (b) measuring the injury and illness reductions at
VPP sites at different stages o f participation in the VPP process; and (c) assessment o f
the feasibility to do a business case for the VPP. Evaluators utilized a web
questionnaire to gather data for measuring outreach, mentoring, and injuries/ illnesses
reduction rates. They also utilized a paper questionnaire for the feasibility analysis,
which was not analyzed in this report. Invitations were sent to 834 participating sites.
There were 283 respondents completed the questionnaire and 97 participants sent
partial responses. Partially completed questionnaires were accepted by evaluators. An
extrapolation was made by evaluators to a total 1,107 approved sites by the end o f
2004. Data were collected over three month-period. Participants represented the entire
VPP approved population. The majority o f respondents were from the recently
approved and manufacturing facilities. Questionnaire questions addressed number o f
objectives: (a) mentoring efforts: included overall impact o f mentoring and specifics
about recent mentoring experiences, (b) outreach efforts: included the overall impact of
outreach, specific outreach activities conducted at the request o f OSHA or other
organizations; and (c) data collected on the sites’ injuries and illnesses five years prior
to their approval to the OSHA VPP. The key findings o f this report included:
1. Mentoring was found to be an attractive activity to many participants. About 46
percent o f the mentored sites were approved by OSHA VPP.
2. Mentors showed some attrition as there was a decline in the mentoring
conducted by one o f the sites.
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3.

Manufacturing showed less mentoring activities than the other industrial
classifications.

4.

Middle size companies showed more outreach activities than other sizes. Most
o f these activities were conducted outside respondents’ own company.

5.

During the implementation o f VPP, while seeking the approval it is common to
see higher injuries and illnesses rates because sites tend to have more stringent
record keeping o f injuries and illnesses.

6.

Service sector showed a steady decline in the number o f injuries and illnesses
(Simon, Wells, and Abraham, 2005).

1.8.2

OSHA's Voluntary Compliance Strategies, GAO-04-378,2004 Report

In this report auditors from the Government Accountability Office (GAO) evaluated
four OSHA voluntary compliance programs: (a) State Consultation Program (1975),
(b) Voluntary Protection Programs (1982), (c) Strategic Partnership Program (1998),
and (d) Alliance Program (2002).
The evaluation started by reviewing the OSHA strategic management plan related to
these voluntary programs. Auditors analyzed the budget, participants’ inputs, OSHA
officials’ data on program trends, and reviewed policies and procedures for each one o f
the VPP programs. Next, auditors reviewed previous evaluations and literature relevant
to these programs. Representatives from trade or professional organizations were
interviewed to collect data relevant to VPP programs. Management representatives,
employees from participating sites, and researchers from research institutions were
interviewed. This audit was conducted over 11 months-period.
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OSHA

agreed

with

some

comments

on

the

findings,

conclusions,

and

recommendations o f this audit report. The key findings o f this report included:
1.

OSHA voluntary programs showed positive outcomes, but the agency does not
have enough data to assess their effectiveness.

2.

Data on one program found to be inconsistent, which makes comparison and
goals measurement difficult.

3.

OSHA’s voluntary compliance programs have improved employers’ safety and
health practices by playing a collaborative role with employers.

4.

Utilizing different voluntary strategies by OSHA appears to be useful to attract
more employers from different industrial classifications.

5.

OSHA’s different strategic plans might consume its resources in the absence o f
a strategic framework that prioritize and define these strategies (Moran and
Signer, 2004).

1.8.3

RIT Benchmark Report-OSHA VPP and SHARP, 2004

This evaluation was funded by OSHA and conducted by a team o f consultant
evaluators and students from Rochester Institute o f Technology. The purpose o f this
study was to investigate what motivates small businesses to implement good health and
safety management systems that can identify the specific issues related to small
businesses. Evaluators selected members from the Voluntary Protection Programs
Participants Associations

(VPPPA)

and the

Safety and Health Achievement

Recognition Program (SHARP) to participate in a survey. Evaluators noted a limitation
in this evaluation due to lack o f access to VPP and SHARP members. Evaluation
pointed to some o f the challenges that small businesses face when adopting or
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implementing safety programs. SHARP is a smaller scale strategic partnership for
businesses with employees less than 250 at a single site or 500 employee’s
companywide. In this survey, the safety professionals from VPPPA and SHARP were
contacted and interviewed. SHARP certification grants free compliance audits, while
VPP expects sites to do their inspections. The key findings o f this report included:
1.

Construction industry is different from the other industries in the capability to
apply for VPP approval due to mobility and changing work sites.

2.

VPP can be used as a marketing tool for client recognition.

3.

Small businesses are usually less concerned about safety than larger
businesses.

4.

Insurance cost reduction is a clear return in investment to encourage small
businesses to adopt programs like VPP.

5.

For small businesses, seeking SHARP certification may be more convenient
before seeking VPP approval.

6.

More companies were found to be interested in SHARP over VPP because it
is less demanding and offers free consultation (Schneider, VanStrander,
Brandine, Camarda, and Smith, 2004).

1.8.4

PNNL DOE-VPP Evaluation Report, 2005

The Department o f Energy (DOE) developed a voluntary protection program (VPP)
which is identical to OSHA VPP, with the exception that participation in the DOE VPP
is limited to contractors employed at DOE. This evaluation was conducted by the
steering committee o f the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNLL) VPP
program. A team o f 13 evaluators, including safety and quality professionals, who
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assessed the PNNL programs according to the DOE-VPP criteria. An observer from
DOE participated in the process without influencing the findings, and reviewed the
final report. The purpose for this program evaluation was to investigate the
conformance o f PNNL’s programs with VPP and to determine strengths, weaknesses,
and improvement opportunities. Evaluators utilized a scale that included three levels of
performance: right direction, stable (no change), and not going in the right direction.
The performance was also quantitatively rated using three scales: good (9-12),
adequate (5-8), and improvement required (0-4). Evaluators reviewed program
description, previous evaluation reports, interviewed staff, used electronic survey, and
conducted walkthroughs. Evaluation included investigation o f injuries, illnesses,
outreach activities, and status o f issues identified by previous evaluations. The key
findings o f this report included:
1.

PNNL has a strong safety and health management system that follows an
excellent business model.

2.

Most managers are committed to safety. Their increased emphasis on safety has
positively impacted employees’ perception o f managers’ commitment to safety.

3.

Employees are anxious to see if the organization emphasis on safety will
persist.

4.

Some staff and managers do not understand and/or accept their safety
responsibilities as expected.

5.

There is a need to have a better process to hold contractors accountable for
consistently implementing safety requirements.

6.

Resources to support safety programs are sufficient and o f good quality.
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7.

Adherence to safety standards by subcontractors working in the surveyed
organizations is not as good as it is by the organization’s staff.

8.

There is a need to improve employees’ attitude to reporting safety issues.

9.

PNLL has a strong accident investigation process and rigorous reporting.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

A Conceptualization of Metaevaluation
The quality o f evaluation projects is expected to improve when they are evaluated

for problems such as biases, technical errors, administrative difficulties, and misuse
(Stufflebeam, 1978). Metaevaluation methodology has advanced to help evaluators to
conduct their evaluations through a systematic process. According to Stufflebeam
(1974), the term metaevaluation was introduced by Scriven in 1969 in the educational
product report. He used it to refer to the evaluation o f evaluations or evaluators.
Thomas Cook used the term “secondary evaluation;” however, Scriven linked the term
to other science terminologies like metamathematics, metaphysics, metaphilosophy,
and metascience (Scriven, 1975).
Stufflebeam (2001) defined metaevaluation as a “process o f delineating, obtaining
and applying descriptive information and judgmental information about an evaluation’s
utility, feasibility, propriety, and accuracy and its systematic nature, competence,
integrity/honesty, respectfulness, and social responsibility to guide the evaluation and
publicly report its strengths and weaknesses” (p. 183 ). Cooksy and Caracelli (2005)
defined metaevaluation as a systematic review o f evaluations to determine the quality
or value o f their processes and findings (p. 31). Woodside and Sakai (2001) defined
metaevaluation as an assessment o f evaluation practices including validity and
usefulness o f two or more studies focused on the same themes or issues (p. 369).
The operational definition o f metaevaluation has several elements:
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1. As a p r o c e s s it includes a group process and additional technical tasks. The
group
process includes the metaevaluator’s interaction with stakeholders during the
different phases o f the metaevaluation like planning, approaches, findings,
analysis, and reporting;
2. The o b ta in in g element includes the technical tasks needed to acquire and assess
information to judge the evaluation;
3. The j u d g m e n t element for evaluations is based on acceptable standards. The
1994 Joint Committee Standards (JCS), which require evaluations to be useful,
feasible, proper, and accurate, is an example of credible standards. The
American Evaluation Association (AEA) guiding principles have a wider scope
o f applications than educational and training evaluations. These guidelines
require evaluation to be systematic, data-based, and conducted by competent,
honest, and respectful evaluators who understand the diverse interests and
values related to the general public’s welfare; and
4. The last element of the metaevaluation operational definition includes g u id in g
th e e v a lu a tio n a n d /o r r e p o r tin g its s tr e n g th s a n d w e a k n e s s e s

(Stufflebeam,

2001).
Program evaluations include several types o f norms: (a) Principles, related to
evaluator’s behavior, (b) standards, which define the attributes that a good evaluation is
expected to fulfill, and (c) guidelines, which are recipes for how to apply standards and
principles (Bustelo, 2006).
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The purpose o f metaevaluation is to assess whether the evaluation has been
conducted based on acceptable professional standards and whether findings and
recommendations
are logically following the gathered data (Bamberger, 1990).
Metaevaluation can be utilized to determine the quality o f a single or multiple
evaluation processes, findings, and to detect strengths and weaknesses o f evaluations.
It guides researchers’ decisions about which studies to include in their evaluation
syntheses. (Cooksy and Caracelli, 2005). Metaevaluation can be conducted using the
same methodology and logic as the primary evaluation and an be applied at any stage
o f evaluation including planning questions, methods, and the completed report
(Shadish, 1998).
Evaluators need metaevaluations to assure good quality evaluations, to guide them
to improve evaluations, to help them to develop evaluation approaches, to maintain
credibility, and to increase their competitiveness (Stufflebeam, 2001). According to
Stufflebeam (1974), the importance o f metaevaluation has increased due to the demand
for evaluators to evaluate their work. There are thousands o f evaluations done for
federal projects and programs. Controversy has increased about the value and merit o f
these evaluations. Evaluators have come under a great pressure to demonstrate the
quality o f their work. Davidson (2005) argued that use of metaevaluation is similar to
asking a dentist whether he or she (as a dentist) should brush, floss, and have regular
dental check-ups. She believes that evaluations should be assessed based on validity,
utility, evaluator conduct, credibility, and cost (p. 215).
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Scriven considers metaevaluation as a “supra discipline”, which keeps evaluation
honest and self-referent (2001). Stufflebeam (2001) concluded that metaevaluation is
intended to improve evaluation quality by increasing evaluators’ accountability and by
distinguishing good from poor practices. Worthen supported the importance o f
metaevaluation as he believed that it can improve the evaluation practice. Stake
advocated the importance o f metaevaluation as he believed that there is a potential
learning from metaevaluation (Mark, 2001).
Metaevaluation satisfies three important purposes o f evaluation: (a) formative,
learning from errors to improve future evaluations; (b) summative, demonstration o f
effectiveness o f the evaluation process; and (c) knowledge-related, improvement o f the
theory and practice o f a discipline (Rebolloso, et al, 2002). Metaevaluation can provide
mutual benefit for evaluators and stakeholders. Formative metaevaluation helps to
improve an evaluation before it is too late, while summative metaevaluation supports
the credibility o f evaluation (Yang & Shen, 2006).
Metaevaluation has three objectives: (a) It is a synthesis o f findings o f research on
performance on effectiveness to achieve programs goals; (b) it is a report on the
validity and usefulness o f evaluation methods, and (c) it provides inference on the
impact o f specific decisions (Woodside & Sakai, 2001).

2.2

Applicability of Metaevaluation
Metaevaluation is considered a professional obligation o f evaluators since the

emergence o f evaluation as a discipline. It is needed in all types o f evaluations
including evaluation of programs, projects, products, systems, theories, models, and
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personnel (Stufflebeam, 2001). The World Bank applied metaevaluation to examine the
performance o f a consulting group on International Agricultural Research in
Africa. The purpose o f that metaevaluation was to identify problems facing the
agricultural research system and to discuss strategies to improve the system’s
performance (Eicher & Rukuni, 2003).
Metaevaluation is not limited to educational evaluations. Rebolloso, FemadezRamirez, Canton and Pozo (2002) applied metaevaluation to Total Quality
Management (TQM) evaluations. Stufflebeam (2000) agrees that metaevaluation is an
area o f interest to professionals and public, since it helps to assure that evaluators
provide sound conclusions and guidance. It is widely utilized by the U.S. Department
of Energy, especially in the National Weatherization Assistance Program. Berry and
Schweitzer (2003) applied metaevaluation methodology to evaluate the National
Weatherization Studies during 1993-2002 period.
Metaevaluation application has become global. In Germany, the Federal Ministry
for Research and Technology had used metaevaluation since 1985 (Kuhlmann, 1995).
In addition to the geographical spread o f metaevaluation methodology, its applicability
has increased to include many disciplines. Metaevaluation was applied to health care in
areas like smoking-cessation intervention in pregnancy (Walsh et al, 2000). In South
America, it was implemented in Brazil to the higher education institute to ensure
integrity o f evaluations from the beginning to the end o f evaluations (Sepra, Firme &
Letchevsky, 2005).
Evaluators rarely call other experts to evaluate their work. Most o f the real
metaevaluations that are conducted are performed by internal auditors. Worthen (2001)
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identified four challenges to the field o f evaluation: (a) Negotiating permanent truces in
divisive paradigm wars like the quantitative and qualitative debate that splits the
evaluation community, (b) using science intelligently rather than joining the politically
correct attacks on it, (c) keeping evaluation independent enough o f societal trends to be
able to evaluate those trends objectively; and (d) using metaevaluation more effectively
to improve evaluation practice.
Metaevaluation publications generally are rare. Cooksy (1999) raised some
concerns about metaevaluation including: (a) Harsh assessment o f evaluation may
jeopardize the evaluator’s credibility; (b) media or stakeholders may misuse
metaevaluation; and (c) it is difficult to find a competent or qualified metaevaluator.
Bustelo (2006) elaborated about the importance o f metaevaluation stating that creating
useful standards and guidelines must encourage reviews and metaevaluation in
different areas.

2.3

Auditing and Metaevaluation
Comparing and contrasting auditing and program evaluation started early after the

development o f Joint Committee standards. Chelimsky (1985) compared and
contrasted auditing and evaluation based on several parameters: program objectives,
program implementation or operation, program results or effects, formulating
questions, project design, data collection, and data analysis. Practitioners o f program
evaluation are fewer in number than auditors due the relatively recent existence o f
evaluation as a discipline.
Schwandt (1989) defined evaluation audit as a method to check the quality o f an
evaluation. This includes investigating evaluator’s approach, method, and procedures
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used in reaching to conclusions. Schwandt (1989) defined audit as a” systematic
examination o f the procedures and reports o f an evaluation” (p. 34). Stufflebeam
considered auditing as a form o f metaevaluation, which can assume formative or
summative role (Schwandt, 1989). Halpem and Schwandt indicated that audit can be
utilized to check the quality o f any evaluation (Schwandt, 1989).
Reviews o f multiple studies have two main purposes: The first purpose is to gain
knowledge about evaluation quality that result from metaevaluation o f multiple
evaluations. The second purpose is to identify the strengths and weaknesses in
evaluation process.
Evaluation syntheses combine information from multiple studies or evaluations can
be qualitative or quantitative. Qualitative syntheses are called narrative reviews, while
quantitative

syntheses

are

called

meta-analysis.

Meta-analyses

are

statistical

approaches to combined quantitative findings o f individual studies to reach a
conclusion about effectiveness o f intervention (Cooksy & Caracelli, 2005).
Schwandt and Halpem discussed similarities and differences between auditing and
metaevaluation in their book, L in k in g A u d itin g a n d M e ta e v a lu a tio n : E n h a n c in g
Q u a lity in A p p l i e d R e s e a r c h .

They concluded that both auditing and metaevaluation

advise the reader to the level o f confidence that can be attributed to findings and
conclusions presented in the audit or evaluation reports. There are universally
acceptable professional standards for auditing, which are periodically revised by
professional bodies, but there are no similar accepted standards for evaluation or
metaevaluation. There are some proposed evaluation standards like the Evaluation
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Research Society and the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation,
but these standards are not universally acceptable (Bamberger, 1990).

2.4

Program Evaluation Standards Crosswalks
Evaluation standards or guidelines are generally associated with professional

organizations o f evaluators or national organization like the European Commission.
The first published evaluation standards were the Joint Committee standards (JCS).
Following JCS there were several standards, including the Canadian Evaluation
Society in 1996, the Australian Evaluation Society in 1997, Evaluation Guidelines by
the African Association o f Evaluation in 2001 (Bustelo, 2006).
At the 1995 annual meeting for the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational
Evaluation (JC), two governmental organizations sat with the Joint Committee and
discussed their interest in playing some role with the Joint Committee. These two
organizations were the Government Accountability Office (GAO) and the National
Legislative Program Evaluation Society (NLPES). The Joint Committee recommended
a cooperative relationship with both organizations. Also, the Joint Committee extended
invitations to the Association for Institutional Research (AIR) and the American
Association for Higher Education (AAHE) to become cooperating organizations. Each
one o f these organizations has its own standards (Joint Committee on Standards for
Educational Evaluation Annual Report, 1995).
Conducting a metaevaluation o f several individual studies includes taking a
horizontal look at these individual cases or evaluation reports to identify frequently
recurring findings and other patterns in these reports, which provides useful
information to existing programs and to those setting up new programs (European
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Commission Report, 2003). A crosswalk o f standards or guidelines is useful when
applied across multiple evaluations or studies which have similar themes. The term
crosswalk is widely used in several disciplines including education, evaluation,
healthcare, safety, information, environment, and quality. A crosswalk between
standards and guidelines increases the validity and usefulness o f two or more sets o f
standards that are focused on the same themes or issues (Stevahn, King, Ghere, and
Minnema, 2005).
The National Information Standards Organization defines crosswalk as a process of
transforming the contents o f elements in a source metadata (data about data) standard
that results in an appropriately modified content in the analogous elements o f a target
metadata standard (Pierre & LaPlant, 1998). Due to the importance o f crosswalks for
providing information, a national crosswalk service center (NCSC) specializing in
occupational and training program classifications, their relationships to each other, and
to related data was established in 1983. Funding for this center comes from the U.S.
Labor Department since 1996. (National Crosswalk Service Center Annual Activity
Report, 2006). The NCSC defines crosswalk as a linking o f two or more classification
systems (Grossman, 2003).
The National

Synchrotron Light

Source (NSLS) at Brookhaven National

Laboratory, which is funded by U.S. Department o f Energy, has applied a crosswalk to
three sets o f guidelines, standards, and documents: (a) Occupational Health and Safety
Assessment Series (OHSAS) 18001, which includes guidelines for health and safety
management system; (b) Standard-Base Management System (SBMS), which delivers
lab-wide policies and procedures that Brookhaven National Laboratory needs to
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support a compliant requirements management program; and (c) NSLS Environmental
Safety and Health Policies and Requirements Manual (Gmiir, 2007).
A crosswalk between standards has also been utilized for evaluation and
accreditation o f programs. U.S. Department o f Veterans Affairs conducted a crosswalk
between the National Committee for Quality Assurance’s (NCQA) Standards and the
Association for the Accreditation o f Human Research Protection Programs (AAHRPP)
for evaluation and accreditation o f Human Research Protection Programs. The
crosswalk revealed many similarities between the two standards, as well as major
differences. As a result o f this crosswalk the new contract for accreditation o f Virginia
Human Research Protection Programs (VAHRPPs) was awarded to AAHRPP in 2005
(Virginia Office o f Research and Development Report, 2006).
The crosswalk technique is very common in healthcare. The Joint Commission on
Accreditation o f Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) has applied crosswalk several
times for program evaluation. JCAHO aims to improve the safety and quality o f care
through the health care accreditations and services that support performance
improvement in health care organizations. JCAHO conducted several standards
crosswalks including: (a) 2006-2007 Standards and the Medicare Conditions of
Participation for Hospice Care, (b) 2005 Assisted Living Standards Crosswalk, and (c)
Office o f Minority Health National Culturally and Linguistically Appropriate Services
(CLAS) Standards with Joint Commission 2006 Standards (JCAHO, 2007). Educators
as well have utilized the methodology:

In Nebraska, business education teachers

utilized crosswalk o f standards to plan for their local school district. They correlated
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Nebraska’s business performance standards with the grade eight and grade twelve
standards in several topics (ERIC, 1999).
Stevahn et al (2005) argued that a comprehensive taxonomy o f evaluator’s
competencies should specify what criteria an evaluator needs to meet standards, adhere
to principles, or apply guidelines endorsed by professional evaluation associations. For
this purpose Stevahn et al conducted a crosswalk between three sets o f standards and
guidelines: (a) The Joint Committee Program Evaluation (1994), (b) the Guiding
Principles for Evaluators endorsed by the American Evaluation Association (1995),
and (c) the Essential Skills Series in Evaluation endorsed by the Canadian Evaluation
Society (10999). The resultant crosswalk provided additional validation to an existing
evaluator’s competences by showing substantial adherence between these competences
and the utilized guidelines (p. 52).
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) utilizes crosswalk between internal
and external policies and standards. A good example is the EPA guidance for Quality
Assurance Project Plans (QAPP), in which EPA conducted several crosswalks within
EPA quality assurance documents, International Standards Organization ISO 9000 and
the American National Standards Institute ANSI/ASQC E4-1994 (EPA/600/R-98/018,
1998).
In Europe, Widmer (2004) conducted a crosswalk between the Joint Committee
Evaluation Standards and five European evaluation standards. He investigated a
number o f dimensions in his crosswalk: sponsoring body for standards, regulated
objects, stakeholders, issue date, geographical scope, evaluation fields, evaluation type,
functionality, and nature. JCS showed the widest scope and applicability. Personnel
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evaluation was not covered in these European standards and guidelines except the U.K.
guidelines (UKES).

2.5

Evaluation Standards of Choice
Determination

o f appropriateness,

usefulness,

applicability,

feasibility,

and

comprehensiveness o f standards, guidelines, or good practices to specific programs is
determined by specific attributes related to that program. To help improve the quality
o f program evaluation, the European Commission suggested considering several
factors when establishing guidelines and standards for evaluation. These factors
include: (a) evaluation function’s profile, role and resources; (b) management o f
evaluations, (c) evaluation process, and (d) the quality o f report (European
Commission, 2004).
OSHA safety programs have defined attributes o f excellence, which represent the
fundamental building blocks o f these programs. A good fit evaluation standard must
cover these attributes. OSHA program evaluation profile (PEP) document (1996) listed
six elements that can be scored as the attributes for PEP: (a) management leadership
and employee participation, (b) workplace analysis, (c) accident and record analysis,
(d) hazard prevention and control, (e) emergency response, and (f) safety and health
training.
The management leadership and employee participation element was covered in
2005 by the new American National Standards Institute/American Industrial Hygiene
Association (ANSI/AIHA Z10) standard (A N SI/A IH A Z10, 2005). Under this
element, an interested applicant to the VPP must include the level o f commitment of
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management to implement health and safety policies, programs, and how safety is
integrated to the rest o f the business activities (Stanwick & Stanwick, 1998).
Workplace analysis is an essential step in the development o f a safety program.
Interested applicants to the VPP include procedures for analyzing new materials and
equipment before use, internal inspections o f facility, and hazard communication
(Stanwick & Stanwick, 1998). In an ergonomic study, Cooper (1995) indicated that the
purpose o f workplace analysis is to identify activities that contribute to cumulative
trauma disorders (CTDs) and determine which workstations are the sources o f the
major problems.
Workplace analysis can reveal variables related to the increase or decrease o f the
injury rate and the safety measures that can counter the increase. Research and
recommendations from workplace analysis are used in the design o f plans, which will
be implemented and monitored to achieve the goal o f lower injury rate (Rose, 1998).
Al-Amin (2004) indicated that some o f these variables are not readily available or may
be difficult to measure, for example: it is difficult to measure employer workplace
safety initiatives or the impact o f technology on the decline in frequency o f injuries.
Workplace analysis is a key element for any intervention, and it is dependent on the
collectable data. Data limitations must be noted and considered in the analysis (Pegula,
2004).
A comprehensive job hazard analysis can be used as a proactive and efficient tool to
understand workplace hazards. Incorporating risk assessment with job hazard analysis
allows employers to utilize available resources efficiently (Geronsin, 2001).
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When analyzing accidents, Zimmerman (1988) suggested that the diagnostic
framework o f this analysis is a combination o f functions and failure modes.
Zimmerman included two frameworks related to accident analysis: (a) Events cluster
identification, which is related to how to identify events lead to accidents as they
cluster based on function and failure mode; and (b) critical event approach, which
assumes that there is one initiating event that if eliminated the problem will be
eliminated. Dembe, Erickson, and Delbos (2004) conducted a multivariate analysis
study to calculate national representative odds ratios that reflect the likelihood for
specific individual attributes and job characteristics to be associated with the reporting
o f work-related injuries or illnesses. The study was conducted while controlling for
relevant covariates. Dembe et al found some correlation between injuries and some
demographical factors like family income, place o f residence, job dissatisfaction, and
exposure to some specific hazardous job activities.
According to the OSHA program evaluation profile (PEP) document (1996) it is the
responsibility o f employers to assess workplace exposure to existing or potential
hazards and to prevent and control employees’ exposure. Preventing and control can
be achieved by engineering control, whenever it is feasible, work practices,
administrative controls, and personal protective equipment. Also, the document
required employers to have appropriate emergency planning, training, drills and to
have preventive maintenance for equipment.
Employee training and education is a critical element in creating safety programs.
Safety awareness and training programs should cover risk factors, controls, methods of
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prevention, detecting early symptoms, importance o f reporting early symptoms, and
employees’ awareness o f corrective actions (Cooper, 1995).

2.5.1

The Joint Committee Standards (JCS)

The Joint Committee on standards for educational evaluation was established in
1975. There are eighteen appointed members in the Joint Committee from U.S. and
Canada to improve evaluation in education (Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 2007).
Standards were developed for educational purposes. These standards attracted
evaluators from different countries and for a broader use than the education field.
Different groups like evaluation associations in Europe, Africa, South America, Asia
and evaluators from different fields in U.S. had number o f discussions, arguments, or
controversies about the applicability o f the JCS to these different fields. The Joint
Committee’s initial mission was to bring diverse stakeholder groups together to agree
on the meaning o f evaluation in the context o f the failures o f evaluation in the U.S.
W ar on poverty programs (Stufflebeam, 2004).
The Joint Committee (1994) defines a standard as “a principle mutually agreed to
by people engaged in a professional practice, that, if met, will enhance the quality and
practice o f that professional practice, for example, evaluation” (p. 2).
First evaluation standards started the in 1981. The scope o f these standards is still
controversial. According to Patton (1994), the credibility o f these standards has
increased after they were accredited by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI). The Joint Committee’s (1994) defined evaluation as a systematic assessment
o f the worth or merit o f an object (Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 2007). In addition to the
1994 program evaluation standards, the Joint Committee published the Personnel
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Evaluation

Standards

(1988)

and

the

Student

Evaluation

Standards

(2003)

(Stufflebeam, 2004).
The American Evaluation Association (AEA) guiding principles came into
existence in 1995 after AEA submitted 23 guiding principles to members for input.
Guidelines were endorsed by AEA members. AEA principles were grouped into five
categories: (a) systematic inquiry, which is conducted based on data; (b) competence
and technically sound evaluation; (c) integrity/honesty, (d) respect for people,
conducting an evaluation while keeping the dignity o f stakeholders during the entire
evaluation; and (e) responsibility for general public welfare, considering the diverse
groups and general public (Conner, 2001).
According to Rebolloso, Femandez-Ramirez, Canton, and Pozo (2002), the Joint
Committee Evaluation Standards (JCS) have four professional norms that suggest what
evaluators should accomplish in their evaluations: (a) Viability norms, demands, ease
o f implementation, efficiency o f time, and resources use; (b) integrity norms, which
require evaluation to be legal, ethical, respectful to privacy, freedom, and human
subjects protections; (c) accuracy norms, which attempts to ensure accuracy and avoid
biases, and (d) utility norms, to guarantee that evaluation is informative, timely,
influential, and helpful to make a better judgment.
The establishment o f metaevaluation standards started through the introduction o f
the three evaluation standards by Stufflebeam and Gupa. These three evaluation
standards were: technically sound information, usefulness, and cost effectiveness
(Stufflebeam, 1974). The Joint Committee program evaluation standards (JCS) provide
a detailed framework for metaevaluation. JCS included 30 standards, which guide the
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metaevaluation and help to identify strengths and weaknesses o f the evaluations
(Lynch et al, 2003).
The Joint Committee program evaluation standards were recognized by healthcare
officials. JCS helped to make sound and fair evaluations practical and they helped
evaluators to avoid imbalanced evaluations. Standards can be applied from the
planning phase until the implementation (CDC Report, 1999).
Taut investigated the cross-cultural transferability o f the JCS (1994) to different
cultures and concluded that, the utility and proprietary standards have limited
applicability in cultures outside North America (2000).
Stufflebeam (2001) referred to the evaluation checklist’s broad applicability and
pointed to its comprehensiveness in pulling together the information needed to reach
firm conclusions about the merit and worth o f the evaluand. Stufflebeam (1999)
developed a metaevaluation checklist based on the four program evaluation standards
o f the Joint Committee (1994).
The Joint Committee Standards were recommended by some other organizations
like the Swiss Evaluation Society (SEVAL) to improve the quality, credibility, and
trust in evaluation. SEVAL standards were derived from the Joint Committee
Standards (1994) with some modifications including merging, deleting, and rephrasing
some standards (Widmer, Landert, and Bachmann, 2000).
Following the Swiss, Germans started to develop evaluation standards. They
adopted the four evaluation standards from JCS. German Evaluation Society made
some changes in JCS before adopting those standards (DeGEval Standards). In France,
the National Evaluation Council did not adopt standards from other countries. The
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council developed six guiding principles (Charter) including: pluralism, independence,
competence, respecting the integrity o f individuals, transparency, and responsibility.
These guiding principles have some similarities with the American Evaluation
Association Guiding Principles. The United Kingdom Evaluation Society (UKES) was
founded in 1994. UKES developed a document that included 19 guiding principles for
evaluators. In 2003 the European Union published 26 evaluation standards and good
practices including the following groups: profile, role, task, and resources o f the
evaluation function, management o f evaluation activities, evaluation process, and
quality o f reports. A comparison o f the European standards and JCS can be seen in
Table 2 (Widmer, 2004).
Laubli Loud (2004) argued that standards should be designed as methodological
toolkit and should set a code o f practice for evaluators.

2.5.2

Government Accountability Office Standards (GAO)

Auditing and program evaluation are essential components o f GAO work. GAO
started linking auditing and program evaluation when GAO expanded the scope of
auditing to include program results audits. This was followed by establishing the
institute for program evaluation in 1980 (Chelimsky, 1985).
According to GAO revised standards (2007), other professional standards like the
Joint Committee (1994) evaluation standards are not integrated to GAO standards, but
they can be used in conjunction with GAO standards. GAO standards have the
authoritative power over these standards when inconsistencies are encountered (p. 10).
These standards are referred to as Generally Accepted Government Audit Standards
(GAGAS) and are intended for use by government auditors to ensure competence,
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integrity, objectivity, and independence in planning, conducting, and reporting work (p.
5).
Table 2
Comparison o f Evaluation Standards

Evaluation
j—
_j _
Standards

Joint
Committee
Standards

Swiss
SEVAL
Standards

German
DeGEval
Standards

U tility (7)

Utility (8)

Utility (8)

Feasibility

Feasibility

Feasibility

(3)

(3)

(3)

Propriety
(8)

Propriety
(6)

(5)

Accuracy
(12)

Accuracy
(10)

Accuracy

27

25

Fairness

French
SFE Charter

United
Kingdom
UKES

European
Comm ission
EC

Pluralism

Guidelines for
evaluators
(19)

Independence

Guidelines for
com m issioners
(18)

Competence

Guidelines
evaluation
participants

Profile, role,
tasks and
resources o f
the
evaluation
function (8)
Management
of
evaluation
activities
(130
Evaluation
process (12)

Respecting
the o f
individuals
integrity
Transparency
Responsibility
6

Guidelines for
se lf evaluation
(17)

(7)

Total

30

(9)

Quality o f
reports (6)

61

39

GAO was founded in 1921 as an independent, nonpartisan agency to work for
Congress. The office has 11 different sites across the United States and operates with
an approximate budget o f $484.7 million. Over the years o f operation, GAO submitted
about 2,097 recommendations to improve government operations. The head o f the
agency is the Comptroller General o f the United States. GAO supports Congress by
evaluating how well government programs and policies are working, conducts audits to
determine if federal funds were spent efficiently, investigates allegations or illegal
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practices, and makes legal decisions. GAO operates with three core values:
accountability, integrity and reliability (U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2007).
GAO standards were modified over the years o f implementation; for example, in 2000
GAO amended the government auditing standards. Such amendment has significantly
tightened the auditors’ provisions o f independence (Snyder, 2002). This change
significantly limits the extent to which auditors o f government financial statements will
be able to provide consulting services for their audit clients (Stephen, 2002).
Like the JCS, GAO’s applicability included many disciplines and fields. GAO
developed the “Evaluation Planning Review” methodology to evaluate proposals for
social programs evaluations like the new teenage pregnancy program (Shipman, 1989).
Congress requested GAO to assess the public satisfaction with the Social Security
Administration’s service quality (Molnar & Stup, 1994). Also, GAO has broad
applications to healthcare. According to Nadel (1999) GAO submits over 900 reports
every year, over 100 o f which are related to health. GAO’s work is classified into five
categories: (a) descriptive, (b) economy and efficiency, (c) compliance, (d) program
impact, and (e) varieties o f work (options analysis. The scope o f GAO evaluation
included the effectiveness o f the information and statistical systems. Mullen (2003)
indicated that GAO found that the inability o f statistical agencies to share data is one o f
the most challenges facing the statistical system and the quality o f data.

2.6

OSHA Voluntary Protection Program (VPP)
The OSHA VPP was created in 1982 as a voluntary protection program to establish

partnerships with workplaces that show excellence in safety management systems. The
VPP includes a formal agreement between OSHA and specific workplaces. Under this
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agreement, sites management promises to implant effective safety management
systems to meet a criteria set by OSHA. OSHA criteria include four elements: (a)
Management Leadership and Employee Participation, (b) worksite analysis, (c) hazard
prevention and control, and (d) safety and health training (Atkinson, 1999).
In 2003, the United States federal budget proposed over 60 percent cut in the OSHA
training grants budget from $11.2 million to $4 million. With the emerging issue of
safety and health o f immigrant workers, the federal government needed to increase
funds for workers’ training (Nash, 2002). In the 2008 United States federal budget,
there was an increase o f $18 million over the 2007 budget. OSHA is planning to
increase funds for the VPP by more than $4.6 million.
Baker (2003) indicated that using the OSHA VPP concept o f strong management
and active labor involvement, where safety is integrated to all aspects o f operation
works in the combat zone during war. In the war in Afghanistan, while troops
continuously operate in an extremely hazardous environment, the troops experienced
low accident rate. Dow Chemical was one o f the success stories o f OSHA’s VPP. The
company has implemented the OSHA VPP for over 10 years. Dow expanded the VPP
to contractors, where contractors have to have high safety standards and acceptable
injuries records to be hired by Dow Chemical. Dow has a VPP Star Status in some
facilities, which is designed for sites that have implemented a comprehensive and
successful safety management system, and achieved injuries/illnesses rates below their
industrial classification (Dizor, 2003).
Stanwick and Stanwick (1998) indicated that a primary goal o f the OSHA VPP is to
reduce worker compensation claims and lost o f work days. On average, VPP
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participating sites experienced a reduction o f 55 percent in work-related injuries.
Financial benefits were recognized by several participating sites due to reduction in lost
work time, increase o f profitability, and reduction in workers’ compensation claims.
In Europe, the attitude toward OSHA VPP is different. Vogel (2006) argued that
OSHA officials were pushing the European nations to adopt a VPP strategy. Vogel
indicated that OSHA relied on the cost-cutting for success. Lack o f data to support
improvements made by participating sites also was looked at as a deficiency.

2.7

Evaluation Reports
Conducting a metaevaluation for multiple cases o f evaluations is very useful,

because, it adds more credibility and validity to findings o f single evaluations.
A metaevaluation framework helps to improve analytical perspectives, allows
organizing analysis in a coherent manner, and enables others to make use o f findings
(Thompson, Ponte, Paek, and Goe, 2004).

2.7.1

The Gallup Organization VPP Evaluation Report, 2005

Gallup Organization was founded in 1958. As a global consulting organization,
Gallup has over 40 offices in 27 countries. The organization provides consulting
services in many areas and disciplines. Areas o f expertise include: management, human
resources, statistical research, general research, and program evaluation (Wikipedia,
2007).
The Gallup Organization has developed a model called “The Gallup Path”, which
Links every employees’ individual contribution to the organization's ultimate financial
goal (Gallup Organization, 2007).
In the evaluation report for OSHA Voluntary Protection Program (VPP) evaluators
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applied good management practices in evaluation, with a concentration on behavioral
research. Their evaluation focused on creating a process and tools needed by managers
to help them accomplish their performance objectives (U.S. Department o f Labor,
2005).

2.7.2

OSHA's Voluntary Compliance Strategies, GAO-04-378,2004 Report

GAO report examined four OSHA Voluntary Programs: (1) OSHA VPP, which
recognizes workplaces that exceeded

OSHA mandatory

standards,

(2)

State

Consultation Programs, which were designed to help high-hazard small businesses, (3)
Strategic Partnership Programs, which focus on multiple-sites with high-hazard
employees and employers, and (4) Alliance OSHA Programs, for organizations that
want to promote safety and health through training and outreach. Even though the
report praises the OSHA VPP, there was a caution message to OSHA about expanding
these programs before developing a comprehensive strategic framework that tells how
these programs fit together to accomplish the agency’s goals (Nash, 2004). During the
OSHA congressional testimony (2005) GAO report concluded that voluntary strategies
may provide important opportunities to extend the OSHA’s influence. The report also
praises the Consultation Program as the most outstanding voluntary program, where
more than 31,000 consultation visits were conducted.

2.7.3

RIT Benchmark Report-OSHA VPP and SHARP, 2004

This evaluation project was conducted under a grant from OSHA, in which OSHA
hired third party consultants to evaluate OSHA VPP and SHARP programs. Evaluation
was conducted by a team that included a certified industrial hygienist (CIH), faculty
member evaluator, and graduate students from Rochester institute o f Technology (RIT)
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2.7.4

PNNL DOE-VPP Evaluation Report, 2005

DOE -V P P program is an identical program to the OSHA VPP, which is applicable
only to DOE contractors. In 1994, the U.S. Department o f Energy (DOE) initiated its
Voluntary Protection Program (DOE-VPP) following OSHA’s lead. DOE experienced
several benefits from their VPP including: improved labor-management relations,
reduction in work-related injuries and illnesses, improved morale, and increased
employees’ involvement. DOE established a VPP steering committee, which included
field and office staff to support the office o f environmental safety and health (U.S.
Department o f Energy, 2006). DOE-VPP covers radiation protection, nuclear safety
and emergency management (Wilhelmsen, Stack, and Ostrom, 2000).
By the end o f 2003, 21 DOE contractors have achieved the DOE-VPP Star status,
seven contractors were awarded Super Star, and 11 contractors achieved Star o f
Excellence status (DOE Annual Report, 2004).
In 2006, Occupational Hazards Magazine named the 10 American safest companies.
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory is a DOE-VPP contractor, which was ranked
the seventh safest American Company (Cable, 2006).
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CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY

As introduced in chapter one, the first part o f this study included a crosswalk
between the 1994 Joint Committee on standards for educational evaluations (JCS) and
Government Accountability Office (GAO). The second part o f this study included
metaevaluations o f four evaluation reports, which were examined against the criteria
for sound evaluations standards presented in JCS (1994), GAO (2007), and the
crosswalk of the two standards. Evaluation reports were examined individually and
collectively.
This study intended to answer the following questions:
1.

In the presence o f separate evaluations o f OSHA VPP programs, what is the
value
in utilizing metaevaluation to evaluate safety specific evaluations?

2.

How can a metaevaluation methodology be applied in a crosswalk between the
JCS and the GAO Standards to evaluate evaluations specific to safety programs
such as OSHA VPP?

3.

What information or results emerge in a crosswalk between the JCS and the
GAO standards in applying metaevaluation to specific safety programs such as
OSHA VPP if those results are compared to single-set evolutions?

4.

Which sets o f evaluation standards (JCS, GAO, or the Crosswalk) are better fit
to evaluate these specific safety programs considering OSHA VPP program
evaluation profile?
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5.

O f the four evaluation reports’ results, which most closely approximate the
results gleaned via metaevaluation, if any?

According to the Joint Committee standards (1994), evaluators are expected to
gather relevant information to evaluation questions. Information should be sufficient
for judgment about effectiveness, cost, responsiveness to needs, feasibility, and worth
o f the program under evaluation (p. 4).
Metaevaluation in this study was conducted to determine the merits o f four separate
evaluation reports o f VPP programs, which were conducted by different groups o f
evaluators. This included making a judgment about the extent to which these
evaluations’ purposes, plans, and procedures meet JCS, GAO, and the crosswalk o f the
two sets o f standards. Evaluation included the investigation o f strengths, weaknesses,
and areas for improvement in these evaluations. The metaevaluation focused on:
1.

Comparative Analysis

2.

Consumer Report Analysis

3.

Synthesis o f Findings

3.1

Comparative Analysis
This section provided an overview o f the purposes, questions, methods, strengths,

and weaknesses o f each evaluation report. A comparison o f the evaluation reports on
primary purposes can be seen in Table 3.

3.1.1

Evaluation Purposes

According to the Joint Committee accuracy standard A3, the purposes and
procedures o f the evaluation should be monitored and described in detail. The
requirement o f this standard supports metaevaluation by requiring a clear description of
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purposes and procedures o f evaluation (American Evaluation Association Report,
2004).
The purpose o f metaevaluation is to determine the extent to which evaluations met
program evaluation standards (Scott-Little, Hamann, and Jurs, 2002).
Shipman and Vaurio (2000) from GAO indicated that evaluation helps agencies
improve their measurements and understand their performance. In order to identify
purposes o f evaluations, GAO Evaluators analyze performance reports, other published
materials, and confirm their understanding with organizations’ officials.

3.1.1.1

The Gallup Organization VPP Evaluation Report, 2005

The purposes o f this evaluation included: (a) measuring the overall impact o f the
VPP sites’ worker safety and health programs as a result o f outreach and mentoring
programs, (b) measuring injury and illness reductions at VPP sites at different stages o f
participation and involvement in the VPP process, and (c) assessing o f the feasibility o f
making business cases for the VPP.

3.1.1.2

OSHA’s Voluntary Compliance Strategies, GAO-04-378,2004 Report

The purposes o f this evaluation were to assess (a) Types o f strategies used by
OSHA to improve workplace safety and health, (b) the extent o f use for these
strategies, (c) effectiveness o f these strategies, and (d) any additional voluntary
compliance strategies suggested by specialists.

3.1.1.3

RIT Benchmark Report-OSHA VPP and SHARP, 2004

The purpose o f this study was to investigate what motivates small businesses to
implement safety and health management systems and to identify any issues or barriers
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that are unique to small businesses. Findings o f this evaluation will be utilized to
develop training materials specific to small businesses.

3.1.1.4

PNNL DOE-VPP Evaluation Report, 2005

The purposes o f this evaluation are: (a) to identify the current status o f
PNNL’s programs with respect to the elements o f Department o f Energy-VPP, (b) to
investigate changes that are required to keep the VPP programs’ description current
and descriptive, and (c) to investigate the strengths, weaknesses, and improvement
opportunities in PNNL’s program.
Table 3
A Comparison o f the Evaluation Reports on Primary Evaluation Purposes

Evaluation Purposes

Gallop

GAO

RIT

PNNL

y

Meeting the certification requirement
Determine the program effectiveness

y

Investigate effectiveness in strategy change

y

Measure impact o f program

y

Measure the impact o f certain program
elements
A ssess the feasibility o f doing a business case
for a program

y

y

y

y

y

y

Assess types o f strategies used by
agency to improve program

y

Investigate any needed strategies to improve
program

y
y

Provide recommendations for improvement

y

y

Determine com pliance with standards
Determination o f training needs
Determine changes needed to m eet
expectations
y

Determine strengths and weaknesses

y

y

y

V

y

y

y

y

Determine w ays to achieve excellence
Investigate motivators for improvement

y

Identify barriers for success

y
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3.1.2

Evaluation Questions

Stufflebeam (1974) associated the internal validity o f evaluations with whether the
evaluation design answers the intended questions. To identify and analyze evaluation
questions, Stufflebeam (1974) recommended developing a matrix with evaluation
purposes as the vertical dimension and categories o f goals, designs, implementation,
and results as the horizontal dimension. According to Chelimsky (1985) three kinds o f
questions may be addressed by program evaluations: (a) pure descriptive questions,
(for example, how many, what are, etc); (b) normative questions (for example, how
changes in program compare with the program objectives?); and (c) cause-and-effect
relationship questions (for example, to ask whether a nutrition program has improved
participants health). Evaluation questions for the four OSHA VPP reports can be seen
in Table 4.

3.1.2.1

The Gallup Organization VPP Evaluation Report, 2005

Evaluators utilized paper questionnaire to collect data about the following
objectives:
(a) measuring the overall impact o f mentoring and outreach programs on the overall
corporation and other worksites, (b) measuring injuries and illnesses reductions at VPP
sites since the inception o f the program until full participation in OSHA VPP, and (c)
assessing the feasibility o f doing a business case for OSHA VPP.

3.1.2.2

OSHA's Voluntary Compliance Strategies, GAO-04-378,2004 Report

As introduced in chapter one o f this study, GAO evaluators conducted an evaluation
for OSHA’s voluntary protection strategies. Evaluation questions included: (a) what
types o f voluntary compliance strategies OSHA uses to improve workplace safety and
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health? (b) what is the extent to which OSHA reaches employers through these
strategies? (c) how effective are these voluntary compliance strategies? and (d) what
additional strategies that could further OSHA’s mission to protect the safety and health
o f workers?

3.1.2.3

RIT Benchmark Report-OSHA VPP and SHARP, 2004

In this evaluation, evaluators were seeking answers for the following questions: (a)
what motivates small businesses to implement safety and health management systems?
(b) what issues/barriers make it difficult for small businesses to view safety and health
as a priority for their resources? (c) what problems were encountered during the
implementation o f safety and health programs? do sites continue to have any problems
managing their safety and health program? (d) who is responsible for safety and health
requirements in the company, and how many are those responsible people? (e) is there
an estimate o f the level o f effort needed to implement and run an effective safety and
health program in a small business?

(f) was there an improvement after entering

VPP/SHARP? what areas improved the most? and (g) how were safety and health
performance measured?

3.1.2.4

PNNL DOE-VPP Evaluation Report, 2005

DOE-VPP included seven elements (tenets): General information, assurance o f
commitment, management leadership, employee involvement, worksite analysis,
hazard prevention and control, and safety and health training. Evaluation team was
investigating the following questions related to VPP-seven elements: (a) what are the
strengths and weaknesses o f each element? (b) what is the impact o f the recent changes
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in VPP on each element? and (c) what are the improvement opportunities in each VPP
element?
Table 4
A Comparison o f the Evaluation Reports on Primary Evaluation Questions

Evaluation Questions

Gallop

GAO

Determine motivations for participating in
voluntary programs
Determine areas need more work to meet
voluntary program requirements
Determine problems encountered during
program implementation

RIT

PNNL

✓
✓
✓

V

✓

S

Who is in charge o f program implementation
Identify resources to implement successful
program
Identify positive changes after implementing
program

V

H ow to measure performance
What kind o f approaches used for
implementation o f program

✓

What is the scope o f implementation for sites

■/

S

What can be done for continuous improvement
What can be done to achieve benchmarking
✓

What are the strengths o f program elements
What are the weaknesses o f program elements

✓

What program elem ents were evaluated

✓

✓

S

s

•/

What kinds o f strategies are used
What is the extent o f uses o f strategies

S

H ow effective are these strategies

3.1.3

Evaluation Methods

Evaluators are advised to utilize the best available methods to meet evaluation
criteria. Evaluation methods are developed based on the problem under evaluation.
Evaluators can use a combination o f multiple methodologies and they are not restricted
to certain method exclusively (Jacobs, 2000).
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According to the Treasury Board o f Canada, evaluation method m ust be able to
handle measurement and attribution problems to allow for credible conclusions within
the allocated resources. Although evaluator may not have control over the
methodology used, validity, and reliability o f methodology must be assessed.

Data

collection methods must be selected based on the nature and the available sources o f
data (1998).

3.1.3.1

The Gallup Organization VPP Evaluation Report, 2005

In this evaluation, evaluators utilized two methodologies: (a) web questionnaire for
data measuring mentoring, outreach, and injuries/illnesses reduction objectives; and (b)
paper questionnaire to collect data for the feasibility analysis. OSHA helped in
administering both the web and paper questionnaires to federal employees, collected
the paper questionnaire, and forwarded them to the Gallop Group.
This evaluation report focused only on the web questionnaire. No report for the
feasibility analysis was generated. In this evaluation 283 out o f 834 eligible sites
responded to the web questionnaire and returned completed survey, while 97
participants returned partially completed questionnaire. Response rate was 46 percent.
Evaluators decided to accept the partially filled questionnaires. Data were extrapolated
to the total 1,107 OSHA approved sites as o f December 31, 2004. Data collection was
completed within three months. Evaluators and OSHA staff conducted reminder phone
calls 10 days after participants received invitations. Participants’ population included
the VPP sites from the different Standard Industrial Classifications (SIC), see Table 5.
The majority o f respondents were from the manufacturing division. Medium size sites
(100-499 employees) had the highest response rate.
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Data Analysis for this survey included three sections: (a) mentoring efforts, (b)
outreach efforts, and (c) data collected from sites injuries/illnesses records prior to their
VPP approval. Evaluators collected five years data about: (a) Total Case Incident Rate
(TCIR), and (2) Days Away from work, Restricted work, or job Transfer injury and
illness (DART) rates. Responses to each question were analyzed separately and
findings were determined and listed. TCIR and DART data also were collected for the
five years following acceptance to the VPP.

Report included summary o f data

analysis, conclusions, and recommendations for mentoring, outreach, past data
collection, and recommendations for future data collection efforts.
Table 5
Summary o f Gallup VPP Evaluation Participating Sites

N ot Given

Number o f
Respondents
41

D ivision A: Agriculture, Forestry, and Fishing

9

D ivision B: M ining

1

D ivision C: Construction

6

D ivision D: Manufacturing

232

D ivision E: Transportation, Communications, Electric, Gas, and
Sanitary Services
D ivision F: W holesale Trade

48

D ivision G: Retail Trade

0

D ivision H: Finance, Insurance, and Real Estate

1

D ivision I: Services

27

D ivision J: Public Administration

0

Total Respondents

380

SIC D ivision

3.1.3.2

5

OSHA's Voluntary Compliance Strategies, GAO-04-378,2004 Report

In this evaluation report, evaluators started by reviewing OSHA’s strategic
management plan relevant to these voluntary programs, policies, and procedures for
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each program. Evaluators also conducted literature review, reviewed evaluation
reports, and they obtained information about each voluntary program from OSHA
officials. Evaluators interviewed professionals who participated in the program from
trade organizations and visited three participating sites in three different states, Illinois,
Georgia, and Massachusetts. These participating sites included one participant from
each one o f the VPP, State Consultation Program, and the Strategic Partnership
Program.
For each one o f these three sites, evaluators interviewed a management team member,
safety committee member, and conducted focus group with employees. Moreover,
evaluators interviewed large group o f researchers, professionals, and consulting firms.
Evaluation was conducted over 12 months’ period. Comparisons o f evaluation methods
are shown on Table 6.
Table 6
Comparison o f Evaluation Methods

Evaluation Methods

Gallop

GAO

Extant Data Retrieval

✓

Focus Group D iscussions

✓

Interviews (Structured and/or
Semistructured)

RIT

PNNL

V

✓

R eview o f Documents

•/

R eview o f Literature
E-mail

✓

Web Questionnaire

✓

P h o n e S u rv e y

Paper Questionnaire

Data analysis included analyzing each one o f the four voluntary programs based on
the following: (a) summary o f the four voluntary programs, included targeted
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participants, program description, and OSHA oversight; (b) analysis o f participating
sites by types o f industries, (c) analysis o f participating sites by size, (d) growth in
voluntary programs during 1993-2003, (e) financial analysis, included OSHA budget
for 1996-2003 for voluntary, enforcement and other programs; and (f) analysis o f
researchers inputs and suggestions. A draft report was sent to OSHA for comments.
OSHA responded back with comments and acknowledgement for the evaluation report
findings, conclusions, and recommendations.

3.1.3.3

RIT Benchmark Report - OSHA VPP and SHARP, 2004

Evaluators in this report selected benchmark companies from OSHA VPP and
SHARP programs. Only small businesses with less than 500 employees were selected.
Participants were contacted and asked to answer seven open-ended questions and were
asked to elaborate in their responses. Evaluators asked more detailed questions relevant
to specific areas o f individual sites. Responses were collected, reviewed, and compared
to detect any similarities or trends.
Data analysis included responses summary for the different objective, which
included:
(a) motivators, (b) implementation areas and issues, (c) ongoing efforts, (d)
improvements from implementing VPP, and (e) measurement o f performance.
Evaluators submitted their findings, conclusions and recommendations to OSHA.

3.1.3.4

PNNL DOE-VPP Program Report, 2005

Evaluators in this report conducted DOE-VPP evaluation, a program that is identical
to OSHA VPP, with the exception that the participating sites are contractors o f DOE.
This evaluation was following a compliance inspection by OSHA to Pacific Northwest
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National Laboratory (PNNL). Evaluation was completed in four days at the PNNL
Richland, Washington location. Evaluation team numbered 13 staff members,
including safety professionals and the PNNL VPP steering committee. Evaluators
utilized a scoring system for evaluating the program elements included three trends, as
noted in Table 7.
Also, evaluators rated the program elements quantitatively utilizing color coding (green
for good, yellow for adequate and red when improvement was needed). They utilized
scoring ranges 0-4 for improvement needed, 5-8 for adequate, and 9-12 for good.
Evaluators investigated strength, weaknesses, and anticipated and recent changes in
each one o f the program elements. Evaluation was based on document review like VPP
program description, previous evaluation reports, interviews with staff members, and
walkthroughs. Interviews were conducted with 76 staff members including bargaining
units, scientists, administrative support, managers, and health and safety professionals.
Walkthroughs were conducted in 15 facilities. An electronic survey was sent to all
3,900 PNLL staff. There were 1,574 or 39 percent responses. PNLL provided an
incentive to participants to submit good ideas for improvement. Evaluation team
reviewed a number o f assessments performed by different groups prior to this
evaluation and integrated their results into this evaluation.
Data analysis in the evaluation included: (a) analysis o f responses to the seven VPP
elements considering scores from the years (2002-2005), (b) analysis o f three-year
occupational injuries/illnesses data, considering worked hours, number o f recordable
injuries, total recordable incident rate, number o f cases with days away, cases with
restrictions, and DART; (c) PNLL steering committee outreach activities, (d) status o f
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issues from previous VPP evaluations, (e) the value o f VPP at PNLL, and (f) issues for
improvement. Evaluators utilized evaluation data sheets to capture significant
observations and conclusions for each element o f the VPP. Data sheet includes VPP
element, strengths, weaknesses, recent/expected changes, improvement opportunities,
conclusions, trends, and rating.
Table 7
Description o f Program Elements Directions and Trends

Trend

Program Element Direction
Program elem ent is in the right direction

*

Program elem ent is not in the right direction
Program elem ent is stable

3.1.4

Evaluation of Strengths

According to the Propriety Standard (P5) o f the Joint Committee (1994), a complete
and fair assessment should be performed when examining and recording strengths and
weaknesses o f the program under evaluation. Evaluation strengths o f the four
evaluation reports can be seen in Table 8.

3.1.4.1

The Gallup Organization VPP Evaluation Report, 2005

Stakeholders’ involvement was a clear strength o f this report. Evaluators made
every effort to get stakeholders involved while following their set objectives to
measure the overall impact o f the VPP site’s safety programs as a result o f mentoring
and outreach. Measurements and analysis o f performance indicators represent strength
o f this evaluation report. Evaluators pointed to the importance o f a systematic and
continuous data collection to make future evaluations limited to data analysis instead o f
spending a long time in collecting data.
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3.1.4.2

OSHA's Voluntary Compliance Strategies, GAO-04-378,2004 Report

Evaluators in this report pointed to various methodologies utilized in this evaluation
to collect the most representative data. They reviewed the agency’s strategic
management plan, as it relates to voluntary compliance programs, analyzed budgets,
participants input, and other data on program trends. Evaluators conducted literature
review about OSHA VPP programs. They interviewed external experts including trade
and professional organizations representatives, researchers, and university professors to
obtain their input. Strengths also included conducting this evaluation according to
generally accepted government auditing standards.

3.1.4.3

RIT Benchmark Report- OSHA VPP and SHARP, 2004

Evaluation report pointed to the diversity o f the selected sample o f businesses
included in this evaluation. Sample represented multiple industries, which include
different processes and issues.

3.1.4.4

PNNL DOE-VPP Evaluation Report, 2005

Evaluation report pointed to the diversity o f the evaluation team. This included a
diverse group o f stakeholders including safety professionals, quality professionals, and
management. Evaluation utilized quantitative and qualitative rating systems, which
were developed specifically for these types o f evaluations. Evaluators report was
organized as they utilized data sheets, which included strengths, weaknesses,
recent/anticipated changes that will affect each element o f VPP programs, and a rating
for each element in the program. Evaluators utilize several methods to collect and
analyze data. An electronic survey was administered to the entire population.
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3.1.5

Evaluation Weaknesses

According to The Joint Committee Standards (1994), reporting evaluation
weaknesses mean being thorough and fair in assessing and reporting the negative
aspects o f the program being evaluated. More details o f evaluation weaknesses o f the
four reports in this study can be seen in Table 9.

3.1.5.1

The Gallup Organization VPP Evaluation Report, 2005

Evaluators reported some weaknesses and limitations related to data collection.
Retrospective data collection is difficult, inaccurate, and burdensome. Evaluators
utilized web and paper questionnaires in this evaluation. Only web questionnaire was
included in this evaluation. Evaluators pointed out the low response rate to the web
questionnaire, which was less than 34 percent from the eligible sites. Evaluators
accepted partial responses and included them in their analysis. Due to the low response,
evaluators extrapolated their calculations.

3.1.5.2

OSHA’s Voluntary Compliance Strategies, GAO-04-378,2004 Report

According to evaluators, effectiveness o f these programs cannot be fully assessed
due to lack of data. OSHA has started to collect data about these voluntary programs
recently. In response to evaluation report, OSHA pointed out to some weaknesses in
the report including the facts that evaluators based their recommendations on a small
sample of worksites and evaluators’ methodology for selecting researchers and
specialists was not scientific, and was subject to biases.

3.1.5.3

RIT Benchmark Report- OSHA VPP and SHARP, 2004

Evaluators included number o f weaknesses in their evaluation due to lack o f
accessibility to an accurate and up-to-date data and programs representatives’ contact
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information. An open-ended questions’ survey was administered to a limited sample by
phone, and respondents were encouraged to elaborate in their responses. Many
respondents were reluctant to share their experience.

3.1.5.4

PNNL DOE-VPP Evaluation Report, 2005

Report pointed to the low response o f 39 percent from the surveyed population in
the electronic survey. Report was based on previous VPP program evaluation reports,
in which there have been some changes in safety-related programs.

Table 8
Comparison o f the Evaluation Reports on Primary Evaluation Strengths

Evaluation Strengths

Gallup

Examines relationship between strategies used and
objectives desired
Clearly states program goals

y

y
y

y
y
y

■/

✓

V
y

A nalyzes financial or budgetary aspects
A nalyzes program impact on multiple stakeholder groups
Evaluation included a diverse sample
Appears to provide a com plete and fair assessm ent o f the
program(s)
Measure and analyze performance indicators o f program
U ses suitable quantitative and qualitative methods

GAO

PNNL

RIT

y
y

States evaluation scope

y

y

y
y

y
y
y
y
y
y

Clearly assesses the needs o f the stakeholders

y
y
y
y

Data collected from w ide range o f stakeholders
D iscusses context evaluation
D iscusses outcomes evaluation
Documents program activities

y

y
y
y

y
y

y
y
y

V

y
y

y

Comprehensive evaluation in its inclusion o f information,
e.g., including context, process, and outcomes information

y

y

y

Focuses on a program's strengths & weaknesses
Information is appropriately categorized

y

y

y
y
y
y
y

Employs an appropriate range o f data collection methods
Empowers and assists all stakeholders to use the evaluation
findings

y

Information is presented in clear summary format
Produces a comprehensive assessment o f merit & worth
Applied both summative and formative evaluation
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Table 8—Continued

Evaluation Strengths
Provides discussion o f evaluation limitations

Gallup
✓

GAO

RIT

S

✓

✓

S

Provides executive summary report
Provides recommendations to be used to improve outcomes

✓

S
S

Provides tables for easy analysis o f overall scope o f
programs available
Studies organizational development, staff capacity, and staff
capability issues as they related to program implementation

S

Studies program links and ties to other organizations

S

✓

U ses consistent format

PNNL
✓

S

S

S

Table 9
Comparison o f the Evaluation Reports on Primary Evaluation Weaknesses

Evaluation Strengths

Gallup

GAO

RIT

PNNL

Did not explicitly define all the evaluation questions
■/

Collected data included retrospective data

✓

Evaluators collected data that they did not use in study
y

Evaluation included low response rate from participants
S

Insufficient data w as collected for evaluation

S

✓

✓

Evaluators accepted partial responses from some
respondents and included in the analysis
Lack o f access to data or contacts o f stakeholders

S

Stakeholders were reluctant to share information with
evaluators

V

Evaluators extrapolated due to law response

V

D id not include many stakeholders in the evaluation process

V

•/

V

✓

Data was collected from improper sources (not
stakeholders)
Evaluation was based on a non-representative sample

S

✓

✓

D oes not provide adequate information for determining
merit or worth

V

D oes not provide information pertaining to the success o f
programs presented

S

Lacks a technical appendix including all the data collection
instruments used

S

y

Lacks executive summary
Lacks references to formal written agreements

✓

✓

✓

Lacks information about follow-up assistance in
interpreting and applying the findings and human
interactions
Lacks information about steps taken to control evaluation
bias

✓
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✓

•/

Table 9—Continued

Gallup

Evaluation Strengths

V

PNNL
V

V

S

N o documentation and justification o f the recommended
strategies
S

Lacks report clarity

RIT

Y

Lacks information about the educational qualification,
number, roles, and responsibilities o f the evaluation staff
Lacks definition or designation o f evaluation standards used
to guide and assess the evaluation process

GAO

S
S

Small sample sizes m ay result in invalid assessm ent o f
stakeholder beliefs and attitudes
Data was not synthesized in an appropriate manner for
program design
Unavailability o f clear definition o f expected program
outcomes

3.2

✓

✓

Consumer Report Analysis
Consumer report analysis included applying the standards to provide judgment and

ranking o f the four reports.

3.2.1

The Joint Committee (1994) Scoring System

Scoring for the evaluation reports was based on the Joint Committee metaevaluation
checklist (1999). The Joint Committee developed metaevaluation checklist to be
utilized as a tool to evaluate evaluations, see Appendix A. Checklist was developed
based on the program evaluation standards for performing summative metaevaluation.
Each one o f the 30 JCS has six checkpoints drawn from the substance o f the standard
to be scored on each checkpoint. Judgment was made about the adequacy o f subject
evaluation to meet the standard by the following scoring levels: 0-1 Poor, 2-3 Fair, 4
Good, 5 Very Good, and 6 Excellent The Joint Committee recommends considering
the evaluation failed if it scores poor in the following standards: PI (Service
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orientation), A5 (Valid information), A10 (Justified conclusions), or A l l (Impartial
Reporting) (Stufflebeam, 1999).
After determination is made o f the total number o f points met by the evaluation for
each one o f the 30 standards, the total score was calculated for the four groups of
evaluation standards (utility, feasibility, proprietary, and accuracy) to determine the
strength o f the evaluation provisions for each one o f these four standards, see Table 10.
Each evaluation report had a total percent score. A comparison between the four
reports was made according to JCS based on final score and, also, based on overall
score for utility, feasibility, proprietary, and accuracy standards.

Table 10
Summary o f Scoring - Metaevaluation Checklist

Scoring the Evaluation for Utility,
Feasibility, Propriety, or Accuracy

Strength o f the evaluation’s provisions for Utility,
Feasibility, Propriety, or Accuracy

Add the following:
Number o f Excellent ratings x 4 =

30 (93%) to 32: Excellent

Number o f Very Good x 3 =

22 (68%) to 29: Very Good

Number o f Good x 2 =

16 (50%) to 21: Good

Number o f Fair x 1 =

8 (25% ) to 15: Fair

Total score: =

0 (0%) to 7: Poor
(Total score) * 32 =

3.2.2

x 100 =

Government Accountability Office Standards (GAO) (2007)

GAO has three groups of standards: General, field work, and reporting standards,
see Table 11. GAO standards have a total o f 176 checkpoints, while JCS has 180
checkpoints.
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Table 11
Summary o f GAO standards

Standards (Chapter)
General (Chapter 3)

Field Work (Chapter 7)

Elements o f Standards and Sections
Independence (3.2-3.30)

Number o f
Checkpoints
29

Professional Judgment (3.31-3.39)

9

Competence (3.40-3.49)

10

Quality Control & Assurance (including external peer
review) (3.50-3.57)

8
46

Planning (7.6-7.51)
Supervision (7.52-7.54)
Obtaining Sufficient, Appropriate Evidence (7.55-7.76)
Audit Documentation (7.77-7.84)

Reporting (Chapter 8)

Total

3
22
8

Reporting (8.03-8.07)

5

Report Contents (8.08-8.13)

6

Report Issuance and Distribution (8.14-8.43)

30

11

176

VPP evaluation reports were checked against these standards and a total percent
score was calculated. A comparison between the four reports was made according to
GAO standards based on final score and, also, based on the overall score for the
general, field work, and reporting standards.

3.2.3

Crosswalk of JCS and GAO

VPP evaluation reports were evaluated against the matched points from JCS and
GAO. A total percent score was calculated separately for JCS and GAO, based on the
matching points only.

3.2.4

Determination of the better fit standards to safety programs such as VPP

Determination was based on the safety programs evaluation profile elements: (a)
management leadership and employee participation, (b) workplace analysis, (c)
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accident and record analysis, (d) hazard prevention and control, (e) emergency
response, and (f) safety and health training.
A typical metaevaluation usually includes direct interaction with evaluators,
auditors, programs staff, and those who participate in the data management and
analysis. One o f the limitations to this study o f governmental program evaluation
report is the accessibility to data and records beyond what is available for public or
what evaluators may provide. None o f the four evaluations utilized the Joint
Committee program evaluation standards.
The consumer report analysis includes three levels or rigor for analysis:
conservative, moderate, and liberal. The conservative is the most rigorous in applying
the standards. In this approach information pertinent to all checkpoints in the checklist
should be included in the evaluation report. The moderate approach assumes that not
all the checkpoints are applicable to the evaluation. The liberal approach gives
evaluators the choice to use their best judgment about checkpoints for which there was
no enough information to make decisions (Rodriguez-Campos, 2004).
Scoring key in Table 12 was utilized for metaevaluation in all cases, where:

Table 12
Metaevaluation Checklist Scoring Key

+

Checkpoint has been sufficiently met

?

Checkpoint has not been sufficiently met

NA

N ot enough information to judge whether checkpoint has been met
Checkpoint does not apply to report
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3.3

Synthesis of Findings
After completing the metaevaluation, a synthesis o f the findings was performed by

applying the three standards (JCS, GAO, and Crosswalk) to provide a judgm ent and
ranking the four evaluation reports.
The synthesis focused on the following questions for each evaluation report:

3.3.1

What is the nature of these reports?

This is related to the four evaluation reports under evaluation. This included
examination o f all reports according to the requirements o f complete evaluation,
investigation into whether they are descriptive or evaluative reports, and against what
standards were these reports evaluated.

3.3.2

To what extent these reports are technically sound?

Question addressed accuracy o f information in these reports. Did these reports
reveal and convey technically adequate information about the features that determine
worth or merit of the programs being evaluated? Technical soundness o f information
included addressing evaluation features such as biases, defensible information sources,
impartial reporting, systematic data collection and analysis, valid, and reliable
information.

3.3.3

To what extent are these reports useful?

Usefulness o f reports includes several futures including clarity, timeliness,
dissemination, trustworthiness o f evaluator, and clear identification o f stakeholders and
values.
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3.3.4

To what extent did these reports employ ethical procedures?

Evaluations must be conducted ethically, legally, and ensure the rights and welfare
o f all those involved in the evaluation. Evaluation should be complete and fair in its
examination and recording o f strengths and weaknesses o f the program being
evaluated. Issues like conflict o f interest should be dealt with openly and honestly.
Allocation o f resources and expenditure should be done with accountability and
honesty.

3.3.5

To what extent were the evaluation methods practical?

Evaluation reports should reflect that evaluation was conducted realistically,
prudently, diplomatically, and frugally utilizing practical procedures, considering the
different positions o f different interested groups, and should be efficient and costeffective.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

The comparative assessment o f the four OSHA VPP evaluation reports was
performed by rating these reports according to the Joint Committee (1994) program
evaluation standards (JCS) and the Government Accountability Office (GAO)
standards. The Joint Committee (1999) metaevaluation checklist for program
evaluation was utilized to rate evaluation reports in this study to make a judgment
whether the evaluations meet each o f the six key features o f the standard. According to
Stufflebeam, evaluations that receive poor rating on what he called the vital standards
(PI Service Orientation, A5 Valid Information, A10 Justified Conclusions, and A ll
Impartial Reporting) are considered failed. (Stufflebeam, 2001).
Even though there are several evaluation checklists in existence, there is no clear or
authentic approach for rating check points. The Joint Committee program evaluation’s
checklist has no definite scoring guide to follow. Scriven’s (2000) paper on the logic
and methodology o f checklists offers beginning guidance. Clear operational criteria for
evaluating checklists are needed. In the absence o f rubrics for checklists, case examples
describing how evaluators have applied checklists along with the available information
about checklists’ strengths and weaknesses may provide guidance for applying
checklists.
According to Stake et al (1997), Scriven believes that subscription to rubric helps to
reduce reliance on evaluator’s judgment. Stake et al have a little faith in rubric to
reduce biases. They rely more on critical review and believe that evaluator’s perceptual
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judgment is the essential logic o f evaluation. The amount o f subjectivity cannot be
fixed, but it can be reduced. Stake et al discouraged the use o f rubrics which assure a
simple picture. They favored that the merit o f a program is complex and conditional.
This means that the merit is good for some things some o f the time, better or poorer at
other time. Scriven (1994) indicated that many rubrics in composition evaluations are
arbitrarily and invalid due to a shared bias in the rubric. Scriven also expected some
errors due to a shared bias in the interpretation o f the rubric. He cited some examples
o f bias or problems with rubric like the Educational Testing Services, ETS-produced
history tests, The National Assessment o f Educational Progress (NAEP) reading Tests,
and the Liberal Art and Sciences Test (LSAT).

4.1

Metaevaluation - Joint Committee Standards (JCS)
The consumer report analysis included applying evaluation standards to the four

evaluation reports to provide judgment by ranking the four evaluation reports.
In the first metaevaluation, the consumer report included utilizing the Joint Committee
metaevaluation checklist developed by Dr. Daniel Stuffflebeam. A copy o f the
metaevalaution checklist can be found in Appendix A. The metaevaluation checklist,
based on the Program Evaluation Standards (Joint Committee, 1994), provides criteria
to assess the merit and worth o f program evaluations.
The consumer report analysis includes three levels o f rigor for analysis:
conservative, moderate, and liberal. The conservative analysis is the most rigorous in
the application o f the standards. This analysis assumes that information pertinent to all
checkpoints for all 30 Standards should be included in an evaluation report. Percentage
scores are determined by dividing the total number o f matches (+) to standards by the
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sum o f all checkpoints (+,

and N/A) as indicated in Table 12. The moderate analysis

is based on the presumption that not all checkpoints and/or standards are applicable to
all evaluations. Percentage scores are determined by dividing the total number o f
matches (+) to standards by the sum o f matches (+), no match (-) and no enough
information to judge (?) as indicated in Table 12. The liberal analysis gives evaluators
the benefit o f the doubt on checkpoints for which there was not enough information to
make an informed judgment. Percentage scores are determined by dividing the total
number o f matches (+) to standards by the sum o f matches (+) and no match (-) as
indicated in Table 12. The rating was determined for each standard based on the total
scores according to Table 10 in chapter 3. Depending on the percentage scores, there
were five ratings: Excellent (E) for scores (93-100), very good (VG) for scores (68-92),
good (G) for scores (50-67), fair (F) for scores (25-49), and poor (P) for scores (0-25).
Utility, feasibility, propriety, and accuracy are the categories o f the Program
Evaluation Standards (Joint Committee, 1994). The utility category includes seven
standards that address the evaluation’s usefulness to the client and stakeholders. The
feasibility

category includes three

standards to

assess the

evaluation’s cost

effectiveness, use o f workable procedures’ and political viability. The propriety
category includes eight standards for assessing the extent to which the evaluation was
conducted ethically and legally and with appropriate consideration for the people
involved in or affected by the evaluation. Finally, the accuracy category includes 12
standards for assessing the provision o f technically

sound

information and

appropriateness o f the data analysis. The metaevaluation analysis following the Joint
Committee Checklist can be seen in Appendix B.
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The conservative analysis as shown in Table 13 showed that RIT report was rated
fair. The other reports were rated good or very good in the utility category. Reports
scores were lower in the feasibility category for the Gallup and GAO reports and
higher for RIT and PNNL. Gallup report was the only report to be rated fair. The
evaluation reports that were rated very good in the utility and feasibility categories
scored noticeably much lower for scores in the propriety and accuracy categories.
The moderate analysis, as shown in Table 14, showed relative higher scores in all
categories for all reports. The RIT evaluation report’s accuracy category was rated just
fair in both the conservative and moderate analysis. Also, RIT was rated fair in the
overall score and the utility standard in the moderate rigor. The rest o f the reports were
rated between good and very good in all categories under the moderate analysis scoring
criteria, except PNNL report, which was rated excellent under the feasibility standards.

Table 13
JCS - Metaevaluation Rating - Conservative Rigor

Graph o f Overall Merit
Evaluation
Reports

P

F
U

G

Gallup

H

H

GAO

■ ■ ■ ■ ■

RIT
PNNL

_

_

VG

Utility
Rating

Rating

Feasibility
Rating

Propriety
Rating

Accuracy
Rating

E
51 (G)

50 (G)

4 4 (F )

56 (G)

50 (G)

66 (G)

81 (VG)

72 (VG)

5 8 (G )

60 (G)

43 (F)

43 (F)
74 (VG)

50 (G)
79 (VG)

5 0 (G )
52 (G)

3 6 (F )
5 0 (G )

59 (G)

Continuing the trend, the rating o f each o f the reports under the liberal analysis
showed a clear pattern o f higher scores and rates. For the feasibility category, three of
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the reports were rated excellent and the fourth was rated very good, as shown in Table
15, above.

Under the liberal analysis, the four reports’ ratings were significantly

higher, ranging between good and excellent. Overall reports ratings can be seen in
Table 16. The GAO report was rated the highest among the other reports under all three
levels o f scoring criteria: conservative, moderate, and liberal. The RIT report was rated
the lowest in all categories under all three levels o f scoring criteria.

Table 14
JCS - Metaevaluation Rating - Moderate Rigor

Overall
Rating

Graph o f Overall Merit
Evaluation
Reports

P

v

G

*
G

Feasibility
Rating

Propriety
Rating

Accuracy
Rating

E
53 (G)

5 3 (G )

48 (F)

6 0 (G )

5 1 (G )

81 (VG)

81 (VG)

60 (G)

6 4 (G )

1

69
(VG)
4 9 (F )

4 4 (F )

64 (G)

55 (G)

46 (F)

1

63 G)

76 (VG)

9 4 (E )

5 8 (G )

5 2 (G )

Gallup

|

GAO

1

RIT
PNNL

F

Utility
Rating

Table 15
JCS - Metaevaluation Rating -!Liberal Rigor

Graph o f Overall Merit
Evaluation
Reports
Gallup
GAO
RIT
PNNL

P

F

G

=7

V
G

Overall
Rating

Utility
Rating

Feasibility
Rating

Propriety
Rating

Accuracy
Rating

E
74
(VG)
79
(VG)
63 (G)
78
(VG)

88.0
(VG)
9 7 (E )

1 00.0(E )

75 (VG)

63 (G)

93 (E)

76 (VG)

68 (VG)

60 (G)
9 4 (E )

90 (VG)
100 (E)

71 (VG)
81 (VG)

54 (G)
6 2 (G )
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4.2

Metaevaluation - Government Accountability Office Standards (GAO)
The Government Accountability Office (GAO) standards included three groups o f

standards: General, field work standards for performance audits, and reporting
standards.
The general standards, along with the overarching ethical principles presented in
chapter 2 o f the GAO standards, establish a foundation for the credibility o f auditors’
work. They emphasize the independence o f the audit organization; the exercise of
professional judgment by auditors; the competence o f auditors; audit quality control
and assurance; and external peer reviews. Field work standards provide guidance for
performance audits conducted in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards (GAGAS). The field work standards cover planning the audit;
supervising staff; obtaining sufficient and appropriate evidence; and preparing audit
documentation. Reporting standards provide guidance about the form o f the report, the
report contents, and report issuance and distribution. Metaevaluation analysis following
the GAO standards can be seen in Appendix C.

Table 16
JCS - Metaevaluation - Overall Reports Rating

Rigor

Gallup

GAO

RIT

PNNL

Conservative

51 (G)

6 6 (G)

4 3 (F)

5 9 (G)

Moderate

5 3 (G)

6 9 (VG)

4 9 (F)

6 3 (G)

Liberal

7 4 (VG)

7 9 (VG)

6 3 (G)

7 8 (VG)
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A scoring and rating criteria similar to the JCS checklist was followed in this
analysis that followed the GAO’s three groups o f standards. Conservative, moderate
and liberal rigors’ rules for calculation o f percentage scores for evaluation reports were
applied. The four evaluation reports were all rated poor for the general standards
according to the conservative rigor, as shown in Table 17. The conservative rigor
analysis results showed that GAO evaluation report was rated the highest according to
GAO standards, which is consistent with the JCS findings. On the other hand, RIT
report has the lowest rating, ranging from poor to fair, which is also consistent with
findings from JCS metaevaluation

Table 17
GAO - Metaevaluation Rating - Conservative Rigor

General
Standards

Field
Standards

Reporting
Standards

4 3 .6 (F )

7 -1 (P)

50.6 (G)

3 5 (F )

66.3 (G)

3.6 (P)

70.6 VG)

60 (G)

RIT

35.4 (F)

17.9 (P)

36.5 (F)

4 5 (F )

PNNL

55.8 (G)

8.9 (P)

67.1 (G)

42.5 (F)

Graph o f Overall Merit
r
Evaluation
Reports
Gallup
GAO

P

^

F

G

m

VG

Overall
Rating

E

Moderate rigor analysis in Table 18 showed poor rating for the four evaluation
reports, with a clear boost in the field and reporting standards rates. Even though GAO
report was rated poor in the general standards, it was rated excellent in the field and
reporting standards. Subsequently, the liberal rigor analysis, as shown below in Table
19, provided two good and two fair ratings in the general standards, while the field and
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reporting standards were ranging between very good and excellent except RIT report,
which was rated good in the field standards.
GAO evaluation report’s overall rating was the highest, which is consistent with the
findings from JCS analysis. At the conservative rigor level o f analysis, the consumer
report data analysis performed according to the JCS indicated that the evaluation
reports— with the exception o f the RIT report— supplied the needed information to
assess the merit and worth o f OSHA VPP programs that were under evaluation.
The RIT evaluation’s overall score was fair. However, according to Stufflebeam,
reports that are rated poor in any o f the vital standards should be considered failed. As
shown in Appendix B, RIT was rated poor in A l 1 (Impartial Reporting), which is a
vital standard.

GAO Overall rating for all reports was lower than the overall rating in

the JCS analysis. The conservative rigor rating in both JCS and GAO ranged between
fair and good for all reports. Moderate and liberal rigor’s analysis showed higher rating
in GAO overall rates. GAO report was rated very good in the moderate and excellent in
the liberal rigor analysis as indicated in Table 20.

Table 18
GAO - Metaevaluation Rating - Moderate Rigor

Graph o f Overall Merit

Overall
Rating

General
Standards

6 5 .8 (G )

11.8 (P)

Field
Standards

Reporting
Standards

Evaluation
Reports
Gallup

6 6 .7 (G )

6 6 .7 (G )

GAO

90.2 (VG )

10.0 (P)

9 6 .0 (E )

9 6 .0 (E )

RIT

52.5 (G)

24.4 (P)

78.3 (V G )

78.3 (VG)

PNNL

77.7 (VG )

17.2 (P)

73.9 (VG )

73.9 (VG)
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4.3

Crosswalk of JSA and GAO Analysis
A crosswalk o f JCS and GAO standards was performed. Results o f the crosswalk

are shown in Appendix D. In the crosswalk the elements of JCS were mapped against
the GAO standards which, in many cases, covered certain vital evaluation components
with more elaboration and emphasis. However, mapping any two standards did not
mean that the two standards are identical at the individual evaluation components
chosen as matching points. For instance, though it is possible that— in a few cases—
variations or elaboration found in one o f the two matched standards identified in the
crosswalk could possibly be used to enhance or refine the other, overall the disparity
between the two sets o f standards was too great. For this reason, it was not feasible to
develop a hybrid checklist from both sets o f standards by which to conduct a third
“hybrid” metaevaluation.

Table 19
GAO - Metaevaluation Rating - Liberal Rigor

Graph o f Overall Merit
Evaluation
Reports

P

Gallup

1

GAO

|

RIT

1■

PNNL

I

F

G

hm bhh

VG

Rating

General
Standards

Field
Standards

Reporting
Standards

E
81.4 (VG)

44.4 (F)

81.1 (VG )

77.8 (VG)

95.2 <E)

66.7 (G)

93.8 (E)

10 0 .0 (E )

646

66.7 (G)

57.4 (G)

90.0 (VG)

89.4 (VG)

38.5 (F)

95.0 (E)

81.0 (VG)
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Table 20
GAO - Metaevaluation - Overall Rating

Rigor
Conservative
Moderate
Liberal

Gallup

GAO

43.6 (F)
65.8 (G)
81.4 (VG)

66.3 (G)
90.2 (VG)
95.2 (E)

RIT
35.4 (F)
52.5 (G)
64.6 (G)

PNNL
55.8 (G)
77.7 (VG)
89.4 (VG )

The crosswalk in this study focused on investigating the shared components o f the
JCS and GAO evaluation standards. The identification o f shared components increases
both the validity o f these components and o f the two sets o f standards as well. These
standards were developed by different groups who had different uses, interests, scopes,
and stakeholders. The agreement o f these different groups on the value o f a specific
component shared across the sets o f standards further validates the importance and
usefulness o f that component in evaluating the quality o f an evaluation. The
identification o f shared components may also increase the credibility and applicability
o f JCS and GAO standards respectively: the more a specific set o f standards contains
components that are supported by other groups’ standards, the more universally useful
and credible its own standards become.
Further, it can be advocated that the determination of the validity and quality of
evaluation reports can be improved by recording the relative number o f shared
components addressed in the evaluation: the higher the number o f components shared
among different sets o f standards that is met by an evaluation report, the greater is the
evidence of the quality and validity o f the evaluation. This in turn helps evaluator to
draw sound conclusions and judgments when rating the reports in a metaevaluation.
Reports that score higher based on the shared components o f the standards are
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considered to have more value and receive better merit than reports than those that
score lower. Results o f metaevaluation for the four VPP reports based on either the JCS
or GAO standards individually gives evaluator a tool to draw conclusions, make
judgments, and rate these reports based on their merit and value. However, an
understanding o f the nature o f the agreement in the ratings between the GAO and JCS
gives an evaluator more confidence about his/her conclusion and guides the evaluator
to propose the right recommendations. For example, if the results o f a metaevaluation
indicate that disagreement exists between the findings obtained from two different sets
o f standards, the evaluator may choose to determine how well the selected evaluation
reports rate on just the components that are shared with the other set o f standards.
Due to the impossibility to have an identical match between JCS and GAO
standards, the decision was made to (a) identify the common components between the
two standards, (b) perform the crosswalk metaevaluations by taking scores for the
shared components in the original JCS and GAO metaevaluation, and (c) rate
evaluation reports only based on these shared points from the performed separate JCS
and GAO metaevaluations separately.
The same scoring and rating criteria used on the JCS and GAO metaevaluations was
used for the crosswalk metaevalution. The scope o f the scoring and rating was limited
to the shared components only. However, it should be cautioned that this methodology
cannot be carried out and counted as an independent metaevaluation o f these evaluation
reports in the absence o f the individual JCS or GAO metaevaluations. Shared points
can be considered vital or critical to the evaluation because o f their validity, but they do
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not satisfy all the requirements o f a complete standard. Results o f the above mentioned
metaevaluations can be seen in Tables (13-26):
Conservative rigor analysis for JCS, GAO, and the crosswalk in Tables 13, 17, 21,
and 24 showed a consistent overall rating for the four YPP reports in order: GAO,
PNNL, Gallup, and RIT, where GAO was the highest and RIT was the lowest. This
supports evaluator’s scoring and rating. Crosswalk results in Table 21 supported results
in the JCS for the conservative rigor in Table 13, which gives more confidence about
evaluator’s judgment.
Utility, feasibility, propriety, and accuracy scores were generally higher after the
crosswalk, but did not significantly change the ratings. RIT was the only report that
was rated fair in JCS analysis as shown in Table 13.
Conservative Rigor analyses utilizing GAO and GAO-Crosswalk as shown in
Tables 17 and 24 supported results from JCS and JCS-Crosswalk in Tables 13 and 21
in the rating o f the four reports, which adds more validity to the conclusions from JCS
analyses.
GAO overall rating was lower than JCS as shown in Tables 13 and 17. Overall reports’
ratings in JCS were ranging between fair and very good, while in GAO (Table 17) was
ranging between poor and good, with lower scores than JCS. Crosswalk scores (Tables
21 and 24) were higher than scores in individual metaevaluations (Tables 13 and 14).
Moderate rigor analyses in Tables 14, 22, 18, and 25 showed consistency with
results from the conservative rigor, where GAO overall rate was the highest and RIT
was the lowest. JCS-Crosswalk (Table 22) was also the only exception, where RIT was
rated equally to Gallup. Overall scores were generally higher after the crosswalk.
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Comparing results from GAO metaevaluation and GAO crosswalk (Tables 18 and 25)
showed a slight increase in the overall scores after the crosswalk—with the exception
o f Gallup report—there was a slight decrease in the rating. There was a significant
increase in the general standards’ scores, and a significant decrease in the field and
reporting standards ratings. Overall ratings validate conclusions in the conservative
rigor analyses, while the significant decrease in the field and reporting standards needs
further investigation. JCS Analyses in Tables 14 and 22 supported the conservative
rigor analyses.
Liberal rigor analyses in Tables 15, 19, 23, and 26 showed the same order for
evaluations reports, where GAO was rated the highest and RIT the lowest. JCS Overall
scores as well as standards individual score showed an increase after the crosswalk
(Tables 15 and 23), while GAO analyses showed a decline in the overall, field, and
reporting standards’ scores as shown in Tables 19 and 26. RIT report was the only
exception, which showed and increase in the overall rating. The significant increase in
the general standards scores and the significant decrease in the field and reporting
standards can justify the slight differences in the overall scores. This however, does not
change the overall rating significantly as shown in Table 26.
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Table 21
JSA - Crosswalk Metaevaluation Rating - Conservative Rigor

Graph o f overall Merit

Overall
Rating

Utility
Rating

RIT

5 8 (G )
77
(VG)
56 (G)

PNNL

66 (G)

56 (G)
84
(VG)
56 (G)
72
(VG)

Evaluation
Reports
Gallup

P

F

V
G

G

Feasibility
Rating

Propriety
Rating

Accuracy
Rating

E

GAO

57 (G)

56 (G)

59 (G)

86 (VG)
86 (VG)

67 (G)
4 4 (F )

78 (VG)
56 (G)

100 (E)

59 (G)

56

(G)

Table 22
JSA - Crosswalk Metaevaluation Rating - Moderate Rigor

Graph o f overall Merit
Evaluation
Reports

P

F

G

V
G

Overall
Rating

Utility
Rating

Feasibility
Rating

60 (G)

56 (G)

5 7 (G )

60 (G)

6 1 (G )

78
(VG)
60 (G)

84
(VG)
5 6 (G )

86 (VG)

69 (VG)

78 (VG)

86 (VG)

5 2 (G )

62 (VG )

69
(VG)

72
(VG)

100 (E)

70 (VG)

5 8 (G )

Propriety
Rating

Accuracy
Rating

E

Gallup
GAO
RIT
PNNL

Table 23
JSA - Crosswalk Metaevaluation Rating - Liberal Rigor

Rating

Utility
Rating

Feasibility
Rating

Propriety
Rating

Accuracy
Rating

84 (VG)

88 (VG)

100 (E)

83 (VG)

79 (VG)

GAO

90 (VG)

100.0 (E)

86 (VG )

86 (VG )

86 (VG)

RIT

78 (VG)

74 (VG)

86 (VG)

75 (VG)

78 (VG)

PNNL

88 (VG)

9 5 (E )

100 (E)

94 (E)

75 (VG)

Graph o f overall Merit
Evaluation
Reports
Gallup

P

F

G

VG

E
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Table 24
GAO - Crosswalk Metaevaluation Rating - Conservative Rigor

„
, e
..
Graph o f overall Merit
Evaluation
Reports
Gallup

P

F

G

VG

Overall
_ ..
Rating

General
Standards

Field
Standards

Reporting
~
.
Standards

55.6(G)

80.6 (V G )

6 3 .6 (G )

E

GAO
RIT
PNNL

71.4 (VG )

Table 25
GAO - Crosswalk M etaevaluation Rating - Moderate Rigor

„

Evaluation
Reports

, _
rap o overa

P

F

G

,

.
eri

VG

Overall
Rating

General
Standards

Field
Standards

Reporting
Standards

E

Gallup

6 4 .8 (G )

5 5 .6 (G )

5 8 .1 (G )

50.0 (G)

GAO

90 9 (VG)
60.0 (G)

66 7 (G )
44.4 (F)

8 0 6 (VG>
48.4 (F)

81.8 (VG)

RIT
PNNL

80.4 (VG )

55.6 (G)

80.6 (VG)

63.6 (G)

59.1 (G)

Table 26
GAO - Crosswalk M etaevaluation Rating - Liberal Rigor

„
. _
u
Graph o f overall Merit
r
Evaluation

P

R e p o rts

F

G

VG

Overall
_ ..
Rating

General
„.
, ,
Standards

Field
, ,
Standards

Reporting
Standards

E

Gallup

|■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ I

72.9 (VG )

83.3 (VG )

69.2 (VG )

73.3 (VG)

GAO

1

92.6 (VG )

85.7 (VG )

89.3 (VG )

10 0 .0 (E )

RIT

1■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

6 6 .0 (G )

80.0 (VG )

5 5 .6 (G )

76.5 (VG)

PNNL

|■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

84.9 (VG)

71.4 (VG )

89.3 (VG )

82.4 (VG)
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1

Findings

5.1.1
1.

Evaluation Questions
In the presence of separate evaluations o f OSHA VPP programs, what is the
value in utilizing metaevaluation to evaluate safety specific evaluations?

Metaevalutions in this study revealed useful information about the validity of
JCS and GAO when these standards were implemented individually and after they
were combined in the crosswalk. The study showed that the concept o f metaevaluation
is not restricted to the education field. Applying metaevaluation to safety programs had
a great value in the assessment o f the four evaluations, o f which only one evaluation
was found to have been based on generally accepted standards. The overall rating o f
these reports by use o f the same scale showed the value, the strengths, and the
weaknesses o f each individual evaluation. The use o f a common metric for rating o f
evaluations which had used different standards helped to identify specific areas for
improvement. Metaevaluation also showed the presence o f some critical errors or gaps,
which may significantly increase the quality o f subsequent evaluations. This in turn
may help evaluators to prioritize their corrective actions.
Another benefit from metaevaluation was the identification o f good and poor
evaluator practices, which bears on the issue o f the accountability o f evaluators.
Analysis o f the answers for the five metaevaluation questions helped to determine that
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these documents were in fact evaluation reports which were not intended or designed to
be used as generalizable research studies. The metaevaluation revealed
information about the evaluative and descriptive nature o f these reports. Moreover,
the metaevaluation process included the determination o f the usefulness, extent o f
technical soundness, ethical procedures, and whether the various evaluators had
employed practical methods.
2.

How can a metaevaluation methodology be applied in a crosswalk between the
JCS and the GAO standards to evaluate specific safety programs’ evaluations
such as OSHA VPP?

The crosswalk o f JCS and GAO was conducted by mapping each one o f the JCS
checkpoints to GAO general, field work, and reporting standards. Matching points
were determined. Some of the JCS checkpoints had multiple matches in the GAO. The
resultant matching points were close to 50 percent o f the total checkpoints. However,
these matched points were not identical and sufficient to form a hybrid standard that
can be utilized in the absence o f JCS and GAO. Metaevaluation was applied to these
reports by rating them based on the matching points, which showed consistency with
the original results from individual metaevaluations.
3.

What information or results emerge in a crosswalk between the JCS and the
GAO standards in applying metaevaluation to specific safety programs such as
OSHA VPP if those results are compared to single-set evolutions?

The high number o f matching points from the crosswalk was an indication o f the
agreement o f the two standards on the importance o f these points, which increases the
validity o f the two standards. The metaevaluation after the crosswalk included rating
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the reports according to the matching points and comparing them with the initial
ratings in the individual JCS and GAO performed metaevaluations. Results showed a
consistency in the overall rating o f the reports and the ratings for the specific standards
(utility, feasibility, propriety, accuracy, general, field work, and reporting). The
crosswalk results increased the validity o f the single-set evaluations. The crosswalk
also highlighted number of vital elements in the two standards and supported the
conclusions o f the evaluator in this study.
4.

Which sets of evaluation standards (JCS, GAO, or the Crosswalk) is better fit
to evaluate these specific safety programs considering OSHA VPP program
evaluation profile?

Neither the JCS nor the GAO standards completely address all o f the OSHA safety
programs attributes. Examining the two standards against the six safety programs
attributes showed a better coverage by JCS, which clearly address four o f the six
attributes. Emergency response and safety and health training are not clearly addressed
by JCS. GAO on the other hand showed a slight coverage to four o f the OSHA safety
attributes, with more emphasis on the leadership and employee participation attribute.
This slight coverage for these attributes was found primarily under the GAO field work
standards. Emergency response was not covered by GAO standards. The conclusion
that JCS was a better fit for safety- specific programs like VPP does not necessarily
mean that JCS is a better set o f standards than GAO for other program evaluations.
5.

O f the four evaluation reports’ results, which most closely approximate the

results gleaned via metaevaluation, if any?
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The GAO report was the only report in this study which was following generally
accepted standards (GAO standards). Analysis o f the JCS and GAO metaevaluations
before and after the crosswalk showed that this report most closely approximated the
results o f metaevaluations. The GAO report was rated the highest based on the
metaevaluations and also based on the matched points after the crosswalk.
Results o f the metaevluations highlighted the need to follow generally accepted
standards to guide the evaluators throughout the evaluation. The GAO report was the
most evaluative and the least descriptive report. Evaluators in GAO report utilized
more data collection methods than the other evaluators and included more evidence to
support their findings. None o f the four reports clearly addressed the steps taken to
protect the human subjects. Evaluators across the four evaluation reports also did not
include information about management o f resources.

5.1.2

Metaevaluation Discussion

The metaevaluation in this study was implemented for the four OSHA VPP
evaluation reports to assess their quality and to offer suggestions and recommendations
for improvement.
The metaevaluations included rating the four evaluation reports in the absence of
any defined rubrics for guiding the scoring. Stevahn et al (2005) stated that “Just as
evaluation standards provide guidance for making decisions when conducting program
evaluation studies, evaluator competencies that specify the knowledge, skills, and
dispositions central to effectively accomplishing those standards have the potential to
further increase the effectiveness o f evaluation efforts” (p. 57).
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Each evaluation report was analyzed against the Joint Committee evaluation
standards (JCS), the Governmental Accountability Office standards (GAO), and the
crosswalk o f the two standards. Meataevaluations included examining each report’s
purposes, methods, questions, strengths, and weaknesses. The synthesis focused on the
following metaevaluation questions:

5.1.2.1

What is the Nature of the Reports?

The four reports under evaluation were found to be evaluation reports, with some
variance in their evaluative and descriptive nature. Evaluators collected descriptive
data to support their conclusions, judgments, and recommendations. Evaluators were
seeking feedback from stakeholders or groups in the absence o f any controlled
conditions or plan to make generalizations. They sought to identify specific details o f
what was happening in the evaluated programs, without explanation o f causes. Their
reports aimed to: (a) Measure the impact o f OSHA VPP, (b) investigate some
indicators o f the impact, (c) evaluate the feasibility o f developing business cases, (d)
identify the type o f strategies needed for improvement, their effectiveness, and the
extent o f their use; (e) investigate motives to implement voluntary programs, and (f)
investigate

programs’ strengths

and

weaknesses.

The

four reports

included

recommendations for improvement and also included judgment about the effectiveness
of these voluntary programs. Gallup, GAO, and PNNL reports included merit
determination, where evaluators included goals and targets to measure program
effectiveness against, included stakeholders’ input, evaluated individual indicators (like
outreach, mentoring, management involvement, injury and illness rates), and used
benchmarking.
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In their evaluation questions, evaluators used different kinds o f questions including
descriptive (what is the extent to which OSHA reaches employers), normative
questions (how program elements are met, how management supported programs), and
cause-and-effect relationships questions (how accident investigations’ focus on fact
finding, not fault-finding has improved S taffs perception o f accident investigation).
Evaluation questions investigated the value, quality, and importance o f these programs.
Examples include “how effective are these voluntary compliance strategies”, “the value
o f VPP programs is the partnering o f management and staff to change safety culture
one step at a time”, ” how effective employee awareness o f hazards is” and “Very
worthwhile program that has seen many successes at our site” .
Even though these reports have some descriptive nature inasmuch as they listed
some facts, they were more evaluative in orientation as they all included conclusions,
judgments, and recommendations. Evaluation reports in this study included judgments
about the merit and worth o f OSHA VPP programs. Evaluators’ judgments and ratings
for VPP had some limitation due to subjectivity o f evaluators. PNNL report included a
quantitative analysis, where evaluators utilized a defined trend or rating system.
Results from JCS evaluation (Appendix B) showed that PNNL report was rated
excellent, GAO report was rated very good, Gallup and RIT reports were rated fair in
their values identification scores. Results from GAO evaluation (Appendix C) showed
that reports were rated from good to excellent in evaluators professional judgment. The
reports provide sufficient evidence to support their conclusions and judgments— with
the exception o f the RIT report.
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The Gallup report was descriptive in nature, to the extent that it presented lengthy
description o f collected data and data analysis, and that the reported conclusions were
modest in relation to the size o f the presented data. The report did contain evaluative
elements, in that evaluators included their conclusions regarding the main objectives,
recommendations specific to data collection efforts, and an extensive verbatim report
o f participants’ responses. No clear judgment or conclusive statement was included
about the value o f the VPP programs.

5.1.2.2

To What Extent are the Reports Technically Sound?

Stufflebeam (1974) stated that evaluations should produce good information (be
technically sound) and must produce findings that are useful to some audience.
Findings must be credible and worth more than the cost to obtain information.
According to the GAO (2007) reporting standards, the strength o f an evaluation’s
conclusions depends on the sufficiency and appropriateness o f the collected evidence
to support findings and the soundness o f the logic applied to draw the conclusion (p.
166). The (1994) Joint Committee accuracy standards address the need to generate a
technically sound evaluation reports. “Technically sound reports” include reports that
are generated based on systematic, valid, and reliable information collected from
defensible sources. Conclusions in such reports are justifiable and supported with clear
and strong evidence (p. 126). The evidence to support the technical soundness o f the
four evaluation reports in this study varies from one report to another.
The technical soundness o f Gallup’s report was not clearly supported by defensible
data, as the team administered web and paper questionnaires. Analysis and conclusions
were based solely on the web questionnaire and did not include the paper
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questionnaire, which was intentionally designed to perform the feasibility analysis.
Conclusions based on the web questionnaire included a-good supporting evidence for
each investigated element (mentoring and outreach). The verbatim report o f
participants’ responses section o f the report supported the Gallup evaluators’
conclusions. The conservative rigor analysis in Table 17 showed that the Gallup report
was rated fair in the overall rating and the findings’ reporting requirements. The JCS
and JCS crosswalk conservative rigor analysis in Table 13 and 21 showed that the
Gallup report was rated good in the accuracy rating. The Gallup report was rated fair
under the GAO reporting standards and good in GAO crosswalk analysis for the same
rigor as indicated in Table 24. Improvement in the grade can be justified based on the
fact that crosswalk analysis does not count the elements that have no match with JCS,
and this could eliminate some o f the negatives o f the report.
GAO report’s auditors concluded that additional evaluation efforts are needed for
voluntary protection programs, which was accepted by OSHA with the concern that
GAO auditors based their conclusion on small sample. Also, OSHA commented that
the methodology that GAO utilized was not scientific and subject to bias, as evaluators
interviewed specialists from academia, safety and health practitioners, and union
representatives. GAO evaluators also concluded that OSHA must balance its plans to
expand its voluntary compliance programs with its enforcement responsibilities. This
conclusion was criticized by OSHA which claimed that increasing the budget for
voluntary programs was associated with an increase o f the number o f enforcement
inspections, which was not investigated by auditors as the OSHA response stated. The
conservative rigor analysis in Table 17 showed that the GAO report was rated good in
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the overall rating and the findings’ reporting requirements. JCS conservative rigor
analysis in Table 13 showed that GAO report was rated good in the accuracy rating.
Table 21 showed that GAO report’s accuracy was rated very good according to JCS
Crosswalk conservative rigor analysis. Also it was rated very good in the GAO
crosswalk analysis as indicated in Table 24. Higher rating in the crosswalk can be
related to the elimination o f some o f the negatives by considering only the matching
points between JCS and GAO.
RIT evaluators admitted the limitation o f having limited access to information at the
beginning of their report. This in fact reduces the reliability and credibility o f the
collected evidence to support the conclusions. The report was descriptive in nature
more than the other reports in this study. Sources o f evidence were limited and the
sample was small. These factors have a negative impact on the soundness o f the report
as well as the quality and the quantity o f information contained in the report.
Conclusions o f the RIT evaluation included a great deal o f assumptions, descriptive
information, and evaluators’ personal opinions. Evaluators used conditional statements
in their conclusions (if....then). The RIT report’s accuracy was rated fair in the
conservative and moderate rigor analyses (Tables 13 and 14) undertaken in the JCS
metaevaluation.

Evaluators

included

some

generalization

statements

in

their

conclusions without supporting them with any evidence. The conservative rigor
analysis in Table 17 showed that the RIT report was rated fair in the JCS accuracy
standards and GAO reporting standards as indicated in Tables 13 and 17 respectively.
The RIT report’s conservative rigor analysis showed that the JCS crosswalk accuracy
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standards and GAO crosswalk reporting standards were rated good, as shown in Table
21 and 24.
The PNNL report produced useful findings and conclusions presented in a simple
format utilizing the datasheets for each element o f the program under evaluation.
Datasheets provided useful information to audiences as they included summary o f the
strengths,

weaknesses,

recent/expected

changes,

improvement

opportunities,

conclusions, trends, and ratings for each element. The reader o f these datasheets
appreciates the fact that all the needed facts and supporting evidence are listed in the
sheet followed by the findings and conclusions. According to the GAO analysis, PNNL
report was acceptable in its presentation to audiences. Accuracy o f the report was rated
good according to the JCS conservative, moderate, and liberal ratings. The
conservative rigor analysis in Table 17 showed that the PNNL report was rated good in
the overall rating and fair in the findings’ reporting requirements. The JCS and JCS
crosswalk conservative rigor analysis in Table 13 and 21 showed that the PNNL report
was rated good in the accuracy rating. Meeting the requirements o f a higher number o f
the common points between the standards in the crosswalk has increased the validity o f
these evaluation reports and the JCS and GAO standards as well.

5.1.2.3

To What Extent are the Reports Useful?

Before the initiation o f program evaluation standards, programs’ owners and
sponsored organizations were skeptical about spending money and allocating resources
for evaluations that they could not understand and did not view them as useful. So,
evaluators were expected to be accountable. This raised another question o f who will
evaluate the evaluators. So, the idea o f developing standards came to existence (Patton,
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1994). The usefulness o f reports is related to their usability and utility. The user’s
interaction with the evaluation report is critical to the value o f evaluation report. The
user’s interaction with the evaluation report should be relatively easy and effective in
order to reduce subjectivity and bias o f metaevaluator. Utility is related to what extent
the report can be used for the purpose it was intended. Evaluations should be timely
and deliver clear, easy to follow, and actionable reports, considering the scope of
audiences or stakeholders. Recommendations must be sufficiently detailed to be useful.
The Gallup report covered VPP mentoring and outreach activities, which are listed
in the evaluation objectives. The report addressed each question by presenting and
analyzing related data and findings in a way that the user can easily track and address.
Evaluators in this report did not address how their recommendations could be applied
by users to improve the programs. Results from the JCS evaluation (Appendix B)
showed that this report was rated good in its disclosure o f findings. Results showed
consistency in the conclusion about the usefulness o f reports after the crosswalk, which
validate the JCS and GAO metaevaluations. The conservative rigor Analysis in Table
21 was consistent with the reports ratings in JCS metaevaluation in Table 13, which
validates the evaluator’s conclusions. The conservative rigor analysis showed that the
utility o f this report was rated good in JCS and JCS crosswalk analyses, as indicated in
Tables 13 and 21 respectively. The report was also rated good under the GAO and
GAO crosswalk field analyses, as shown in Tables 17 and 24 respectively. There is a
clear consistency across these findings, with relatively higher rates in the crosswalk.
The GAO report was organized to help user follow the findings and use the report
efficiently. GAO evaluators listed the contents o f the evaluation report at the beginning
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o f the report, where the user can follow and understand the sections o f the report. The
letter addressed to the chairman o f the Congressional Subcommittee on workforce
protections gives the reader a clear understanding o f the report content. Information
pertained to each VPP program under evaluation was presented in a simple way, which
can be easily followed by users. Findings and recommendation were highlighted to
help users understand strengths, weaknesses, and guide them in the implementation o f
corrective actions. The report included the response o f OSHA, which highlighted and
clarified areas o f agreement and disagreement by the audited entity. Results from the
JCS evaluation (Appendix B) showed that the GAO report was rated good in its
disclosure o f findings. Results showed a clear consistency in GAO report ratings. The
conservative rigor analysis in Table 13 showed GAO report was rated the highest under
JCS utility standards. Table 17 also showed GAO as the highest rated report in the
GAO field standards. Crosswalk results showed higher rates as indicated in Tables 21
and 24.
The RIT report included an executive summary, which helps users to understand the
evaluator’s work and inform them about evaluation limitations. The report included
descriptive information, which may be difficult for the average user to follow. Data
was presented solely by graphs, which may be difficult for some users to understand.
The RIT evaluators listed seven questions which the evaluation was designed to
address. The responses to these questions were presented in a descriptive manner,
wherein evaluators used statements like “one employee said ...” . Conclusions and
recommendations were also merely descriptive in nature, did not respond clearly to
evaluation questions, and did not guide or help users with suggestions to efficiently
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improve programs. Results from the JCS evaluation (Appendix B) showed that this
report was rated fair in its disclosure o f findings. The conservative rigor analysis
showed that RIT was rated fair under the JCS utility and GAO field standards as
indicated in Tables 13 and 17 respectively. The crosswalk analysis showed some
improvement, where under JCS utility standards, the RIT report was rated good, as
indicated in Table 21. The GAO crosswalk analysis for the field showed that RIT was
rated fair, with a higher score than in the analyses done prior to the crosswalk, as
indicated in Table 24.
The PNNL report was easy to follow, wherein evaluators included a table of
contents, an executive summary, and utilized easy to follow datasheets. Users can
follow program’s elements under evolution, where each element was addressed in a
separate datasheet. Datasheets are useful tools that clarify to users the strengths,
weaknesses, expected changes in each element o f the program, and guide users how to
implement corrective actions for program improvement. The PNNL evaluators
included their conclusions about each element. Their report also presented the current
status o f each element by using the trends and ratings. Overall, the PNNL report
contents were clear, where different levels o f users can understand and follow.
Wherever it was possible, evaluators guided users how to improve programs. Results
from the JCS evaluation (Appendix B) showed that this report was rated very good in
its disclosure o f findings. Table 21 showed that the PNNL report was rated very good
in the JCS crosswalk. Finally, the GAO crosswalk in Table 24 showed that PNNL
shared the highest rate in the field standards.
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5.1.2.4

To What Extent Did the Reports Employ Ethical Procedures?

The JCS propriety standards are intended to ensure that evaluations will be
conducted legally, ethically, and have no conflict with the welfare o f those who are
involved in the evaluation and those who are affected by the evaluation results.
The four evaluation reports did not provide sufficient information to assess the steps
taken to protect and respect the rights o f the involved individuals. The Gallup, RIT, and
PNNL reports included some information about employees’ morale and relationships,
but did not state specifically what steps were taken by evaluators to ensure the
protection o f human rights of participants. All reports reported some information about
programs strengths regarding to providing improved services to beneficiaries.
Results from JCS evaluation (Appendix B) showed that all reports were rated fair in
addressing the Rights o f Human Subjects standards. The four reports received
relatively lower rating in their lack o f information about addressing human
interactions. On this standard, the GAO report was rated good, Gallup and RIT were
rated fair, and PNNL was rated poor.

5.1.2.5

To What Extent Were the Evaluation Methods Practical?

To ensure sound, efficient evaluation practice, evaluations should be conducted
realistically, prudently, diplomatically, and frugally. Evaluators are expected to allocate
all the needed resources and conduct evaluation in a timely manner. Evaluators should
have a consideration for political viability in their evaluations. Reports in this study did
not include clear information about use o f resources.
The Gallup evaluation team included three external evaluators who had a contract
with OSHA to evaluate VPP programs. Evaluators worked in conjunction with OSHA
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to achieve evaluation objectives. OSHA helped the evaluation team in administering
the questionnaire and making reminder calls to participants, which was a practical and
efficient way to conduct the evaluation. Data collection was completed in three months
due to the broad scope o f the evaluation and the fact that evaluation team was external.
Results from JCS evaluation (Appendix B) showed that this report was rated good in
implementing practical procedures, fair in its political viability and cost effectiveness.
There was insufficient information about what procedures were implemented by
evaluators to achieve a cost effective evaluation and ensure political viability.
The GAO evaluation was conducted in response to a request from the U.S.
Congress.
The GAO evaluators were from a governmental entity, and thus were familiar with the
political environment o f the governmental audited entity. The report was conducted by
evaluators who follow the Governmental Accountability Office (GAO) standards,
which require a good assessment for the needed resources during the planning for
evaluation. It is a requirement by the GAO standards that audit management should
assign sufficient staff and specialists with adequate collective professional competence
to perform the audit.
Even though evaluators addressed the importance o f leveraging resources in several
occasions in the report, but they did not clearly state anything about how they followed
that principle during the evaluation. The report included information about evaluators’
use o f a broad scope o f sources for data collection included reviewing extensive
records, policies and procedures relevant to programs. GAO evaluators reviewed
previous VPP evaluation reports, conducted filed visits to meet with participants, and
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interviewed a broad scope o f specialists and OSHA management officials. Results
from the JCS evaluation (Appendix B) showed that this report was rated good in
implementing practical procedures, good in its political viability and excellent in its
cost effectiveness.
The RIT evaluation was conducted based on a grant that was submitted and
approved by OSHA to evaluate VPP programs. The RIT report did not include
information about evaluators’ management o f resources. Evaluators reported some
obstacles in getting access to people and information. Results from the JCS evaluation
(Appendix B) showed that this report was rated fair in implementing practical
procedures, fair in its political viability and good in its cost effectiveness considering
that they had submitted a grant proposal, which details all the expenses, and was
approved by OSHA.
The PNNL evaluation team allocated enough resources for VPP evaluation included
a team o f 13 evaluators who completed their evaluation in four days. Also, the team
appointed an observer from the Department o f Energy who reviewed the report, but did
not influence findings and conclusions. The PNNL team had gained experience in
conducting such evaluations and had become familiar with the political environment as
the team conducted several VPP evaluations in previous years. This gave them the
ability to use the available resources efficiently and complete their evaluation in a
timely manner. The evaluation team represented high organizational level internal
evaluators with diverse backgrounds from different departments who were familiar
with the program and the political environment. Results from the JCS evaluation
(Appendix B) showed that this report was rated excellent in implementing practical
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procedures, fair in its political viability and very good in its cost effectiveness based on
information disclosed in the report.

5.1.3

JCS and GAO Crosswalk

The crosswalk o f the JCS and GAO standards showed that the two standards
overlapped in many areas. The finding o f this overlap o f the two standards has several
benefits to evaluators, standards developers, funding entities, and legislators. The
crosswalk in this study revealed that the JCS and GAO standards have about 50 percent
shared elements. Checkpoints in the JCS were mapped to the GAO elements, where it
was noticed that a single checkpoint from JCS often had several matches in the GAO.
The crosswalk included 91 matches from the total o f 180 checkpoints in JCS. This in
fact validated these matched points and makes them vital, since their value was
recognized by the developers o f the two standards. Also, the crosswalk gave evaluators
more confidence in these standards and their utility to apply in different evaluations.
Consistency in the conclusions o f the two standards and the crosswalk o f the two
standards validated the metaevaluation conclusions and the rating o f the reports under
investigation. The detection o f common weaknesses in the reports under evaluation,
especially in issues related to human subjects, diversity, and human rights may direct
policy makers and evaluators to address these issues in their standards and evaluations.
In this study the crosswalk benefited the metaevaluations in two ways: (a) helped to
define the vital elements in the standards and (b) validated the conclusions in the
individual standard metaevaluations, since conclusions and ratings were consistent
after the crosswalk. Improvements in ratings after the crosswalk can be understood and
justified due to the elimination o f some o f checkpoints that had no match.
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5.1.4

Standards of Choice for Safety Programs

This study intended to investigate OSHA VPP programs. One o f the objectives in
this study was to determine which set o f standards represented a better fit to evaluate
safety programs like YPP. In 1996 OSHA defined six elements to be addressed in the
evaluation o f safety programs. These elements include: (a) management leadership and
employee participation, (b) workplace analysis, (c) accident and record analysis, (d)
hazard prevention and control, (e) emergency response, and (f) safety and health
training.
JCS and GAO standards were evaluated to determine which standards address the
OSHA programs elements better.
The JCS Utility standards clearly address the management leadership and employee
participation element o f OSHA safety programs’ evaluation profile by: (a) requesting
the identification o f the evaluation client, (b) engaging leadership figures to identify
other stakeholders, (c) consulting stakeholders to identify their information needs, (d)
asking stakeholders to identify other stakeholders,

(e) arranging to involve

stakeholders throughout the evaluation, and (f) keeping the evaluation open to serve
newly identified stakeholders.
JCS workplace analyses, as well as accident and record analyses elements are
covered in detail under the JCS accuracy standards A8 and A9. It is required by the
standards: (a) to conduct preliminary exploratory analyses to assure the data’s
correctness, gain a greater understanding o f the data, (b) to report limitations o f each
analytic procedure including failure to meet assumptions, (c) to employ multiple
analytic procedures to check on consistency and replicability o f findings, (d) to
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examine variability as well as central tendencies, and (e) to identify and examine
outliers, verify their correctness, and identify and analyze statistical interactions. The
analysis o f qualitative information standard includes: (a) defining the boundaries o f
information to be used, (b) deriving a set o f categories that is sufficient to document,
illuminate, and respond to the evaluation questions, (c) classifying the obtained
information into the validated analysis categories, (d) verifying the accuracy o f
findings by obtaining confirmatory evidence from multiple sources, including
stakeholders, (e) deriving conclusions and recommendations, and demonstrating their
meaningfulness, and (f) reporting limitations o f the referenced information, analyses,
and inferences. OSHA accident/incident investigation and recordkeeping procedures
follow a most o f the above listed requirements.
The defensible information sources standard (accuracy standard A4) accepts the use
o f validated existed information about the program. It also requires (a) employment o f
a variety o f data collection sources and methods, (b) document and report information
sources, (c) documentation, justification and reporting o f means used to obtain
information from each source, (d) including data collection instruments in a technical
appendix to the evaluation report, and (e) documentation and reporting o f any biasing
features in the obtained information. Data reliability is addressed under standard A6,
which requires identifying and justifying the type and extent o f reliability claimed.
Standard A7 requires the verification o f data entry and a quality control o f the
evaluation information.
The propriety standard (P I) addresses some o f the issues related to hazard
prevention

and

control

through

(a)

assessment

o f the

program
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outcomes,

(b)identification and supporting program strengths, (c) identification o f program
weaknesses and implementation o f corrective actions, and (d) exposing persistently any
harmful practices. Audience Right-To-Know is very important under OSHA standards
for hazard prevention and control. The JCS covers this element under P6 (disclosure o f
finding propriety standard). OSHA encourages employees to report their critics to any
program to help eliminate the risk and establish better control. P6 includes reporting
relevant points o f view o f both supporters and critics o f the program. Under the
program documentation accuracy standard A 1, it is required to analyze discrepancies
between how the program was intended to operate and how it actually operated. Safety
programs are written to prevent hazards; however there is a possibility for a
nonconformance in the application and enforcement o f the program.
The last two elements of OSHA profile, emergency response and safety and health
training are not clearly addressed by the Joint Committee program evaluation
standards.
The GAO General standards address the management leadership and employee
participation element under standard 3.06 by requiring auditors to notify entity
management, those charged with governance, the requesters, or regulatory agencies
that have jurisdiction over the audited entity and persons known to be using the audit
report, about the independence impairment and the impact on the audit.
Under standard 3.34 the GAO standards address management leadership and
employee to assist auditors in making decision. Professional judgment may involve
collaboration with other stakeholders, outside experts, and management in the audit
organization.
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GAO standard 7.12 establishes that during the evaluation planning process, auditors
also should communicate about the planning and performance o f the audit to
management officials, those charged with governance, and others as applicable.
GAO standard 7.30 state that when planning the audit, auditors should ask
management o f the audited entity to identify previous audits, attestation engagements,
performance audits, or other studies that directly relate to the objectives o f the audit,
including whether related recommendations have been implemented.
GAO standard 7.46 states auditors should communicate an overview o f the
objectives, scope, methodology, and timing o f the performance audit and planned
reporting to: (a) management o f the audited entity, (b) those charged with governance,
and (c) the individuals contracting for or requesting audit services, such as contracting
officials, grantees, or legislative members.
Workplace analysis is slightly addressed under GAO reporting standards under
standard 8.13. In reporting audit methodology, auditors should explain how the
completed audit work supported the audit objectives, including the evidence gathering
and analysis techniques, in sufficient detail to allow knowledgeable users o f their
reports to understand how the auditors addressed the audit objectives.
Accident and records analysis also is indirectly addressed in GAO field work
standards. Under standard 7.18, auditors may obtain an understanding o f internal
control through inquiries, observations, inspection o f documents and records, and
review o f other auditors’ reports, or direct tests.
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GAO standard 7.80 states that under GAGAS, auditors should document the work
performed to support significant judgments and conclusions, including descriptions o f
transactions and records examined.
The element o f hazard prevention and control is covered under standard 7.13, and
indicates where auditors should obtain an understanding o f the nature o f the program or
program component under audit and the potential use that will be made o f the audit
results or report as they plan a performance audit. The nature and profile o f a program
include visibility, sensitivity, and relevant risks associated with the program under
audit.
GAO standard 7.15 states that obtaining an understanding o f the program under
audit helps auditors to assess the relevant risks associated with the program and the
impact on the audit objectives, scope, and methodology.
GAO standard 7.22 asserts that internal auditing is an important part o f overall
governance, accountability, and internal control. A key role o f many internal audit
organizations is to provide assurance that internal controls are in place to adequately
mitigate risks and achieve program goals and objectives. Hazard is the potential to
cause harm; risk on the other hand is the likelihood o f harm.
Though emergency response is not covered under GAO performance standards,
employee training is addressed under the field work GAO standards. GAO standard
7.15 states that auditors are expected to understand individual aspects o f the program,
such as program outputs and outcomes. An example o f program output is the number
o f persons completing training. An example o f a program outcome is a measure for a
job training program which indicates the percentage o f trained persons obtaining a job
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and still in the work place after a specified period o f time. Under the supplemental
guide o f the standards, the standard requires employees or management who lack the
qualifications and training to fulfill their assigned functions.
Reviewing JCS and GAO standards carefully showed that the JCS cover OSHA
program evaluation profile elements with more details and specificity. The JCS
included clear directions to address four o f these six elements, which are considered as
the most important elements for a safety program to achieve its goals. The crosswalk
common points cover some elements o f OSHA program evaluation, but do not address
most the elements as the JCS do. The crosswalk validates these common points when
applying JCS to safety programs.

5.2

Conclusions
1. The crosswalk of JCS and GAO was useful to increase the validity o f the two
standards. These standards are powerful tools for the production o f sound
evaluations. Even though the GAO standards are focused on government sponsored programs and the JCS was initially proposed for educational
purposes, the two standards showed a complimentary, not contradictory
relationship. The two standards provided complementary treatment o f the
requirements for sound evaluations. They both agree that evaluations should
produce valid findings and conclusions, supported with sufficient evidence.
Choosing JCS as a better fit does not mean the preference o f JCS over GAO in
all evaluations. Standards o f choice for program evaluation are determined
based the specific features o f the program under evaluation. The GAO
standards might be a better fit for many other programs. The evaluator’s choice
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o f the better fit o f the standards is subjective and varies from one evaluator to
another and from one program to another. Subjectivity may be reduced when
the standard o f choice clearly addresses more elements o f the program under
evaluation and evaluator adheres to all relevant laws and ethical codes.
Depending on the program under evaluation the two sets o f standards may be
used interchangeably or collaboratively.
2.

The study included the investigation o f some important issues in the field o f
evaluation with the intent to contribute to the improvement and applicability o f
evaluation standards and methodology. In the efforts to improve the field, the
study showed some valuable conclusions regarding the applicability and
usefulness o f metaevaluation methodology to other disciplines such as safety
field and the value o f linking metaevaluation to auditing through the crosswalk
o f JCS and GAO.

3.

The study included evaluation o f four OSHA VPP evaluation reports, which
were conducted by different evaluators with different backgrounds and work
experience. However, this evaluation does not cover evaluation o f the
evaluators or auditors’ competency. This study did not include any evaluators’
input or opinion about in issue related to the subject o f evaluation.

4.

Metaevaluations in this study were o f great value as a methodology to
investigate and rate the four evaluations for OSHA VPP. The metaevaluations
helped to rate and rank these VPP reports and identified the relative value of
each evaluation report. Metaevaluation was a good tool to validate evaluators’
conclusions when it was applied to the individual standards and the crosswalk.
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The metaevaluations also detected strengths and weaknesses for evaluation
reports, areas o f improvements in the applied standards, and demonstrated the
important value o f the crosswalk as a validation and evaluation improvement
tool.
5.

Applying metaevaluation to OSHA VPP reports utilizing JCS (program
evaluation standards) and GAO (auditing standards for program performance
evaluation) support the endeavors to link established auditing practices and
metaevaluation, indicating a good consistency in their conclusions and ratings.

6.

The metaevaluations were consistent in rating the GAO report highest among
the four reports. GAO evaluators had met the highest number o f standards
compared to the other three reports. The RIT report was rated the lowest
according to three conducted metaevaluations. The PNNL report was rated the
second highest and the Gallup was rated third. These ratings however are not
free o f the evaluator’s subjectivity, which cannot be completely eliminated.
Utilizing the two standards and the crosswalk help to reduce subjective
evaluator bias and increase the validity o f his/her conclusions. Evaluator
subjectivity is an inevitable limitation to any evaluation that is exacerbated by
the absence o f clear rubrics to guide the scoring and rating o f the evaluation.
This limitation may be minimized by the use o f experienced evaluators/auditors
with recognized professional judgment skills, who are aware o f and follow
professional standards, guidelines or procedures o f evaluation, in addition to the
competent professional knowledge in the subject matter under evaluation.
Objectivity may be further enhanced by personal attributes o f the individual
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evaluator/auditor, such as independence, an attitude o f impartiality, intellectual
honesty, and freedom from conflicts o f interest.
7.

The evaluations for OSHA VPP included three evaluations that were
conducted by external evaluators (Gallup, GAO, and RIT) and one evaluation
conducted by internal evaluators (PNNL). The GAO evaluation report was
rated the highest, which was the only evaluation that followed specific
standards. This shows the importance and the value o f conducting evaluations
that follow acceptable standards. The rest o f the evaluations were conducted
based on good management practices. This study also showed the advantages
having internal evaluators in certain times and external at some other times.

8.

The absence o f rubrics to guide evaluators may have some impact on the
subjectivity o f metaevaluator, but this can be minimized by the evaluator’s
increased competency. Some experts did not favor rubrics as tools to reduce
subjectivity and bias as was indicated in Chapter two o f this study. Evaluators’
perceptual judgment was viewed as the essential logic o f evaluation by Stake et
al, as indicated earlier in chapter 2 o f this study.

9.

The crosswalk in this study was a great tool o f validation in three aspects: (a)
The validity of the standards used in this study was enhanced, as they were
found to have about 50 percent o f their elements in common, (b) the validity o f
the individual elements o f the two sets o f standards that matched was also
enhanced, as indicated by the cases in which a JCS checkpoint matched several
points in GAO standards, which increased the validity o f these checkpoints,
and (c) the consistency in the crosswalk across the individual standard
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metaevaluation results increased the validity o f the evaluator’s decisions and
reduced subjectivity and bias. Again, it is important to note that matching JCS
checkpoints to GAO standards does not mean that the matched points are
identical. As stated earlier in this report, it was for this reason it was
impractical to develop a hybrid standard which links JCS and GAO and
conduct a metaevaluation according to the hybrid standard.
10. The JCS showed a better applicability to safety-specific programs like the
OSHA VPP based on their better applicability to the six OSHA program
evaluation profile elements. The crosswalk analyses supported this conclusion.
11. In the four evaluation reports under investigation, most o f the human subjectsrelated requirements were not covered. It was also observed that the GAO
standards do not address issues like diversity o f values, cultural differences,
and attention to non-English speaking stakeholders or users.
12. The GAO standards do not clearly address the need to assess program
weaknesses, strengths, merit, and worth.
13. The GAO standards did not clearly define the audience’s right-to-know, which
is one o f the most important components o f government standards. There is a
specific OSHA Right-To-Know standard, which is the most applicable and
common OSHA standard in the industry, 29 CFR 1910.1200.
14. Fiscal responsibility and budgetary issues are not addressed in GAO standards,
but they are covered in the contract agreement.
15.

Sufflebeam

(1999)

considered

PI

(Service

Orientation),

A5

(Valid

Information), A10 (Justified Conclusions), and A ll (Impartial Reporting) to be
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vital to the evaluation process. Evaluations that are rated poor in any o f these
vital standards are considered failed. In the crosswalk o f JCS GAO, the
following JCS vital standards matched some GAO standards: PI had 3
matches, A5 had two matches, A10 had 5 matches, and A l l had one match.
Matching o f these vital standards affirms the importance o f these vital
standards and increases their validity. The RIT report was rated poor in A 11 as
shown in Appendix B, which was the only report that failed one o f the vital
standards. This validates the conclusion about the reports ratings.
16. Interaction with evaluators by those engaged in the evaluation o f their work is
very important in order to obtain clarification about issues that have
insufficient evidence or support in the evaluation report. This study did not
include interactions with evaluators due to the difficulty o f access to some
evaluators, which could be a limitation in this study.

5.3

Recommendations
1.

The dispute about the importance o f designing rubrics for rating in evaluations
needs further investigation, especially with the presence o f claims about the
potential o f rubrics to increase the subjectivity and bias.

2. The presence o f a good quality assurance system such as indicated in the GAO
general standards is very helpful to improve the quality o f evaluator’s work. A
quality assurance system ensures valid data collection and management and
helps evaluators to reduce bias.
3. Evaluation standards need to address issues like diversity, language, human
rights, and the privacy o f stakeholders. Also, evaluators need to address these
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issues in their evaluations by following the required protocols to ensure
coverage and compliance with the legal and ethical requirements when
including human subjects.
4. Metaevaluation proved to be a useful tool to improve the quality o f evaluations.
Governmental and private funding entities need to implement metaevaluation to
evaluate the work o f evaluators before committing to fund programs to ensure
their worth and merit. This recommendation may be expanded to government
agencies like EPA, OSHA, DOE, and other agencies.
5. The JCS proved to be a good fit for evaluating government-funded programs like
OSHA VPP. The use o f the JCS may be adjusted to suit government agencies
like EPA, OSHA, DOE and other agencies.
6.

The crosswalk showed positive results as a tool to validate evaluations and
standards. More application o f the crosswalk is needed in the field o f evaluation
to improve the quality and efficiency o f evaluations by addressing vital issues
in programs or processes under evaluation.

7. The use o f checklists in evaluations was found to be useful to help evaluators
make clear decisions, reduce subjectivity related to evaluators’ judgments, and,
as a result, reduce bias.
8.

The crosswalk of the JCS metaevaluation standards with GAO auditing
standards revealed a good number o f matches, which calls for more
investigation to link metaevaluation and auditing. Both metaevaluation and
auditing aim to check the quality o f an evaluation including the investigation of
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evaluator’s approach, methodology,

and procedures used to

reach to

conclusions.
9. Interaction with evaluators when evaluating their work is very important to
obtain clarification about issues found in evaluation reports that do not include
clear evidence or sufficient support in the evaluation report.

5.4

Summary
The conclusions o f this study are expected to contribute to both the evaluation and

safety disciplines. The contribution o f this study to the evaluation field included the
expansion o f the applicability o f metaevalaution methodology to a new field like
safety. Metaevaluation in this study was a powerful tool to investigate the quality and
value o f the four evaluations o f OSHA VPP. The study showed that the crosswalk o f
evaluation standards is a powerful tool to increase the validity o f evaluations and
standards, as well as to show the complementary relationship o f evaluation standards.
This conclusion invites evaluators and researchers to utilize crosswalk applications,
which may ultimately improve evaluation as a discipline and a profession. Evaluation
is a critical element in developing and implementing safety programs. Risk assessment
is a daily practice for safety professionals and a critical element o f safety programs,
which depends on evaluation and the evaluator’s competency to make sound
judgments. Utilizing metaevaluation and crosswalk methodologies can significantly
help to reduce the risk o f running and funding safety programs that have no or low
value.
This study also demonstrated that metaevaluation is a valuable methodology for the
strategic planning o f safety programs. Metaevaluation can help in the making o f
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decisions to continue and support programs that have a high value or o f decisions to
correct or discontinue low-value programs. Furthermore, safety programs’ evaluations
are not generally guided by evaluation standards. This study showed that conducting
evaluations based on standards generates higher quality evaluations, as was clear in the
case o f the GAO report which was the only report that was based on standards.
The debate about the necessity o f rubrics to guide evaluators in the rating and
scoring o f evaluations remains an open area for research and investigation. The effect
and impact o f the evaluator’s subjectivity in metaevaluations is a related area o f
interest that would benefit from more investigations utilizing the presence and the
absence o f rubrics in metaevaluation.
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APPENDIX A
Metaevaluation Checklist
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Appendix A

PROGRAM EVALUATIONS METAEVALUATION CHECKLIST
(Based on The Program Evaluation Standards)
Daniel L. Stufflebeam, 1999
This checklist is for performing final, summative metaevaluations. It is organized according to the Joint
Committee Program Evaluation Standards. For each of the 30 standards the checklist includes 6 checkpoints
drawn from the substance of the standard. It is suggested that each standard be scored on each checkpoint.
Thenjudgments about the adequacy of the subject evaluation in meeting the standard can be made as follows:
0-1 Poor, 2-3 Fair, 4 Good, 5 Very Good, 6 Excellent. It is recommended that an evaluation be failed if it scores
Poor on standards P1 Service Orientation, A5 Valid Information, A10 Justified Conclusions, orA11 Impartial
Reporting. Users of this checklist are advised to consult the full text of The Joint Committee (1994) Program
Evaluation Standards. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications.

__________ TO M EET THE REQUIREMENTS FOR UTILITY, PROGRAM EVALUATIONS SHOULD:__________
U1 Stakeholder Identification

□
□
□
□
□
□

Clearly identify the evaluation client
Engage leadership figures to identify other stakeholders
Consult stakeholders to identify their information needs
Ask stakeholders to identify other stakeholders
Arrange to involve stakeholders throughout the evaluation, consistent with the formal evaluation agreement
Keep the evaluation open to serve newly identified stakeholders____________________________________
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good
□ 4 Good
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 0-1 Poor

U2 Evaluator Credibility

□
□
□
q

□
□

Engage competent evaluators
Engage evaluators whom the stakeholders trust
Engage evaluators who can address stakeholders’ concerns
Engage evaluators who are appropriately responsive to issues of gender, socioeconom ic status, race, and
language and cultural differences
Help stakeholders understand and a s s e s s the evaluation plan and process
Attend appropriately to stakeholders’ criticisms and suggestions_______________________________________
□ 5 Very Good
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 4 Good
□ 0-1 Poor
□ 6 Excellent

U3 Information Scope and Selection

□
□
□
□

Assign priority to the most important questions
Allow flexibility for adding questions during the evaluation
Obtain sufficient information to address the stakeholders' most important evaluation questions
Obtain sufficient information to a s s e s s the program’s merit

□

Obtain sufficient information to a s s e s s the program’s worth

□

Allocate the evaluation effort in accordance with the priorities assigned to the needed information
□ 4 Good
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 0-1 Poor
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good

U4 Values Identification

|-j
□
□
□
□
□

Consider all relevant sources of values for interpreting evaluation findings, including societal needs,
customer needs, pertinent laws, institutional mission, and program goals
Determine the appropriate party(s) to make the valuational interpretations
Provide a clear, defensible basis for value judgments
Distinguish appropriately among dimensions, weights, and cut scores on the involved values
Take into account the stakeholders’ values
As appropriate, present alternative interpretations based on conflicting but credible value_b ases_______
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good
□ 4 Good
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 0-1 Poor
|T
^
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U5 Report Clarity

□
□
□
□
□
□

Issue one or more reports as appropriate, such as an executive summary, main report, technical report,
and oral presentation
As appropriate, address the special needs of the audiences, such as persons with limited English
proficiency
Focus reports on contracted questions and convey the essential information in each report
Write and/or present the findings simply and directly
Employ effective media for informing the different audiences
U se exam ples to help audiences relate the findings to practical situations____________________________
□ 4 Good
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 0-1 Poor
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good

U6 Report Timeliness and Dissemination

□

In cooperation with the client, make special efforts to identify, reach, and inform all intended users

□

Make timely interim reports to intended users
Have timely exchanges with the pertinent audiences, e.g., the program’s policy board, the program’s staff,
and the program’s customers
Deliver the final report when it is needed

q

□
□
□

As appropriate, issue press releases to the public media
If allowed by the evaluation contract and as appropriate, make findingspublicly available via such media
a s the Internet
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 0-1 Poor
□ 5 Very Good
□ 4 Good
□ 6 Excellent

U7 Evaluation Impact

□
□
□
□
□
□

As appropriate and feasible, keep audiences informed throughout the evaluation
Forecast and serve potential u ses of findings
Provide interim reports
Supplement written reports with ongoing oral communication
To the extent appropriate, conduct feedback sessio n s to go over and apply findings
Make arrangements to provide follow-up assistance in interpreting and applying the findings
□ 0-1 Poor
□ 4 Good
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good

Scoring the Evaluation for UTILITY
Add the following:

Strength of the evaluation’s provisions for
UTILITY:

Number of Excellent ratings (0-7) __

x 4=

□ 26 (93%) to 28

Excellent

Number of Very Good (0-7)

__

x3=

□ 19 (6 8 %) to 25

Very Good

Number of Good (0-7)

__

x

2

=

□ 14 (50%) to 18

Good

Number of Fair (0-7)

__

x

1

=

□ 7 (25%) to 13:

Fair

□

Poor

Total score:

0

(0 %) to 6 :

(Total score) + 28 = .

x 100 =

TO M EET THE REQUIREMENTS FOR FEASIBILITY, PROGRAM EVALUATIONS SHOULD:
F1 Practical Procedures

□
□
□
□
□
□

Minimize disruption and data burden
Appoint competent staff and train them as needed
C hoose procedures in light of known resource and staff qualifications constraints
Make a realistic schedule
As feasible and appropriate, engage locals to help conduct the evaluation
As appropriate, make evaluation procedures a part of routine events____________
□

6

Excellent

□ 5 Very Good

□ 4 Good
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F2 Political Viability

□
□
□
□
□

□

Anticipate different positions of different interest groups
Be vigilant and appropriately counteractive concerning pressures and actions designed to impede or
destroy the evaluation
Foster cooperation
Report divergent views
As possible, make constructive use of diverse political forces to achieve the evaluation’s purposes
Terminate any corrupted evaluation
□ 5 Very Good
□ 4 Good
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 0-1 Poor
□ 6 Excellent

F3 Cost Effectiveness

□
□
□
□
□
□

Be efficient
Make use of in-kind services
Inform decisions
Foster program improvement
Provide accountability information
Generate new insights___________
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good

□ 2-3 Fair

□ 4 Good

□ 0-1 Poor

Strength of the evaluation’s provisions for
FEASIBILITY

Scoring the Evaluation for FEASIBILITY
Add the following:

Number of Excellent ratings (0-3)

x4 =

□ 11 (93%) to 12:

Excellent

Number of Very Good (0-3)

x3=

□

8

(6 8 %) to

Very Good

Number of Good (0-3)

x

2

=

□

6

(50%) to 7:

Number of Fair (0-3

x

1

=

□ 3 (25%) to 5:

Fair

=

□

Poor

Total score:

0

10:

(0 %) to 2 :

Good

(Total score) + 1 2 =

x 100 =

TO M EET THE REQUIREMENTS FOR PROPRIETY, PROGRAM EVALUATIONS SHOULD:
P1 Service Orientation

□

A sse ss program outcom es against targeted and nontargeted customers' a sse sse d needs

□

Help assure that the full range of rightful program beneficiaries are served

□

Promote excellent service

□

Identify program strengths to build on

□

Identify program w ea k n esses to correct

□

Expose persistently harmful practices
□ 6 Excellent

□ 5 Very Good

□ 4 Good

□ 2-3 Fair

□ 0-1 Poor

□ 2-3 Fair

□ 0-1 Poor

P2 Formal Agreements, reach advance written agreements on:

□
□
□
□
□
□

Evaluation purpose and questions
Audiences
Editing
R elease of reports
Evaluation procedures and schedule
Evaluation resources
□ 6 Excellent

□ 5 Very Good

□ 4 Good
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P3 Rights o f Human Subjects

□
□
□
□
□
□

Follow due process and uphold civil rights
Understand participants' values
Respect diversity
Follow protocol
Honor confidentiality/anonymity agreem ents
Minimize harmful con seq uences of the evaluation
□ 4 Good
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good

□ 2-3 Fair

□ 0-1 Poor

P4 Human Interactions

□

Consistently relate to all stakeholders in a professional manner

□

Honor participants’ privacy rights

□

Honor time commitments

□

Be sensitive to participants’ diversity of values and cultural differences

□

Be evenly respectful in addressing different stakeholders

□

Do not ignore or help cover up any participant’s incompetence, unethical behavior, fraud, waste, or abuse
□

6

Excellent

□ 5 Very Good

□ 4 Good

□ 2-3 Fair

□ 0-1 Poor

P5 Complete and Fair Assessm ent

□
□
□
□
□
□

A sse ss and report the program’s strengths and w eak n esses
Report on intended and unintended outcom es
As appropriate, show how the program’s strengths could be used to overcome its w eak n esses
Appropriately address criticisms of the draft report
Acknowledge the final report’s limitations
Estimate and report the effects of the evaluation's limitations on the overall judgment of the program
□ 0-1 Poor
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 4 Good
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good

P6 Disclosure of Findings

□
□
□
□
□
□

Clearly define the right-to-know audience
Report relevant points of view of both supporters and critics of the program
Report balanced, informed conclusions and recommendations
Report all findings in writing, except where circumstances clearly dictate otherwise
In reporting, adhere strictly to a code of directness, openness, and com pleteness
Assure the reports reach their audiences_______________________________________
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 4 Good
□ 5 Very Good
□ 6 Excellent

□ 0-1 Poor

P7 Conflict of Interest

□

Identify potential conflicts of interest early in the evaluation

□

As appropriate and feasible, engage multiple evaluators

□

Maintain evaluation records for independent review

□

If feasible, contract with the funding authority rather than the funded program

□
□

If feasible, have the lead internal evaluator report directly to the chief executive officer
Engage uniquely qualified persons to participate in the evaluation, even if they have a potential conflict of
interest; but take steps to counteract the conflict
□

6

Excellent

□ 5 Very Good

□ 4 Good
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P8 Fiscal Responsibility
□

Specify and budget for ex p en se items in advance

□

Keep the budget sufficiently flexible to permit appropriate reallocations to strengthen the evaluation

□

Maintain accurate records of sources of funding and expenditures and resulting evaluation services and
products

□

Maintain adequate personnel records concerning job allocations and time spent on the evaluation project

□

Be frugal in expending evaluation resources

□

As appropriate, include an expenditure summary as part of the public evaluation report
□

6

Excellent

□ 4 Good

□ 5 Very Good

□ 2-3 Fair

Strength of the evaluation’s provisions for
PROPRIETY

Scoring the Evaluation for PROPRIETY
Add the following:

Number of Excellent ratings (0-8)

x

4

=

□ 30 (93%) to 32:

Excellent

Number of Very Good (0-8)

x

3

=

□ 22 (6 8 %) to 29:

Very Good

Number of Good (0-8)

x 2=

□ 16(50% ) to 21:

Good

Number of Fair (0-8)

x

=

□

Fair

=

□ 0 (0%) to 7:

Total score:

□ 0-1 Poor

1

8

(25%) to 15:

Poor

(Total score) ■ 32 =

x 100 =

TO M EET THE REQUIREMENTS FOR ACCURACY, PROGRAM EVALUATIONS SHOULD:
A1 Program Documentation

□
□
□

□
□

□

Collect descriptions of the intended program from various written sources and from the client and other
key stakeholders
Maintain records from various sources of how the program operated
Analyze discrepancies between the various descriptions of how the program was intended to function
Analyze discrepancies between how the program w as intended to operate and how it actually operated
Record the extent to which the program’s goals changed over time
Produce a technical report that documents the program’s operations and results
□ 0-1 Poor
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 5 Very Good
□ 4 Good
□ 6 Excellent

A2 Context Analysis

□
□
|-j
□
j-j
Q

Describe the context’s technical, social, political, organizational, and econom ic features
Maintain a log of unusual circumstances
Report those contextual influences that appeared to significantly influence the program and that might be
of interest to potential adopters
Estimate the effects of context on program outcom es
Identify and describe any critical competitors to this program that functioned at the sam e time and in the
program’s environment
Describe how people in the program's general area perceived the program’s existence, importance, and
quality_____________
□ 0-1 Poor
□ 4 Good
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good
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A3 Described Purposes and Procedures

□
Monitor and describe how the evaluation’s purposes stay the sam e or change over time
□
As appropriate, update evaluation procedures to accom modate changes in the evaluation’s purposes
□ Record the actual evaluation procedures, as implemented
j- j When interpreting findings, take into account the extent to which the intended procedures were effectively
executed
□ Describe the evaluation’s purposes and procedures in the summary and full-length evaluation reports
□ As feasible, engage independent evaluators to monitor and evaluate the evaluation's purposes and
procedures
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 0-1 Poor
□ 4 Good
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good
A 4 Defensible Information Sources

□
□
□
□
□
□

Once validated, use pertinent, previously collected information
As appropriate, employ a variety of data collection sources and methods
Document and report information sources
Document, justify, and report the m eans used to obtain information from each source
Include data collection instruments in a technical appendix to the evaluation report
Document and report any biasing features in the obtained information______________
□ 4 Good
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 5 Very Good
□ 6 Excellent

□ 0-1 Poor

A5 Valid Information

□
□
□

Focus the evaluation on key questions
A sse ss and report what type of information each employed procedure acquires
Document how information from each procedure was scored, analyzed, and interpreted

□

Report and justify inferences singly and in combination

p.

A sse ss and report the com prehensiveness of the information provided by the procedures as a set in
relation to the information needed to answer the set of evaluation questions
Establish meaningful categories of information by identifying regular and recurrent them es in information
collected using qualitative a ssessm en t procedures__________________________________________________
□ 4 Good
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 0-1 Poor
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good

P

A6 Reliable Information

□
j-j

Identify and justify the type(s) and extent of reliability claimed
As feasible, ch oose measuring devices that in the past have shown acceptable levels of reliability for their
intended u ses
i—| In reporting reliability of an instrument, a s s e s s and report the factors that influenced the reliability,
including the characteristics of the exam inees, the data collection conditions, and the evaluator’s biases
□ Check and report the consistency of scoring, categorization, and coding
□ Train and calibrate scorers and analysts to produce consistent results
□
Pilot test new instruments in order to identify and control sources of error______________________________
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 0-1 Poor
□ 4 Good
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good

A7 Systematic Information

□
□
□
□
□
□

Establish protocols and m echanisms for quality control of the evaluation information
Verify data entry
Proofread and verify data tables generated from computer output or other m eans
System atize and control storage of the evaluation information
Strictly control a c c e ss to the evaluation information according to established protocols
Have data providers verify the data they submitted_________________________________________________
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good_______ □ 4 Good__________□ 2-3 Fair_________ □ 0-1 Poor
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A8 Analysis of Quantitative Information
q

□
□
□
□
□

W henever possible, begin by conducting preliminary exploratory analyses to assure the data’s
correctness and to gain a greater understanding of the data
Report limitations of each analytic procedure, including failure to m eet assumptions
Employ multiple analytic procedures to check on consistency and replicability of findings
Examine variability a s well a s central tendencies
Identify and examine outliers, and verify their correctness
Identify and analyze statistical interactions
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good
□ 4 Good
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 0-1 Poor

A9 Analysis o f Qualitative Information

□
□
□
£-]
□
□

Define the boundaries of information to be used
Derive a set of categories that is sufficient to document, illuminate, and respond to the evaluation
questions
Classify the obtained information into the validated analysis categories
Verify the accuracy of findings by obtaining confirmatory evidence from multiple sources, including
stakeholders
Derive conclusions and recommendations, and demonstrate their meaningfulness
Report limitations of the referenced information, analyses, and inferences____________________________
□ 0-1 Poor
□ 4 Good
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good

A10 Justified C o n clu sio n s
□
□
□
□
□
j-j

Limit conclusions to the applicable time periods, contexts, purposes, questions, and activities
Report alternative plausible conclusions and explain why other rival conclusions were rejected
Cite the information that supports each conclusion
Identify and report the program’s side effects
Warn against making common misinterpretations
W henever feasible and appropriate, obtain and address the results of a prerelease review of the draft
evaluation report______________________________________________________________________________
□ 0-1 Poor
□ 4 Good
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good

A11 Impartial Reporting
□
□
j- j
p.
□
q

Engage the client to determine steps to ensure fair, impartial reports
Safeguard reports from deliberate or inadvertent distortions
As appropriate and feasible, report perspectives of all stakeholder groups and, especially, opposing views
on the meaning of the findings
As appropriate and feasible, add a new, impartial evaluator late in the evaluation to help offset any bias
the original evaluators may have developed due to their prior judgments and recommendations
Describe steps taken to control bias
Participate in public presentations of the findings to help guard against and correct distortions by other
interested parties__________________________________________________ _______________________________
□ 6 Excellent
□ 5 Very Good
□ 4 Good
□ 2-3 Fair
□ 0-1 Poor
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A12 Metaevaluation
j-j Budget appropriately and sufficiently for conducting an internal metaevaluation and, as feasible, an
external metaevaluation
□ Designate or define the standards the evaluators used to guide and a s s e s s their evaluation
□ Record the full range of information needed to judge the evaluation against the employed standards
□ As feasible and appropriate, contract for an independent metaevaluation
□ Evaluate all important asp ects of the evaluation, including the instrumentation, data collection, data
handling, coding, analysis, synthesis, and reporting
□
Obtain and report both formative and summative metaevaluations to the right-to-know audiences
□

6

Excellent

□ 5 Very Good

□ 4 Good

Scoring the Evaluation for ACCURACY
Add the following:

Number of Excellent ratings (0-12)
Number of Very Good (0-12)
Number of Good (0-12)
Number of Fair (0-12)
Total score:

□ 2-3 Fair

□ 0-1 Poor

Strength of the evaluation’s provisions for
ACCURACY

□ 45 (93%) to 48:

Excellent

x3=

□ 33 (6 8 %) to 44:

Very Good

x

2

=

□ 24 (50%) to 32:

Good

x

1

—

□ 12 (25%) to 23:

Fair

=

□

Poor

x4 =

0

(0 %) to

11:

(Total score) + 4 8 =

This checklist is being provided as a free service to the user.

x 100 =

The provider of the checklist has not modified or

adapted the checklist to fit the specific needs of the user and the user is executing his or her own discretion and
judgment in using the checklist. The provider of the checklist makes no representations or warranties that this
checklist is fit for the particular purpose contemplated by user and specifically disclaims any such warranties or
representations.
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Appendix B - JCS Metaevaluation Analysis

JCS Standards

Gallup

GAO

RIT

PNNL

Clearly identify the evaluation client

+

+

+

+

Engage leadership figures to identify other stakeholders

+

+

+

+

Consult stakeholders to identify their information needs

+

+

+

+

A sk stakeholders to identify other stakeholders

?

?

?

?

+

+

+

+

?

+

?

+

4

5

4

5

Engage competent evaluators

+

+

+

+

Engage evaluators w hom the stakeholders trust

?

?

?

?

Engage evaluators w ho can address stakeholders’ concerns

+

+

+

+

?

?

?

?

9

+

+

+

?

+

?

+

2

4

3

4

A ssign priority to the m ost important questions

+

+

+

A llow flexibility for adding questions during the evaluation

-

+

+

Obtain sufficient information to address the stakeholders’ m ost
important evaluation questions

+

?

Obtain sufficient information to assess the program’s merit
Obtain sufficient information to assess the program’s worth
Allocate the evaluation effort in accordance with the priorities
assigned to the needed information

+
+

+
+

-

+
+

?

+

+

+

6 Excellent

4

5

2

5

Consider all relevant sources o f values for interpreting evaluation
findings, including societal needs, customer needs, pertinent laws,
institutional m ission, and program goals

+

+

-

+

Determine the appropriate party(s) to make the valuational
interpretations

?

+

?

+

Provide a clear, defensible basis for value judgments

-t-

+

-

+

N /A

9

-

+

Take into account the stakeholders’ values

+

+

+

+

A s appropriate, present alternative interpretations based on
conflicting but credible value bases

?

+

+

+

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

3

5

2

6

U1 Stakeholder Identification

Arrange to involve stakeholders throughout the evaluation,
consistent with the formal evaluation agreement
K eep the evaluation open to serve new ly identified stakeholders
6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor
U 2 Evaluator Credibility

Engage evaluators w ho are appropriately responsive to issues o f
gender, socioeconom ic status, race, and language and cultural
differences
Help stakeholders understand and assess the evaluation plan and
process
Attend appropriately to stakeholders’ criticisms and suggestions
6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor
U3 Information Scope and Selection

5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

+

U 4 Values Identification

Distinguish appropriately among dimensions, weights, and cut
scores on the involved values
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JCS Standards

Gallup

GAO

RIT

PNNL

Issue one or more reports as appropriate, such as an executive
summary, main report, technical report, and oral presentation

-

+

+

+

A s appropriate, address the special needs o f the audiences, such as
persons with limited English proficiency

+

-

-

-

Focus reports on contracted questions and convey the essential
information in each report

+

+

+

+

+
?

+
?

+
?

+
?

+

+

+

+

4

4

4

4

In cooperation with the client, make special efforts to identify,
reach, and inform all intended users

?

+

?

+

Make timely interim reports to intended users

?

+

-

?

?

?

?

?

+

+

+

+

N /A

+

N /A

N /A

If allowed by the evaluation contract and as appropriate, make
findings publicly available via such media as the Internet

+

+

+

+

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

2

5

2

3

+

+

?

+

+

+

Provide interim reports

+
?

+

Supplement written reports with ongoing oral communication

?

+

?

+
?

To the extent appropriate, conduct feedback sessions to go over and
apply findings

-

+

-

+

Make arrangements to provide follow-up assistance in interpreting
and applying the findings

?

+

-

+

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

2

6

1

4

21

34

18

31

M inim ize disruption and data burden

+

+

+

+

Appoint competent staff and train them as needed

+

+

+

+

Choose procedures in light o f known resource and staff
qualifications constraints

?

+

?

+

Make a realistic schedule

+

+

?

+

U 5 Report Clarity

Write and/or present the findings simply and directly
Em ploy effective media for informing the different audiences
U se exam ples to help audiences relate the findings to practical
situations
6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor
U 6 Report Tim eliness and Dissemination

Have timely exchanges with the pertinent audiences, e.g., the
program’s policy board, the program’s staff, and the program’s
customers
D eliver the final report when it is needed
A s appropriate, issue press releases to the public media

U 7 Evaluation Impact
A s appropriate and feasible, keep audiences informed throughout
the evaluation
Forecast and serve potential uses o f findings

Total Scores for U tility Standards

?

To M eet the Requirements for Utility, Program Evaluations Should:
FI Practical Procedures
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JCS Standards

Gallup

GAO

RIT

PNNL

+

-

+

+

?

?

N /A

+

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor
F2 Political Viability

4

4

3

6

Anticipate different positions o f different interest groups
B e vigilant and appropriately counteractive concerning pressures
and actions designed to impede or destroy the evaluation

+

+

?

+

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

Foster cooperation

+

+

+

+

Report divergent view s

+

+

+

+

A s possible, make constructive use o f diverse political forces to
achieve the evaluation’s purposes

?

+

?

?

Terminate any corrupted evaluation

?

N /A

N /A

N /A

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

3

4

2

3

B e efficient

?

+

+

M ake use o f in-kind services

?

+
?

Inform decisions

?

+

N /A
+

N /A
+

Foster program improvement

?

+

+

+

Provide accountability information

?

+

-

+

Generate new insights

+

+

+

+

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor
Total Scores for Feasibility Standards

2

5

4

9

13

9

5
14

A ssess program outcomes against targeted and non-targeted
customers’ assessed needs

-

-

+

+

Help assure that the full range o f rightful program beneficiaries are
served

+

+

-

+

Promote excellent service

?

+

+

+

Identify program strengths to build on

+

+

+

+

A s feasible and appropriate, engage locals to help conduct the
evaluation
A s appropriate, make evaluation procedures a part o f routine events

F3 Cost Effectiveness

To M eet the Requirements for Utility, Program Evaluations Should:
PI Service Orientation

+

+

+

Expose persistently harmful practices

Identify program weaknesses to correct
+

+

+

N /A

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor
P2 Formal Agreements, reach advance written agreements on:
Evaluation purpose and questions

4

5

5

5

+

+

+

+

Audiences
Editing

+
?

+
+

+
?

+
?

Release o f reports

+

+

?

+

Evaluation procedures and schedule

+

+

9

+

Evaluation resources

+

+

+

+

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

5

6

3

5

-

-

-

-

P3 Rights o f Human Subjects
Follow due process and uphold civil rights
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Follow protocol

+
?

7

+

Honor confidentiality/anonymity agreements

+
?

M inim ize harmful consequences o f the evaluation

?

?

7

7

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

1

1

0

1

Understand participants’ values
Respect diversity

Gallup

7

P4 Human Interactions
Consistently relate to all stakeholders in a professional manner

7

+

Honor participants’ privacy rights

7

+

+
7

+
7

Honor time commitments

?

+

7

7

+

7

7

7

+

7

+

7

D o not ignore or help cover up any participant’s incompetence,
unethical behavior, fraud, waste, or abuse

?

+

N /A

N /A

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

2

4

2

1

A ssess and report the program’s strengths and weaknesses

+

+

+

+

Report on intended and unintended outcomes

+

+

-

+

A s appropriate, show how the program’s strengths could be used to
overcome its weaknesses

+

+

+

+

Appropriately address criticisms o f the draft report

-

+

N /A

N /A

A cknow ledge the final report’s limitations

-

-

+

-

B e sensitive to participants’ diversity o f values and cultural
differences
B e evenly respectful in addressing different stakeholders

P5 Complete and Fair A ssessm ent

Estimate and report the effects o f the evaluation’s limitations on the
overall judgment o f the program
6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

+
3

4

4

3

Clearly define the right-to-know audience

-

-

-

-

Report relevant points o f view o f both supporters and critics o f the
program

+

+

+

+

Report balanced, informed conclusions and recommendations

+

+

-

+

Report all findings in writing, except where circumstances clearly
dictate otherwise

+

+

+

+

In reporting, adhere strictly to a code o f directness, openness, and
completeness

+

+

-

+

Assure the reports reach their audiences

?

7

7

+

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor
P7 Conflict o f Interest

4

4

2

5

N /A

-

N /A

N /A
+

P6 Disclosure o f Findings

Identify potential conflicts o f interest early in the evaluation
A s appropriate and feasible, engage multiple evaluators

+

+

+

Maintain evaluation records for independent review

+

+

+

+

I f feasible, contract with the funding authority rather than the
funded program

+

+

+

+
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GAO

RIT

PNNL

If feasible, have the lead internal evaluator report directly to the
ch ief executive officer

N /A

+

?

+

Engage uniquely qualified persons to participate in the evaluation,
even if they have a potential conflict o f interest; but take steps to
counteract the conflict

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

3

4

3

4

Specify and budget for expense items in advance

+

?

+

+

K eep the budget sufficiently flexible to permit appropriate
reallocations to strengthen the evaluation

+

?

+

?

Maintain accurate records o f sources o f funding and expenditures
and resulting evaluation services and products

+

?

+

?

Maintain adequate personnel records concerning job allocations and
time spent on the evaluation project

+

?

+

?

B e frugal in expending evaluation resources

+

?

+

?

A s appropriate, include an expenditure summary as part o f the
public evaluation report

-

-

-

-

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

5

0

5

1

27

28

24

25

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

?

?

?

?

?

?

+

+

?

+

-

-

Produce a technical report that documents the program’s operations
and results

+

+

+

+

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

3

4

4

4

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor
P8 Fiscal Responsibility

Total Scores for Propriety Standards
To M eet the Requirements for Utility, Program Evaluations Should:
A1 Program Documentation
Collect descriptions o f the intended program from various written
sources and from the client and other key stakeholders
Maintain records from various sources o f how the program
operated
A nalyze discrepancies between the various descriptions o f how the
program w as intended to function
A nalyze discrepancies between how the program was intended to
operate and how it actually operated
Record the extent to which the program’s goals changed over time

A 2 Context A nalysis
Describe the context’s technical, social, political, organizational,
and econom ic features

+

Maintain a log o f unusual circumstances
Report those contextual influences that appeared to significantly
influence the program and that might be o f interest to potential
adopters
Estimate the effects o f context on program outcomes
Identify and describe any critical competitors to this program that
functioned at the same time and in the program’s environment

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A
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Describe how people in the program’s general area perceived the
program’s existence, importance, and quality

+

+

+

+

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

3

4

2

3

Monitor and describe how the evaluation’s purposes stay the same
or change over time

?

+

-

+

A s appropriate, update evaluation procedures to accommodate
changes in the evaluation’s purposes

-

+

+

+

Record the actual evaluation procedures, as implemented

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

A s feasible, engage independent evaluators to monitor and evaluate
the evaluation’s purposes and procedures

-

-

-

+

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

3

5

4

5

?

+

N /A

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Document, justify, and report the means used to obtain information
from each source

+

+

+

+

Include data collection instruments in a technical appendix to the
evaluation report

+

-

+

A3 Described Purposes and Procedures

When interpreting findings, take into account the extent to which
the intended procedures were effectively executed
Describe the evaluation’s purposes and procedures in the summary
and full-length evaluation reports

A 4 D efensible Information Sources
Once validated, use pertinent, previously collected information
A s appropriate, em ploy a variety o f data collection sources and
methods
Document and report information sources

Document and report any biasing features in the obtained
information
6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

-

-

-

-

3

5

3

5

A 5 Valid Information
Focus the evaluation on key questions

+

+

+

+

A ssess and report what type o f information each employed
procedure acquires

+

+

-

?

Document how information from each procedure was scored,
analyzed, and interpreted

+

Report and justify inferences singly and in combination

+

+

-

+

?

+

?

+

+

+

+

+

5

5

2

5

+

-

-

-

A ssess and report the comprehensiveness o f the information
provided by the procedures as a set in relation to the information
needed to answer the set o f evaluation questions
Establish m eaningful categories o f information by identifying
regular and recurrent themes in information
collected using qualitative assessm ent procedures
6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

+

A 6 Reliable Information
Identify and justify the type(s) and extent o f reliability claim ed
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A s feasible, choose measuring devices that in the past have shown
acceptable levels o f reliability for their intended uses

-

-

-

-

In reporting reliability o f an instrument, assess and report the
factors that influenced the reliability, including the characteristics
o f the exam inees, the data collection conditions, and the evaluator’s
biases
Check and report the consistency o f scoring, categorization, and
coding
Train and calibrate scorers and analysts to produce consistent
results
Pilot test new instruments in order to identify and control sources o f
error

-

-

?

-

+

N /A

N /A

+

+

N /A

N /A

+

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

3

0

0

2

Establish protocols and mechanisms for quality control o f the
evaluation information

-

-

-

-

V erify data entry

?

?

?

?

Proofread and verify data tables generated from computer output or
other means

?

+

?

?

Systematize and control storage o f the evaluation information

+

+

+

+

Strictly control access to the evaluation information according to
established protocols

+

+

?

?

Have data providers verify the data they submitted

+

-

?

?

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

3

3

1

1

?

+

-

-

-

+

N /A

+

Examine variability as w ell as central tendencies

-

-

N /A

-

Identify and examine outliers, and verify their correctness

+

N /A

N /A

-

Identify and analyze statistical interactions

+

N /A

N /A

+

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

2

3

0

2

D efine the boundaries o f information to be used

+

+

+

+

Derive a set o f categories that is sufficient to document, illuminate,
and respond to the evaluation questions

+

+

+

+

?

+

?

?

+

-

-

-

A 7 Systematic Information

A 8 Analysis o f Quantitative Information
Whenever possible, begin by conducting preliminary exploratory
analyses to assure the data’s correctness and to gain a greater
understanding o f the data
Report limitations o f each analytic procedure, including failure to
m eet assumptions
Employ multiple analytic procedures to check on consistency and
replicability o f findings

A 9 Analysis o f Qualitative Information

C lassify the obtained information into the validated analysis
categories
Verify the accuracy o f findings by obtaining confirmatory evidence
from multiple sources, including stakeholders
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Derive conclusions and recommendations, and demonstrate their
meaningfulness

+

+

+

4-

Report limitations o f the referenced information, analyses, and
inferences

+

+

+

-

5

5

4

3

Limit conclusions to the applicable time periods, contexts,
purposes, questions, and activities

+

+

+

+

Report alternative plausible conclusions and explain w hy other rival
conclusions were rejected

?

?

+

?

Cite the information that supports each conclusion

+

+

+

+

Identify and report the program’s side effects

+

+

+

+

Warn against making com m on misinterpretations

-

+

+

-

Whenever feasible and appropriate, obtain and address the results
o f a prerelease review o f the draft evaluation report

?

+

?

?

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

3

5

5

3

+
+

+

-

N /A

+

+

+

+

N /A

-

N /A

N /A

Describe steps taken to control bias

-

+

-

-

Participate in public presentations o f the findings to help guard
against and correct distortions by other interested parties
6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

?

-

N /A

?

3

3

1

2

-

-

N /A

?

-

-

-

-

-

+

N /A

-

-

-

N /A

-

-

-

N /A

+

Obtain and report both formative and summative metaevaluations
to the right-to-know audiences

-

-

N /A

-

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor

0

1

0

1

Total Scores for Accuracy Standards

36

43

26

36

6 Excellent 5 Very Good 4 Good 2-3 Fair 0-1 Poor
A 10 Justified Conclusions

A l l Impartial Reporting
Engage the client to determine steps to ensure fair, impartial reports
Safeguard reports from deliberate or inadvertent distortions
A s appropriate and feasible, report perspectives o f all stakeholder
groups and, especially, opposing view s on the m eaning o f the
findings
A s appropriate and feasible, add a new, impartial evaluator late in
the evaluation to help offset any bias The original evaluators may
have developed due to their prior judgments and recommendations

+

A 12 Metaevaluation
Budget appropriately and sufficiently for conducting an internal
metaevaluation and, as feasible, an external metaevaluation
Designate or define the standards the evaluators used to guide and
assess their evaluation
Record the full range o f information needed to judge the evaluation
against the em ployed standards
A s feasible and appropriate, contract for an independent
metaevaluation
Evaluate all important aspects o f the evaluation, including the
instrumentation, data collection, data handling, coding, analysis,
synthesis, and reporting
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GAO Standards
1. General Standards
3.3 Auditor(s) must maintain independence so that their opinions,
findings, conclusions, judgments, and recommendations w ill be
impartial and view ed as impartial by objective third parties with
know ledge o f the relevant information.
3.4 Auditor(s) must take into account the three general classes o f
impairments to independence: (a) personal, (b) external, and (c)
organizational.
3.5 When auditors use the work o f a specialist, auditors should assess
the specialist’s ability to perform the work and report results
impartially.
3.06 If impairment to independence is identified after the audit report is
issued, the audit organization should assess the impact on the audit.
3.07 Auditors participating on an audit assignment must be free from
personal impairments to independence.
3.08 Audit organizations should include as part o f their quality control
system procedures to identify personal impairments and help ensure
com pliance with G AG AS independence requirements.
3.09 When the audit organization identifies a personal impairment to
independence prior to or during an audit, the audit organization should
take action to resolve the impairment in a tim ely manner.
3.10 Audit organizations must be free from external impairments to
independence.
3.11 Audit organizations should include policies and procedures for
identifying and resolving external impairments as part o f their quality
control system for com pliance with independence requirements.
3.12. Perform work and report the results objectively can be affected
by placement within government, and the structure o f the government
entity being audited.
3.13 External audit organizations can be presumed to be free from
organizational impairments to independence when the audit function is
organizationally placed outside the reporting line o f the entity under
audit and the auditor is not responsible for entity operations.
3.14 Audit organizations in government entities m ay also be presumed
to be free from organizational impairments if the head o f the audit
organization m eets certain legislative nomination or election criteria.
3.15 Other organizational structures under which audit organizations in
government entities could be considered to be organizationally
independent for reporting externally. These structures should provide
safeguards to prevent the audited entity from interfering with the audit
organization’s ability to perform the work and report the results
impartially.
3.16 Internal auditors hired by certain government entities may be
subject to administrative direction from persons involved in the entity
management process. Auditors are encouraged to use the IIA
International Standards for the internal auditing in conjunction with
GAGAS.
3.17 The internal audit organization should report regularly to those
charged with governance.
3.18 When independent internal auditors perform audits o f external
parties they may be considered independent o f the audited entities and

Gallup

GAO

RIT

PNNL

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

+

N /A

+

N /A

+

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

-

+

-

-

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

+

+

+

+

?

+

?

?

N /A

+

N /A

+

+

+

+

?

N /A

+

N /A

9

+

+

-

+

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

+

N /A

N /A

N /A

?
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tree to report objectively to the heads o f the government entities to
w hich they are assigned, and to parties outside the organizations in
accordance with applicable regulations
3.19 The internal auditors should document the conditions that make
them independent for internal reporting and provide the documentation
to those performing quality control monitoring and to the external peer
reviewers to determine whether all the necessary safeguards have been
met.
3.20 Audit organizations that provide non-audit services should
evaluate whether providing the services creates an independence o f
impairment either in fact or appearance with respect to entities they
audit.
3.21 Audit organizations in government entities should establish
policies and procedures for accepting engagements to perform non
audit services so that independence is not impaired with respect to
entities they audit.
3.22 Overarching Independence Principles: (a) audit organizations
must not provide non-audit services that involve performing
management functions or making management decisions and (b) audit
organizations must not audit their own work or provide non-audit
services in situations in w hich the non-audit services are significant or
material to the subject matter o f the audits.
3.23 Audit organizations should evaluate: (a) ongoing audits, (b)
planned audits, (c) requirements and commitments for providing audits,
and other agreements; and (d) policies placing responsibilities on the
audit organization for providing audit services.
3.24 If requested to perform non-audit services that would impair the
audit organization’s ability to m eet either or both o f the overarching
independence principles for certain types o f audit work, the audit
organization should inform the requestor and the audited entity that
performing such service w ould impair the auditors’ independence with
subsequent audit.
3.25 Non-audit services include: (a) Non-audit services that w ould not,
do not, or would impair the audit organization’s independence with
respect to the entities it audits.
3.26 Non-audit services in which auditors provide technical advice
based on their know ledge and expertise do not impair auditor
independence with respect to entities they audit and do not require
supplemental safeguards.
3.27 Services considered as providing technical advice include: (a)
participating in com m issions, committees, task forces to advise entity
management on issues based on the auditors’ know ledge and address
urgent problems and (b) providing tools and m ethodologies, such as
guidance and good business practices, benchmarking studies, etc
3.28 Services that do not impair the auditors' independence with
respect to the entities they audit as long as they com ply with
supplemental safeguards.
3.29 Compliance with supplemental safeguards w ill not overcome
independence impairments in this category.
3.30 Performing non-audit services described in paragraph 3.28 w ill
not impair independence i f the overarching independence principles
stated in paragraph 3.22 are not violated.

Gallup

GAO

RIT

PNNL

N /A

+

N /A

-

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

+

N /A

?

+

+

N /A

+

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A

N /A
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Professional judgm ent includes applying skills, knowledge and
experience during the audit process.
3.31 Auditors must use professional judgment in planning and
performing audits and in reporting the results.
3.32 Professional judgment includes exercising reasonable care and
professional skepticism (an attitude that includes a questioning mind
and a critical assessm ent o f evidence)
3.33 U sing the auditors’ professional knowledge, skills, and experience
to diligently perform, in good faith and with integrity, the gathering o f
information and the objective evaluation o f the sufficiency and
appropriateness o f evidence is a critical component o f audits.
3.34 Professional judgment represents the application o f the collective
knowledge, skills, and experiences o f all the personnel involved with
an assignment, as w ell as the professional judgment o f individual
auditors. In addition to personnel directly involved in the audit,
professional judgment may involve collaboration with other
stakeholders, outside experts, and management in the audit
organization.
3.35 Using professional judgment in follow ing the independence
standards, maintaining objectivity and credibility, assigning competent
audit staff to the assignment, defining the scope o f work, evaluating
and reporting the results o f the work, and maintaining appropriate
quality control over the assignm ent process is essential to performing
and reporting on an audit.
3.36 Using professional judgment is important in determining the
required level o f understanding o f the audit subject matter and related
circumstances.
3.37 Considering the risk level o f each assignment, including the risk
that they may com e to an improper conclusion is another important
issue
3.38 Auditors should document significant decisions affecting the
audit’s objectives, scope, and methodology; findings; conclusions; and
recommendations resulting from professional judgment.
3.39 Professional judgment does not mean eliminating all possible
limitations or w eaknesses associated with a specific audit, but rather
identifying, considering, m inimizing, mitigating, and explaining them.
3.40 The staff assigned to perform the audit must collectively possess
adequate professional com petence for the tasks required.
3.41 Assessm ent was made to verify that workforce has the essential
skills that match audits activities to be performed.
3.42 Competence is derived from a blending o f education and
experience.
3.43 Audit Team must collectively possess the technical knowledge,
skills, and experience necessary to be competent for the type o f work
being performed before beginning work on that assignment.
3.44 Financial Audits
3.45 Attestation engagements
3.46 Auditors should maintain their professional com petence through
continuing professional education (CPE).
3.47 CPE designed to maintain or enhance participants’ knowledge,
skills, and abilities in areas applicable to performing audits (satisfy
both the 80-hour and the 24-hour requirements)

Gallup

GAO

RIT

PNNL

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

?

?

+

+

+

+

?

+

?

+

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

?

+

+

+

+

+

N /A
N /A

N /A
N /A

N /A
N /A

N /A
N /A

+

+

+

+

N /A

+

N /A

N /A
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__________________________ GAO Standards____________________________ Gallup GAO R1T PNNL
3.48 Improving their ow n com petencies and meeting CPE requirements
?
?
7
are primarily the responsibilities o f individual auditors._____________________ '________________ '______ '___
3.49 External specialists assisting in performing a audits should be
qualified and maintain professional com petence in their areas o f
+
+
+
+
specialization but are not required to m eet the CPE requirements_______________________________________
3.50 Each audit organization should have an appropriate internal
quality control system in place and should undergo an external peer
?
+
?
review._____________________________________________________________________________________________
3.51 An audit organization's internal quality control system should
include procedures for monitoring, on an ongoing basis, whether the
7
+
policies and procedures related to the standards are suitably designed
and are being effectively applied.____________________________________________________________________
3.52 Each audit organization should prepare appropriate documentation
for its system o f quality control to demonstrate com pliance with its
+
+
+
policies and procedures._____________________________________________________________________________
3.53 Audit organization should have an external peer review o f their
auditing at least once every 3 years by reviewers independent o f the
+
+
audit organization being reviewed___________________________________________________________________
3.54 Peer review team should m eet the follow ing requirements:(a)
current know ledge o f applicable standards, (b) independent, and ©
+
+
have knowledge on how to perform a peer review_____________________________________________________
3.55 The peer review should include: (a) R eview o f the audit
organization's internal quality control policies and procedures, (b)
select audits that provide a reasonable cross section o f the assignments
performed by the reviewed audit organization, (c) select audits that
provide a reasonable cross section o f the reviewed audit organization's
9
work subject to quality control requirements, (d) Peer review should be
com prehensive to conclude whether the system o f quality control was
com plied with to provide the organization with reasonable assurance,
and (e) the review team should prepare a written report(s)
communicating the results o f the peer review.
3.56 Audit organizations seeking to enter into a contract to perform an
assignment should provide their m ost recent external peer review
report and any letter o f comment, and any subsequent peer review
N /A
N /A
reports and letters o f comment received during the period o f the
contract, to the party contracting for the audit or attestation
engagement.
3.57 Government audit organizations also should transmit their
external peer review reports to appropriate oversight bodies. Peer
N /A
N /A
review report and letter o f comment be made available to the public in
a timely manner.
2. Field Work Standards for Performance Audits
7.3 Audit should provide reasonable assurance that evidence is
+
+
sufficient and appropriate to support the auditors’ findings and
conclusions.
7.4 Evaluators consider the concept o f significance throughout a
performance audit, including w hen deciding the type and extent o f
+
+
+
audit work to perform, when evaluating results o f audit work, and
w hen developing the report and related findings and conclusions.
7.05 Audit risk -The assessm ent o f audit risk involves both qualitative
9
+
4and quantitative considerations.
+
+
+
+
7.6 Auditors must adequately plan and document the planning o f the
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work necessary to address the audit objectives.
7.07 Auditors must plan the audit to reduce audit risk to an appropriate
level for the auditors to provide reasonable assurance that the evidence
is sufficient and appropriate to support the auditors’ findings and
conclusions.
7.08 The objectives are what the audit is intended to accomplish.
Auditor identifies the audit subject matter and performance aspects to
be included, and may also include the potential findings and reporting
elem ents that the auditors expect to develop.
7.09 Identify the audit scope, which is the boundary o f the audit and is
directly tied to the audit objectives.
7.10 Identify the m ethodology, which includes the procedures for
gathering and analyzing evidence to address objectives.
7.11 Auditors should assess audit risk and significance
within the context o f the audit objectives by understanding: (a) The
nature and profile o f the programs and the needs o f potential users o f
the audit report, (b) internal control as it relates to the specific
objectives and scope o f the audit, (c) information system s controls, (d)
legal and regulatory requirements, and (e) the results o f previous
audits.
7.12 During planning, auditors also should:(a) Identify the audit
criteria, (b) identify sources o f audit evidence, © evaluate whether to
use the work o f other auditors and experts to address som e o f the audit
objectives, (d) assign sufficient and competent auditors, (e)
communicate about planning to stakeholders, and (f) prepare a written
audit plan.
7.13 Auditors should understand the nature o f the program under audit
and the use o f the audit report. This includes: visibility, sensitivity,
relevant risks, age o f program, size, extent o f review, program strategic
plans and objectives, and external factors affecting program.
7.14 Auditors should be aware o f potential users, as they may have an
ability to influence the conduct o f the program. Awareness o f potential
users’ interests and influence can help auditors judge whether possible
findings could be significant to relevant users.
7.15 Auditors understanding o f the program under audit helps auditors
to assess the risks associated with the program and the impact on the
audit objectives, scope, and methodology.
7.16 Auditors should obtain an understanding o f internal control that is
significant within the context o f the audit objectives.
7.17 Auditors may m odify the nature, timing, or extent o f the audit
procedures based on the auditors’ assessment o f internal control
7.18 Auditors may obtain an understanding o f internal control through
inquiries, observations, inspection o f documents and records, review o f
other auditors’ reports, or direct tests.
7.19 Auditors are to determine significance o f internal controls based
on the following: (a) Effectiveness and efficiency o f program
operations to m eet program objectives w hile considering costeffectiveness and efficiency, (b) relevance and reliability o f
information, and (c) com pliance with applicable laws and regulations
and provisions o f contracts or grant agreements.
7.20 Controls over the safeguarding o f assets and resources include
policies and procedures that the audited entity has implemented to
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reasonably prevent or promptly detect unauthorized acquisition, use, or
disposition o f assets and resources.
7.21 A deficiency in internal control exists when the design does not
allow management or em ployees, in the normal course o f performing
their assigned functions, to prevent, detect, or correct: (a) Impairments
o f effectiveness or efficiency o f operations, (b) misstatements in
financial or performance information, or (c) violations o f laws and
regulations, on a tim ely basis. A deficiency in design exists when (a) A
control necessary to m eet the control objective is m issing or (b) an
existing control is not properly designed. A deficiency in operation
exists when a properly designed control does not operate as designed,
or when the person performing the control does not p ossess the
necessary authority or qualifications to perform the control effectively.
7.22 When an assessm ent o f internal control is needed, the auditor may
use the work o f the internal auditors in assessing whether internal
controls are effectively designed and operating effectively, and to
prevent duplication o f effort.
7.23 Information system s controls include general controls(policies and
procedures related to security management, logical and physical access,
configuration management, segregation o f duties, and contingency
planning) and application controls (controls over input, processing,
output, master data, application interfaces, and data management
system interfaces).
Auditors should obtain a sufficient understanding o f information
systems controls necessary to assess audit risk and plan the audit within
the context o f the audit objectives.
7.25 Evaluation o f the information system s effectiveness includes: (a)
Gaining an understanding o f the system as it relates to the information
and (b) identifying and evaluating the general controls and application
controls that are critical to providing assurance over the reliability o f
the information required for the audit.
7.26 The assessm ent o f information system s controls may be done in
conjunction with the auditors’ consideration o f internal control within
the context o f the audit objectives or as a separate audit objective or
audit procedure, depending on the objectives o f the audit
7.27 Auditors should determine which audit procedures related to
information system s controls are needed to obtain sufficient,
appropriate evidence to support the audit findings and conclusions: (a)
The extent to which internal controls that are significant to the audit
depend on the reliability o f information processed or generated by
information system s, (b) the availability o f evidence outside the
information system to support the findings and conclusions, (c) the
relationship o f information system s controls to data reliability, and (d)
assessing the effectiveness o f information system s controls as an audit
objective.
7.28 Auditors should determine which laws, regulations, and
provisions o f contracts’ agreements are significant within the context
o f the audit objectives and assess the risk that violations o f those laws,
regulations, and provisions o f contracts or grant agreements could
occur.
7.29 The auditors’ assessm ent o f audit risk may be affected by factors
such as the com plexity or newness o f the laws, regulations, and
provisions o f contracts or grant agreements.
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7.30 In planning the audit, auditors should assess risks o f fraud
N /A
N /A
N /A
N /A
occurring that is significant within the context o f the audit ob jectives.
7.31 When auditors detect fraud or risk factors o f fraud they should
design procedures to provide reasonable assurance o f detecting such
N /A
N /A
N /A
N /A
fraud.
7.32 If auditors detect that fraud has occurred, auditors should extend
the audit steps and procedures, as necessary, to (a) Determine whether
N /A
N /A
N /A
N /A
fraud has likely occurred and (b) if so, determine its effect on the audit
findings.
7.33 and 7.34 Abuse involves improper behavior or misuse o f authority
or position for personal financial interests. I f during the course o f the
audit, auditors becom e aware o f abuse that could be quantitatively or
qualitatively significant to the program under audit, auditors should
N /A
N /A
N /A
N /A
apply audit procedures specifically directed to ascertain the potential
effect on the program under audit within the context o f the audit
objectives._________________________________________________________________________________________
7.35 A voiding interference with investigations or legal proceedings is
important in pursuing indications o f fraud, illegal acts, and violations
o f provisions o f contracts or grant agreements, or abuse. When
N /A
N /A
N /A
N /A
investigations or legal proceedings are initiated or in process, auditors
should evaluate the impact on the current audit______________________________________________________
7.36 Auditors should evaluate whether the audited entity has taken
appropriate corrective action to address findings and recommendations
from previous engagements that are significant within the context o f
the audit objectives________________________________________________________________________________
7.37 Auditors should identify criteria. Criteria represent the laws,
regulations, contracts, grant agreements, standards, measures,
+
+
expectations o f what should exist, defined business practices, and
benchmarks against which performance is compared or evaluated.____________________________________
7.38 The follow ing are som e exam ples o f criteria:(a) Purpose or goals
prescribed by law or regulation, (b) policies and procedures established
+
+
+
+
by officials o f the audited entity, © technically developed standards or
norms, (d) expert opinions, (e) prior periods’ performance, (f) defined
business practices, (g) contract or grant terms, and (h) benchmarks.
7.39 Auditors should identify potential sources o f information that
could be used as evidence.
7.40 If auditors believe that it is likely that sufficient, appropriate
evidence w ill not be available, they may revise the audit objectives or
m odify the scope and m ethodology and determine alternative
procedures to obtain additional evidence to address objectives.
Auditors should also evaluate whether the lack o f sufficient,
appropriate evidence is due to internal control deficiencies or other
program weaknesses.
7.41 Auditors should determine availability o f other audits o f the
program that could be relevant to the current audit objectives.
7.42 If other auditors have com pleted audit work related to the
objectives o f the current audit, the current auditors may be able to rely
on the work o f the other auditors to support findings or conclusions for
the current audit
7.43 If auditors intend to rely on the work o f specialists, they should
obtain an understanding o f the qualifications and independence o f the
specialists.
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7.44 Audit management should assign sufficient staff and specialists
with adequate collective professional competence to perform the audit
7.45 If planning to use the work o f a specialist, auditors should
document the intended specialist's work including: objectives, scope o f
work, intended use o f the specialist’s work, procedures, assumptions
and methods used by the specialist.
7.46 Auditors should communicate an overview o f the objectives,
scope, m ethodology, and timing o f the performance audit and planned
reporting to management o f the audited entity, those charged with
governance and the individuals contracting for or requesting audit
services.
7.47 In situations in which those charged with governance are not
clearly evident, auditors should document the process follow ed and
conclusions reached for identifying those charged with governance.
7.48 Determining the form, content, and frequency o f the
communication is a matter o f professional judgment, although written
communication is preferred.
7.49 If an audit is terminated before it is com pleted and an audit report
is not issued, auditors should document the results o f the work to the
date o f termination and why the audit was terminated.
7.50 Auditors must prepare a written audit plan for each audit.
7.51 A written audit plan provides an opportunity for the audit
organization management to supervise audit planning and to determine
whether (a) Objectives are likely to result in a useful report, (b) plan
adequately addresses relevant risks, (c) audit scope and m ethodology
are adequate to address the audit objectives, (d) available evidence is
likely to be sufficient and appropriate for purposes o f the audit, and (e)
sufficient staff, supervisors, and specialists with adequate collective
professional com petence and other resources are available to complete
work.
7.52 Audit supervisors or those designated to supervise auditors must
properly supervise audit staff.
7.53 Audit supervision involves providing sufficient guidance and
direction to staff to address the audit objectives and follow applicable
standards, w hile staying informed about significant problems
encountered, reviewing the work performed, and providing effective
on-the-job training.
7.54 The nature and extent o f the supervision o f staff and the review o f
audit work may vary depending on a number o f factors, such as the size
o f the audit organization, the significance o f the work, and sta ffs
experience
7.55 Auditors must obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a
reasonable basis for their findings and conclusions.
7.56 In assessing the overall appropriateness o f evidence, auditors
should assess whether the evidence is relevant, valid, and reliable.
7.57 In assessing evidence, auditors should evaluate whether the
evidence taken as a w hole is sufficient and appropriate for addressing
the audit objectives and supporting findings and conclusions.
7.58 When appropriate, auditors may use statistical methods to analyze
and interpret evidence to assess its sufficiency. Professional judgment
assists auditors in determining the sufficiency and appropriateness o f
evidence taken as a whole.
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7.59 To ensure appropriateness, auditors should insure (a) Relevance,
(b) validity, and (c) reliability.
7.60 Forjudging evidence the follow ing contrast can be used by
auditors: (a) Evidence obtained when internal control is effective is
generally more reliable than evidence obtained when internal control is
weak or nonexistent, (b) evidence obtained through the auditors’ direct
physical examination, observation, computation, and inspection is
generally more reliable than evidence obtained indirectly, (c)
examination o f original documents is generally more reliable than
examination o f copies, (d) testimonial evidence obtained under
conditions in which persons m ay speak freely is generally more reliable
than evidence obtained under circumstances in which the persons may
be intimidated, (e) testimonial evidence obtained from an individual
who is not biased and has direct knowledge about the area is generally
more reliable than testimonial evidence, and (f) evidence obtained from
a knowledgeable, credible, and unbiased third party is generally more
7.61 Testimonial evidence may be useful in interpreting or
corroborating documentary or physical information.
7.62 Surveys generally provide self-reported information about existing
conditions or programs. Evaluation o f the survey design and
administration assists auditors in evaluating the objectivity, credibility,
and reliability o f the self-reported information.
7.63 When sampling is used, the method o f selection that is appropriate
w ill depend on the audit objectives. When a representative sample is
needed, the use o f statistical sampling approaches generally results in
stronger evidence than that obtained from non statistical techniques.
When a representative sample is not needed, a targeted selection may
be effective if the auditors have isolated certain risk factors or other
criteria to target the selection.
7.64 When auditors use information gathered by officials o f the audited
entity as part o f their evidence, they should determine what these
officials did to obtain assurance over the reliability o f the information.
7.66 In determining the sufficiency o f evidence, auditors should
determine whether enough appropriate evidence exists to address the
audit objective and support the findings and conclusions.
7.67 The sufficiency o f evidence required to support the auditors’
findings and conclusions is a matter o f the auditors’ professional
judgment: (a) The greater the audit risk, the greater the quantity and
quality o f evidence required, (b) stronger evidence may allow less
evidence to be used, and (c) having a large volum e o f audit evidence
does not compensate for a lack o f relevance, validity, or reliability.
7.68 Auditors should determine the overall sufficiency and
appropriateness o f evidence to provide a reasonable basis for the
findings and conclusions. Auditors should perform and document an
overall assessm ent o f the collective evidence used to support findings
and conclusions, including the results o f any specific assessments
conducted to conclude on the validity and reliability o f specific
evidence.
7.69 Sufficiency and appropriateness are evaluated in the context o f the
related findings and conclusions. For example, even though the
auditors may have som e limitations or uncertainties about the
sufficiency or appropriateness o f som e o f the evidence, they may______
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determine that in total there is sufficient, appropriate evidence to
support the findings and conclusions.
7.70 When assessing the sufficiency and appropriateness o f evidence,
auditors should evaluate the expected significance o f evidence to the
audit objectives, findings, and conclusions, available corroborating
evidence, and the level o f audit risk.
7.71 Evidence has limitations or uncertainties when the validity or
reliability o f the evidence has not been or cannot be assessed, given the
audit objectives and the intended use o f the evidence. W hen auditors
identify limitations they should follow other procedures: (a) Seeking
independent, corroborating evidence from other sources; (b) redefining
the audit objectives or limiting the audit scope to eliminate the need to
use the evidence; (c) presenting the findings and conclusions so that the
+
+
+
supporting evidence is sufficient and appropriate and describing in the
report the limitations or uncertainties with the validity or reliability o f
the evidence, if such disclosure is necessary to avoid m isleading the
report users about the findings or conclusions, or (d) determining
whether to report the limitations or uncertainties as a finding, including
any related, significant internal control deficiencies.__________________________________________________
7.72 Auditors should plan and perform procedures to develop the
elements o f a finding necessary to address the audit objectives. In
addition, if auditors are able to sufficiently develop the elements o f a
+
+
+
+
finding, they should develop recommendations for corrective action if
they are significant within the context o f the audit objectives.__________________________________________
7.73 The elem ent o f criteria is discussed in paragraphs 7.37 and 7.38,_____ N /A
N /A
N /A
N /A
7.74 Condition: Condition is a situation that exists. The condition is
determined and documented during the audit.________________________________________________________
7.75 Cause: The cause identifies the reason or explanation for the
condition or the factor or factors responsible for the difference between
the situation that exists (condition) and the required or desired state
+
+
+
+
(criteria), which may also serve as a basis for recommendations for
corrective actions.__________________________________________________________________________________
7.76 Effect or potential effect: The effect is a clear, logical link to
establish the impact or potential impact o f the difference between the
situation that exists (condition) and the required or desired state
(criteria). Effect or potential effect may be used to demonstrate the
need for corrective action in response to identified problems or relevant
risks.
7.77 Auditors must prepare audit documentation related to planning,
conducting, and reporting for each audit. Auditors should prepare audit
+
+
+
documentation that contains evidence and support for findings,
+
conclusions, recommendations, and significant judgments before they
issue their report.
7.78 Auditors should design the form and content o f audit
documentation to m eet the circumstances o f the audit.
7.79 Audit documentation is an essential elem ent o f audit quality. The
process o f preparing and reviewing audit documentation contributes to
the quality o f an audit.
7.80 Auditors should document the following: (a) The objectives,
scope, and m ethodology o f the audit; (b) the work performed to support
significant judgments and conclusions, including descriptions o f
transactions and records examined; and (c) evidence o f supervisory
review, before the audit report is issued, o f the work performed that
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supports findings, conclusions, and recommendations contained in the
audit report.
7.81 When auditors do not com ply with applicable standard
requirements due to law, regulation, scope limitations, restrictions on
access to records, or other issues impacting the audit, the auditors
should document the departure from the standards requirements and the
impact on the audit and on the auditors’ conclusions.
7.82 Audit organizations should establish policies and procedures for
the safe custody and retention o f audit documentation for a time
sufficient to satisfy legal, regulatory, and administrative requirements
for records retention.
7.83 auditors should make appropriate individuals, as w ell as audit
documentation, available upon request and in a tim ely manner to other
auditors or reviewers to satisfy these objectives.
7.84 Audit organizations should develop policies to deal with requests
by outside parties to obtain access to audit documentation, especially
when an outside party attempts to obtain information indirectly through
the auditor rather than directly from the audited entity.
3. Reporting Standards for Performance Audits
8.03 Auditors must issue audit reports communicating the results o f
each completed performance audit.
8.04 Auditors should use a form o f the audit report that is appropriate
for its intended use and is in writing or in som e other retrievable form.
Auditor may present audit reports using electronic media or different
forms o f audit reports including written reports, letters, briefing slides,
or other materials.
8.05 The purposes o f audit reports are to: (a) Communicate the results
o f audits to those charged with governance, the appropriate officials o f
the audited entity, and the appropriate oversight officials; (b) make the
results less susceptible to misunderstanding; (c) make the results
available to the public, as applicable; and (d) facilitate follow -up to
determine whether appropriate corrective actions have been taken.
8.06 If an audit is terminated before it is completed and an audit report
is not issued, auditors should follow the guidance in paragraph 7.49.
8.07 If after the report is issued, the auditors discover that they did not
have sufficient, appropriate evidence to support the reported findings or
conclusions, they should communicate with stakeholders requiring or
arranging for the audits, so that they do not continue to rely on the
findings or conclusions that were not supported.
8.08 Auditors should prepare audit reports that contain (a) The
objectives, scope, and m ethodology o f the audit; (b) the audit results,
including findings, conclusions, and recommendations, as appropriate;
(c) a statement about the auditors’ com pliance with GAGAS; (d) a
summary o f the view s o f responsible officials; and (e) if applicable, the
nature o f any confidential or sensitive information omitted.
8.09 Auditors should include in the report a description o f the audit
objectives, the scope, and m ethodology used for addressing objectives.
8.10 Auditors should communicate audit objectives in the audit report
in a clear, specific, neutral, and unbiased manner that includes relevant
assumptions, including w hy the audit organization undertook the
assignment and the underlying purpose o f the audit and resulting
report.
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8.11 Auditors should describe the scope o f the work performed and any
limitations, including issues that would be relevant to likely users, so
that they could reasonably interpret the findings, conclusions, and
recommendations in the report without being misled.
8.12 Auditors should, as applicable, explain the relationship between
the population and the items tested; identify organizations,
geographical locations, period covered; report the sources o f evidence;
and explain any significant limitations based on the auditors’ overall
assessm ent o f the sufficiency and appropriateness o f the evidence in
the aggregate.
8.13 In reporting audit m ethodology, auditors should explain how the
completed audit work supports the audit objectives, including the
evidence gathering and analysis techniques, in sufficient detail to allow
knowledgeable users o f their reports to understand how the auditors
addressed the audit objectives.
8.14 In the audit report, auditors should clearly developed findings,
present sufficient, appropriate evidence to support the findings and
conclusions in relation to the audit objectives.
8.15 Auditors should describe in their report limitations or uncertainties
with the reliability or validity o f evidence i f (a) The evidence is
significant to the findings and conclusions within the context o f the
audit objectives, and (b) such disclosure is necessary to avoid
m isleading the report users about the findings and conclusions.
8.16 Auditors should place their findings in perspective by describing
the nature and extent o f the reported issues and the extent o f the work
performed that resulted in the finding.
8.17 Auditors may provide selective background information to
establish the context for the overall m essage and to help the reader
understand the findings and significance o f the issues discussed.
8.18 Auditors should report deficiencies in internal control that are
significant within the context o f the objectives o f the audit, all
instances o f fraud, illegal acts unless they are inconsequential within
the context o f the audit objectives, significant violations o f provisions
o f contracts or grant agreements, and significant abuse that have
occurred or are likely to have occurred.
8.19 Auditors should include in the audit report (a) The scope o f their
work on internal control and (b) any deficiencies in internal control that
are significant within the context o f the audit objectives and based
upon the work performed.
8.20 In a performance audit, auditors may conclude that identified
deficiencies in internal control that are significant within the context o f
the audit objectives are the cause o f deficient performance o f the
program or operations being audited.
8.21 When auditors conclude, based on sufficient, appropriate
evidence, that fraud, illegal acts, significant violations o f provisions o f
contracts or grant agreements, or significant abuse either has occurred
or is likely to have occurred, they should report the matter as a finding.
8.22 When auditors detect violations o f provisions o f contracts or grant
agreements, or abuse that are not significant, they should communicate
those findings in writing to officials o f the audited entity unless the
findings are inconsequential within the context o f the audit objectives,
considering both qualitative and quantitative factors.
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8.23 When fraud, illegal acts, violations o f provisions o f contracts or
grant agreements, or abuse either have occurred or are likely to have
occurred, auditors may consult with authorities or legal counsel about
N /A
whether publicly reporting such information would compromise
investigative or legal proceedings.
8.24 Auditors should report known or likely fraud, illegal acts,
violations o f provisions o f contracts or grant agreements, or abuse
directly to parties outside the audited entity When: (a) Entity
management fails to satisfy legal requirements to report such
information to external parties specified in regulation. Auditors should
first communicate the failure to report such information to those
charged with governance, (b) When entity management fails to take
N /A
tim ely and appropriate steps to respond to known or likely fraud, illegal
acts, violations o f provisions o f contracts or grant agreements, or abuse
that (1) Is significant to the findings and conclusions, and (2) involves
funding received directly or indirectly from a government agency,
auditors should first report management’s failure to take tim ely and
appropriate steps to those charged with governance.
8.25 The reporting in paragraph 8.24 is in addition to any legal
N /A
requirements to report such information directly to parties outside the
audited entity.
8.27 Auditors should report conclusions, as applicable, based on the
audit objectives and the audit findings. Report conclusions are logical
+
inferences about the program based on the auditors’ findings, not
m erely a summary o f the findings.
8.28 Auditors should recommend actions to correct problems identified
dining the audit and to improve programs and operations when the
+
potential for improvement in programs, operations, and performance is
substantiated by the reported findings and conclusions.
8.29 Recommendations are effective when they are addressed to parties
+
that have the authority to act and when the recommended actions are
specific, practical, cost effective, and measurable.
8.30 When auditors com ply with all applicable GAGAS requirements,
they should use the follow ing language: W e conducted this
performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Those standards require that w e plan and perform
N /A
the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit
objectives. W e believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
8.31 When auditors do not com ply with all applicable GAGAS
requirements, they should include a m odified GA G A S compliance
statement in the audit report. Auditors should use a statement that
N /A
includes either (a) The language in 8.30, m odified to indicate the
standards that were not follow ed or (b) language that the auditor did
not follow GAGAS.
8.32 Providing a draft report, which Includes the view s o f responsible
officials’ results in a report that presents not only the auditors’ findings,
conclusions, and recommendations, but also the perspectives o f the
responsible officials o f the audited entity and the corrective actions
they plan to take. Obtaining the comments in writing is preferred, but
oral comments are acceptable.
8.33 When auditors receive written comments from the responsible
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PNNL
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N /A
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N /A

N /A
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+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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GAO Standards
officials, they should include in their report a copy o f the officials’
written comments, or a summary o f the comments received.
8.34 Auditors should also include in the report an evaluation o f the
comments, as appropriate.
8.35 Obtaining oral comments may be appropriate when, for example,
there is a reporting date critical to meeting a user’s needs; auditors have
worked closely with the responsible officials throughout the conduct o f
the work and the parties are familiar with the findings and issues
addressed in the draft report; or the auditors do not expect major
disagreements with the draft report’s findings, conclusions, and
recommendations, or major controversies with regard to the issues
discussed in the draft report.
8.36 When the audited entity’s comments are inconsistent or in conflict
with the report’s findings, conclusions, or recommendations or when
planned corrective actions do not adequately address the auditors’
recommendations, the auditors should evaluate the validity o f the
audited entity’s comments. If the auditors disagree with the comments,
they should explain in the report their reasons for disagreement.
8.37 If the audited entity refuses to provide comments or is unable to
provide comments within a reasonable period o f time, the auditors may
issue the report without receiving comments from the audited entity.
8.38 If certain pertinent information is prohibited from public
disclosure or is excluded from a report due to the confidential or
sensitive nature o f the information, auditors should disclose in the
report that certain information has been omitted and the reason or other
circumstances that makes the om ission necessary.
8.39 Certain information m ay be classified or may be otherwise
prohibited from general disclosure by federal, state, or local laws or
regulations. In such circumstances, auditors may issue a separate,
classified or lim ited-official-use report containing such information and
distribute the report only to persons authorized by law to receive it.
8.40 Additional circumstances associated with public safety and
security concerns could also justify the exclusion o f certain information
from a publicly available or w idely distributed report. In such
circumstances, auditors may issue a limited- official-use report
containing such information and distribute the report only to those
parties responsible for acting on the auditors’ recommendations.
8.41 When circumstances call for om ission o f certain information,
auditors should evaluate whether this om ission could distort the audit
results or conceal improper or illegal practices.
8.42 When audit organizations are subject to public records laws,
auditors should determine whether public records laws could impact
the availability o f classified or lim ited-official-use reports and
determine whether other means o f communicating with management
and those charged with governance would be more appropriate.
8.43 Auditors should document any limitation on report distribution. If
the subject o f the audit involves material that is classified for security
purposes or contains confidential or sensitive information, auditors
may limit the report distribution. Audit organizations in government
entities should distribute audit reports to those charged with
governance, to the appropriate officials o f the audited entity, and to the
appropriate oversight bodies or organizations requiring or arranging for
the audits.
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JCS Standards
U1 Stakeholder Identification
Clearly identify the evaluation
client

Engage leadership figures to
identify other stakeholders
Consult stakeholders to identify
their information needs

A sk stakeholders to identify other
stakeholders
Arrange to involve stakeholders
throughout the evaluation,
consistent with the formal
evaluation agreement
Keep the evaluation open to serve
new ly identified stakeholders
U 2 Evaluator Credibility
Engage competent evaluators

Engage evaluators w hom the
stakeholders trust
Engage evaluators w ho can
address stakeholders’ concerns
Engage evaluators w ho are
appropriately responsive to issues
o f gender, socioeconom ic status,
race, and language and cultural
differences

GAO Standards
7.12 During planning, auditors also should:(a) identify the audit
criteria, (b) identify sources o f audit evidence, © evaluate whether
to use the work o f other auditors and experts to address som e o f
the audit objectives, (d) assign sufficient and competent auditors,
(e) communicate about planning to stakeholders, and (f) prepare a
written audit plan._____________________________________________
N o Match
7.13 Auditors should obtain an understanding o f the nature o f the
program or program component under audit and the potential use
that w ill be made o f the audit results or report as they plan a
performance audit.
7.11. a. Auditors should gain an understanding o f the nature and
profile o f the programs and the needs o f potential users o f the audit
report
N o Match
3.34 In addition to personnel directly involved in the audit,
professional judgment may involve collaboration with other
stakeholders, outside experts, and management in the audit
organization.
N o Match

3.35 U sing professional judgment in follow ing the independence
standards, maintaining objectivity and credibility, assigning
competent audit staff to the assignment, defining the scope o f
work, evaluating and reporting the results o f the work, and
maintaining appropriate quality control over the assignment
process is essential to performing and reporting on an audit.
3.43 Audit Team must collectively possess the technical
knowledge, skills, and experience necessary to be competent for
the type o f work being performed before beginning work on that
assignment.
7.44 Audit management should assign sufficient staff and
specialists with adequate collective professional com petence to
perform the audit
N o Match
7.12. e. During planning, auditors also should communicate about
planning to stakeholders and prepare a written audit plan.
N o Match
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Help stakeholders understand and
assess the evaluation plan and
process
Attend appropriately to
stakeholders’ criticisms and
suggestions
U 3 Information Scope and
Selection
A ssign priority to the m ost
important questions
A llow flexibility for adding
questions during the evaluation

Obtain sufficient information to
address the stakeholders’ m ost
important evaluation questions
Obtain sufficient information to
assess the program’s merit

GAO Standards
7.12. e. During planning, auditors also should communicate about
planning to stakeholders and prepare a written audit plan.
N o Match

N o Match
7.40 If auditors believe that it is likely that sufficient, appropriate
evidence w ill not be available, they may revise the audit objectives
or m odify the scope and m ethodology and determine alternative
procedures to obtain additional evidence to address the current
audit objectives
.7.08 Audit objectives can be thought o f as questions about the
program that the auditors seek to answer based on evidence
obtained and assessed against criteria.
N o Match

N o Match

Obtain sufficient information to
assess the program’s worth

7.15 Auditors may use the stated program purpose and goals as
criteria for assessing program performance or may develop
additional criteria to use when assessing performance.

A llocate the evaluation effort in
accordance with the priorities
assigned to the needed information

7.15. d Obtaining an understanding o f the program under audit
helps auditors to assess the relevant risks associated with the
program and the impact on the audit objectives, scope, and
m ethodology. Efforts are the amount o f resources that are put into
a program. These resources m ay com e from within or outside the
entity operating the program. Examples o f measures o f efforts are
dollars spent, employee-hours expended, and square feet o f
building space

U 4 Values Identification
Consider all relevant sources o f
values for interpreting evaluation
findings, including societal needs,
customer needs, pertinent laws,
institutional m ission, and program
goals____________________________

7.14 Auditors should be aware o f potential users, as they may have
an ability to influence the conduct o f the program. Awareness o f
potential users’ interests and influence can help auditors judge
whether possible findings could be significant to relevant users.

7.15 Auditors understanding o f the program under audit helps
auditors to assess the risks associated with the program and the
impact on the audit objectives, scope, and m ethodology.
Determine the appropriate party(s)
to make the valuational
interpretations
Provide a clear, defensible basis
for value judgments

N o Match

7.77 Auditors must prepare audit documentation related to
planning, conducting, and reporting for each audit. Auditors
should prepare audit documentation that contains evidence and
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support for findings, conclusions, recommendations, and
significant judgments before they issue their report.

Distinguish appropriately among
N o Match
dimensions, w eights, and cut
scores on the involved values_______________________________________________________________________
Take into account the
N o Match
stakeholders’ values________________________________________________________________________________
A s appropriate, present alternative
N o Match
interpretations based on
conflicting but credible value
bases______________________________________________________________________________________________
U5 Report Clarity
Issue one or more reports as
appropriate, such as an executive
summary, main report, technical
report, and oral presentation

3.17 The internal audit organization should report regularly to
those charged with governance,

8.32 Providing a draft report, which Includes the view s o f
responsible officials’ results in a report that presents not only the
auditors’ findings, conclusions, and recommendations, but also the
perspectives o f the responsible officials o f the audited entity and
____________________________________ the corrective actions they plan to take.__________________________
8.35 Obtaining oral comments may be appropriate when, for
example, there is a reporting date critical to meeting a user’s
needs; auditors have worked closely with the responsible officials
throughout the conduct o f the work and the parties are familiar
with the findings and issues addressed in the draft report; or the
auditors do not expect major disagreements with the draft report’s
findings, conclusions, and recommendations, or major
controversies with regard to the issues discussed in the draft report.
A s appropriate, address the special N o Match
needs o f the audiences, such as
persons with limited English
proficiency________________________________________________________________________________________
Focus reports on contracted
7.08 Audit objectives can be thought o f as questions about the
questions and convey the essential program that the auditors seek to answer based on evidence
information in each report
obtained and assessed against criteria.
Write and/or present the findings
simply and directly

8.14 In the audit report, auditors should clearly developed
findings, present sufficient, appropriate evidence to support the
findings and conclusions in relation to the audit objectives.

Employ effective media for
informing the different audiences

8.04 Auditors should use a form o f the audit report that is
appropriate for its intended use and is in writing or in som e other
retrievable form. Auditor may present audit reports using
electronic media or different forms o f audit reports including
written reports, letters, briefing slides, or other presentation
____________________________________ materials.______________________________________________________
U se examples to help audiences
N o Match
relate the findings to practical
situations
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U 6 Report Tim eliness and
Dissemination
In cooperation with the client,
make special efforts to identify,
reach, and inform all intended
users

7.14 Auditors should be aware o f potential users, as they may have
an ability to influence the conduct o f the program. A wareness o f
potential users’ interests and influence can help auditors judge
whether possible findings could be significant to relevant users.

Make tim ely interim reports to
intended users

A 8. 02. g. Supplemental Guidance, Appendix 1. During the audit,
the auditors may provide interim reports o f significant matters to
appropriate entity officials.______________________________________
7.46 Auditors should communicate an overview o f the objectives,
scope, m ethodology, and timing o f the performance audit and
planned reporting to management o f the audited entity, those
charged with governance and the individuals contracting for or
requesting audit services.
8.03 Auditors must issue audit reports com municating the results
o f each completed performance audit.

H ave tim ely exchanges with the
pertinent audiences, e.g., the
program’s policy board, the
program’s staff, and the program’s
customers
D eliver the final report when it is
needed
A s appropriate, issue press
releases to the public media

N o Match

I f allowed by the evaluation
contract and as appropriate, make
findings publicly available via
such media as the Internet
U 7 Evaluation Impact

8.05. c. The purposes o f audit reports include making the results
available to the public, as applicable.

A s appropriate and feasible, keep
audiences informed throughout the
evaluation

7.12. e. During planning, auditors also should communicate about
planning to stakeholders.

Forecast and serve potential uses
o f findings

Provide interim reports

Supplement written reports with
ongoing oral communication

7.46 Auditors should communicate an overview o f the objectives,
scope, m ethodology, and timing o f the performance audit and
planned reporting to management o f the audited entity, those
charged with governance and the individuals contracting for or
requesting audit services.
7.14 Auditors should be aware o f potential users, as they may have
an ability to influence the conduct o f the program. Awareness o f
potential users’ interests and influence can help auditors judge
whether possible findings could be significant to relevant users.
Supplemental Guidance - Appendix I.g. Tim ely issuance o f the
report is an important reporting goal for auditors. During the audit,
the auditors may provide interim reports o f significant matters to
appropriate entity officials.
8.32 Providing a draft report, which Includes the view s o f
responsible officials’ results in a report that presents not only the
auditors’ findings, conclusions, and recommendations, but also the
perspectives o f the responsible officials o f the audited entity and
the corrective actions they plan to take. Obtaining the comments in
writing is preferred, but oral comments are acceptable.____________
N o Match

To the extent appropriate, conduct
feedback sessions to go over and
apply findings________________________________
Make arrangements to provide
N o Match
follow-up assistance in
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interpreting and applying the
findings
FI Practical Procedures
M inim ize disruption and data
N o Match
burden____________________________________________________________________________________________
Appoint competent staff and train
3.35 U sing professional judgment in follow ing the independence
them as needed
standards, maintaining objectivity and credibility, assigning
competent audit staff to the assignment, defining the scope o f
work, evaluating and reporting the results o f the work, and
maintaining appropriate quality control over the assignment
____________________________________ process is essential to performing and reporting on an audit._______
3.43 Audit Team must collectively possess the technical
knowledge, skills, and experience necessary to be competent for
the type o f work being performed before beginning work on that
____________________________________ assignment.____________________________________________________
Choose procedures in light o f
N o Match
known resource and staff
qualifications constraints___________________________________________________________________________
Make a realistic schedule
N o Match
A s feasible and appropriate,
3.34 In addition to personnel directly involved in the audit,
engage locals to help conduct the
professional judgment may involve collaboration with other
evaluation
stakeholders, outside experts, and management in the audit
____________________________________ organization.___________________________________________________
A s appropriate, make evaluation
N o Match
procedures a part o f routine events
F2 Political Viability
Anticipate different positions o f
different interest groups

N o Match

B e vigilant and appropriately
N o Match
counteractive concerning pressures
and actions designed to impede or
destroy the evaluation______________________________________________________________________________
Foster cooperation
3.34 Professional judgment represents the application o f the
collective knowledge, skills, and experiences o f all the personnel
involved with an assignment, as w ell as the professional judgment
o f individual auditors. In addition to personnel directly involved in
the audit, professional judgment may involve collaboration with
other stakeholders, outside experts, and management in the audit
organization.
Report divergent view s

8.36 When the audited entity’s comments are inconsistent or in
conflict with the report’s findings, conclusions, or
recommendations or when planned corrective actions do not
adequately address the auditors’ recommendations, the auditors
should evaluate the validity o f the audited entity’s comments. If
the auditors disagree with the comments, they should explain in
____________________________________ the report their
reasons for disagreement.______________
A s possible, make constructive use N o Match
o f diverse political forces to
achieve the evaluation’s purposes___________________________________________________________________
Terminate any corrupted
N o Match
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evaluation
F3 Cost Effectiveness
B e efficient

Make use o f in-kind services

7.19 Auditors are to determine significance o f internal controls
based on: (a) effectiveness and efficiency o f program operations to
m eet program objectives w hile considering cost-effectiveness and
efficiency.
N o Match

Inform decisions

N o Match

Foster program improvement

8.28 Auditors should recommend actions to correct problems
identified during the audit and to improve programs and operations
when the potential for improvement in programs, operations, and
performance is substantiated by the reported findings and
____________________________________conclusions.____________________________________________________
Provide accountability information Introduction - Government audits also provide key information to
stakeholders and the public to maintain accountability; help
improve program performance and operations; reduce costs;
facilitate decision making; stimulate improvements; and identify
current and projected crosscutting issues and trends that affect
government programs and the people those programs serve.
Generate new insights
N o Match
PI Service Orientation
A ssess program outcomes against
targeted and non targeted
customers’ assessed needs

Help assure that the full range o f
rightful program beneficiaries are
served

Promote excellent service

7.15.g. Auditors understanding o f the program under audit helps
auditors to assess the risks associated with the program and the
impact on the audit objectives, scope, and m ethodology. Outcomes
are accomplishments or results o f a program. For example, an
outcome measure for a job training program could be the
percentage o f trained persons obtaining a job and still in the work
place after a specified period o f time.____________________________
7.05 The assessment o f audit risk involves both qualitative and
quantitative considerations. Factors such as the time frames,
com plexity, or sensitivity o f the work; size o f the program in terms
o f dollar amounts and number o f citizens served; adequacy o f the
audited entity’s system s and processes to detect inconsistencies,
significant errors, or fraud; and auditors’ access to records, also
impact audit risk._______________________________________________
N o Match

Identify program strengths to build N o Match
on
Identify program w eaknesses to
7.40 I f auditors believe that it is likely that sufficient, appropriate
correct
evidence w ill not be available, they may revise the audit objectives
or m odify the scope and m ethodology and determine alternative
procedures to obtain additional evidence to address the current
audit objectives. Auditors should also evaluate whether the lack o f
sufficient, appropriate evidence is due to internal control
deficiencies or other program weaknesses.
Expose persistently harmful
practices
P2 Formal Agreements, reach
advance written agreements on:

N o Match
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7.51 A written audit plan provides an opportunity for the audit
organization management to supervise audit planning and to
determine whether (a) Objectives are likely to result in a useful
report, (b) plan adequately addresses relevant risks, (c) audit scope
and m ethodology are adequate to address the audit objectives, and
(d) available evidence is likely to be sufficient and appropriate for
purposes o f the audit.
Supplemental Guidance - Appendix I - A. lO.a: Express each audit
objective in terms o f questions about specific aspects o f the
program being audited (that is, purpose and goals, internal control,
inputs, program operations, outputs, and outcomes).

Audiences

N o Match

Editing

7.80 Auditors should document an evidence o f supervisory review,
before the audit report is issued.

Release o f reports

8.03 Auditors must issue audit reports com municating the results
o f each completed performance audit.

Evaluation procedures and
schedule

Evaluation resources

3.06 I f impairment to independence is identified after the audit
report is issued, the audit organization should assess the impact on
the audit.
3.8. (a) Establish policies and procedures to identify, report, and
resolve personal impairments to independence, and (b).
Communicate the audit organization’s policies and procedures to
all auditors in the organization and promote understanding o f the
policies and procedures
7.72 Auditors should plan and perform procedures to develop the
elements o f a finding necessary to address the audit objectives.
7.77 Auditors must prepare audit documentation related to
planning, conducting, and reporting for each audit. Auditors
should prepare audit documentation that contains evidence and
support for findings, conclusions, recommendations, and
significant judgments before they issue their report.
7.82 Audit organizations should establish policies and procedures
for the safe custody and retention o f audit documentation for a
time sufficient to satisfy legal, regulatory, and administrative
requirements for records retention.
7.12 (d) A ssign sufficient staff and specialists with adequate
collective professional com petence and identify other resources
needed to perform the audit
7.44 Audit management should assign sufficient staff and
specialists with adequate collective professional com petence to
perform the audit
7.51(e) Sufficient staff, supervisors, and specialists with adequate
collective professional com petence and other resources are
available to perform the audit and to m eet expected time frames
for com pleting the work._______________________________________

P3 Rights o f Human Subjects
Follow due process and uphold
civil rights
Understand participants’ values

N o Match
N o Match
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Respect diversity

N o Match

F ollow protocol

N o Match

Honor confidentiality/anonymity
agreements

8.38 If certain pertinent information is prohibited from public
disclosure or is excluded from a report due to the confidential or
sensitive nature o f the information, auditors should disclose in the
report that certain information has been omitted and the reason or
other circumstances that makes the om ission necessary.
8.43 Auditors should document any limitation on report
distribution. If the subject o f the audit involves material that is
classified for security purposes or contains confidential or
sensitive information, auditors may limit the report distribution.

M inim ize harmful consequences
o f the evaluation

7.15 Obtaining an understanding o f the program under audit helps
auditors to assess the relevant risks associated with the program
and the impact on the audit objectives, scope, and methodology.

P4 Human Interactions
Consistently relate to all
stakeholders in a professional
manner

3.34 Professional judgment represents the application o f the
collective knowledge, skills, and experiences o f all the personnel
involved with an assignment, as w ell as the other stakeholders,
outside experts, and management in the audit organization.

Honor participants’ privacy rights

N o Match

Honor time commitments

7.51. e. A written audit plan provides an opportunity for the audit
organization management to supervise audit planning and to
determine whether sufficient staff, supervisors, and specialists with
adequate collective professional com petence and other resources
are available to perform the audit and to m eet expected time
frames for com pleting the work._________________________________
N o Match

B e sensitive to participants’
diversity o f values and cultural
differences
B e evenly respectful in addressing
different stakeholders
D o not ignore or help cover up any
participant’s incompetence,
unethical behavior, fraud, waste,
or abuse

N o Match
7.11 Auditors should assess audit risk and significance within the
context o f the audit objectives by gaining an understanding o f
legal and regulatory requirements, contract provisions or grant
agreements, potential fraud, or abuse that are significant within the
context o f the audit objectives.___________________________________

P5 Complete and Fair Assessm ent
A ssess and report the program’s
strengths and weaknesses

N o Match

Report on intended and unintended
outcomes

7.15 Obtaining an understanding o f the program under audit helps
auditors to assess the relevant risks associated with the program
and the impact on the audit objectives, scope, and m ethodology.
Outcomes are accomplishments or results o f a program. Outcomes
also include unexpected and/or unintentional effects o f a program,
both positive and negative.______________________________________
N o Match

A s appropriate, show how the
program’s strengths could be used
to overcome its weaknesses
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Appropriately address criticisms o f
the draft report

8.36 When the audited entity’s comments are inconsistent or in
conflict with the report’s findings, conclusions, or
recommendations or when planned
corrective actions do not adequately address the auditors’
recommendations, the auditors should evaluate the validity o f the
audited entity’s comments. I f the auditors disagree with the
comments, they should explain in the report their reasons for
disagreement. Conversely, the auditors should m odify their report
as necessary i f they find the comments valid and supported with
____________________________________ sufficient, appropriate evidence._________________________________
Acknow ledge the final report’s
8.11 Auditors should describe the scope o f the work performed
limitations
and any limitations, including issues that w ould be relevant to
likely users, so that they could reasonably interpret the findings,
conclusions, and recommendations in the report without being
____________________________________ misled._________________________________________________________
8.43 Auditors should document any limitation on report
____________________________________ distribution.____________________________________________________
8.15 Auditors should describe in their report limitations or
uncertainties with the reliability or validity o f evidence if (a) the
evidence is significant to the findings and conclusions within the
context o f the audit objectives, and (b) such disclosure is necessary
to avoid m isleading the report users about the findings and
____________________________________ conclusions.____________________________________________________
Estimate and report the effects o f
N o Match
the evaluation’s limitations on the
overall judgment o f the program____________________________________________________________________
P6 Disclosure o f Findings
Clearly define the right-to-know
N o Match
audience___________________________________________________________________________________________
Report relevant points o f view o f
8.33 When auditors receive written comments from the responsible
both supporters and critics o f the
officials, they should include in their report a copy o f the officials’
program
written comments, or a summary o f the comments received.
Report balanced, informed
conclusions and recommendations

8.27 Auditors should report conclusions, as applicable, based on
the audit objectives and the audit findings. Report conclusions are
logical inferences about the program based on the auditors’
findings, not merely a summary o f the findings.

8.28 Auditors should recommend actions to correct problems
identified during the audit and to improve programs and operations
when the potential for improvement in programs, operations, and
performance is substantiated by the reported findings and
____________________________________ conclusions.____________________________________________________
Report all findings in writing,
8.08 Auditors should prepare audit reports that contain the audit
except where circumstances
results, including findings, conclusions, recommendations, and if
clearly dictate otherwise
applicable, the nature o f any confidential or sensitive information
____________________________________ omitted._______________________________________________________
8.38 If certain pertinent information is prohibited from public
disclosure or is excluded from a report due to the confidential or
sensitive nature o f the information, auditors should disclose in the
report that certain information has been omitted and the reason or
other circumstances that m akes the om ission necessary.
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8.39 Certain information may be classified or may be otherwise
prohibited from general disclosure by federal, state, or local laws
or regulations. In such circumstances, auditors may issue a
separate, classified or lim ited-official-use report containing such
information and distribute the report only to persons authorized by
____________________________________law or regulation to receive it.___________________________________
In reporting, adhere strictly to a
8.10 Auditors should communicate audit objectives in the audit
code o f directness,openness, and
report in a clear, specific, neutral, and unbiased manner that
com pleteness
includes relevant assumptions, including why the audit
organization undertook the assignment and the underlying purpose
____________________________________o f the audit and resulting report._________________________________
Assure the reports reach their
8.43 Auditors should document any limitation on report
audiences
distribution. If the subject o f the audit involves material that is
classified for security purposes or contains confidential or
sensitive information, auditors may limit the report distribution.
Audit organizations in government entities should distribute audit
reports to those charged with governance, to the appropriate
officials o f the audited entity, and to the appropriate oversight
bodies or organizations requiring or arranging for the audits.
P7 Conflict o f Interest
Identify potential conflicts o f
interest early in the evaluation

A s appropriate and feasible,
engage multiple evaluators

2.10 The credibility o f auditing in the government sector is based
on auditors’ objectivity in discharging their professional
responsibilities. Objectivity includes being independent in fact and
appearance when providing audit and attestation services,
maintaining an attitude o f impartiality, having intellectual honesty,
and being free o f conflicts o f interest.
3.41 The audit organization’s management should assess skill
needs to consider whether its workforce has the essential skills that
match those necessary to fulfill a particular audit mandate or scope
o f audits to be performed. Accordingly, audit organizations should
have a process for recruitment, hiring, continuous development,
assignment, and evaluation o f staff to maintain a competent
workforce.

Maintain evaluation records for
independent review

7.82 Audit organizations should establish policies and procedures
for the safe custody and retention o f audit documentation for a
time sufficient to satisfy legal, regulatory, and administrative
____________________________________requirements for records retention._______________________________
If feasible, contract with the
N ot Stated in the GAGAS, but practiced and defined in the role o f
funding authority rather than the
GAO as the investigative arm o f Congress.
funded program____________________________________________________________________________________
I f feasible, have the lead internal
N o Match
evaluator report directly to the
ch ief executive officer______________________________________________________________________________
Engage uniquely qualified persons 3.40 The staff assigned to perform the audit or attestation
to participate in the evaluation,
engagement must collectively possess adequate professional
even if they have a potential
competence for the tasks required,
conflict o f interest; but take steps
to counteract the conflict
_________________________
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3.41 The audit organization’s management should assess skill
needs to consider whether its workforce has the essential skills that
match those necessary to fulfill a particular audit mandate or scope
o f audits to be
____________________________________performed._____________________________________________________
3.43 The team assigned to conduct an audit or attestation
engagement under GAGAS must collectively possess the technical
knowledge, skills, and experience necessary to be competent for
the type o f work being performed before beginning work on that
____________________________________assignment.____________________________________________________
P8 Fiscal Responsibility
N o Match in the standards. Budget is addressed in the contract
____________________________________ document.______________________________________________________
Specify and budget for expense
N o Match
items in advance___________________________________________________________________________________
Keep the budget sufficiently
N o Match
flexible to permit appropriate
reallocations to strengthen the
evaluation_________________________________________________________________________________________
Maintain accurate records o f
N o Match
sources o f funding and
expenditures and resulting
evaluation services and products____________________________________________________________________
Maintain adequate personnel
7.80 Auditors should document thework performed to support
records concerning job allocations
significant judgments and conclusions, including descriptions o f
and time spent on the evaluation
transactions and records examined; and evidence o f supervisory
project
review, before the audit report is issued.
B e frugal in expending evaluation
resources

Supplemental Guidance Appendix I A .06 addressed som e abuses
in expending resources like: (a) Creating unneeded overtime, (b)
requesting staff to perform personal errands or work tasks for a
supervisor or manager, © m isusing the officials’ position for
personal gain, (d) making travel choices that are contrary to
existing travel policies or are unnecessarily extravagant or
expensive, and (e) making procurement or vendor selections that
are contrary to existing policies or are unnecessarily extravagant or
____________________________________ expensive._____________________________________________________
A s appropriate, include an
N o Match
expenditure summary as part o f
the public evaluation report
__________________________________________________________
A1 Program Documentation

Collect descriptions o f the
7.13 Auditors should obtain an understanding o f the nature o f the
intended program from various
program or program component under audit and the potential use
written sources and from the client that w ill be made o f the audit results or report as they plan a
and other key stakeholders__________ performance audit._____________________________________________
7.11
Auditors should assess audit risk and signific
context o f the audit objectives by understanding: (a) The nature
and profile o f the programs and the needs o f potential users o f the
audit report, (b) internal control as it relates to the specific
objectives and scope o f the audit, (c) information system s controls,
(d) legal and regulatory requirements, and (e) the results o f
___________________________________ previous audits.________________________________________________
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Mamtain records from various
sources o f how the program
operated

A nalyze discrepancies between the
various descriptions o f how the
program w as intended to function

GAO Standards
7.62 Surveys generally provide self-reported information about
existing conditions or programs. Evaluation o f the survey design
and administration assists auditors in evaluating the objectivity,
credibility, and reliability o f the self-reported information._________
7.05 The assessment o f audit risk involves both qualitative and
quantitative considerations. Factors such as the time frames,
com plexity, or sensitivity o f the work; size o f the program in terms
o f dollar amounts and number o f citizens served; adequacy o f the
audited entity’s system s and processes to detect inconsistencies,
significant errors, or fraud; and auditors’ access to records, also
impact audit risk.
7.36 When planning the audit, auditors should ask management o f
the audited entity to identify previous audits, attestation
engagements, performance audits, or other studies that directly
relate to the objectives o f the audit, including whether related
recommendations have been implemented._______________________
7.11 Auditors should assess audit risk and significance within the
context o f the audit objectives by understanding the results o f
previous audits.

Analyze discrepancies between
N o Match
how the program w as intended to
operate and how it actually
operated___________________________________________________________________________________________
Record the extent to w hich the
7.13 Auditors should obtain an understanding o f the nature o f the
program’s goals changed over
program or program component under audit and the potential use
time
that w ill be made o f the audit results or report as they plan a
performance audit. This includes:
(a) A ge o f the program or changes in its conditions, and program’s
____________________________________ strategic plan and objectives.____________________________________
Produce a technical report that
8.03 Auditors must issue audit reports com municating the results
documents the program’s
o f each com pleted performance audit.
operations and results_______________________________________________________________________________
8.05 The purposes o f audit reports are to: (a) Communicate the
results o f audits to those charged with governance, the appropriate
officials o f the audited entity, and the appropriate oversight
officials; (b) make the results less susceptible to misunderstanding;
(c) make the results available to the public, as applicable; and (d)
facilitate follow -up to determine whether appropriate corrective
actions have been taken.
8.17 Auditors may provide selective background information to
establish the context for the overall m essage and to help the reader
understand the findings and significance o f the issues discussed.
Appropriate background information may include information on
how programs and operations work; the significance o f programs
and operations (e.g., dollars, impact, purposes, and past audit work
____________________________________ if relevant);____________________________________________________
8.28 Auditors should recommend actions to correct problems
identified during the audit and to improve programs and operations
when the potential for improvement in programs, operations, and
performance is substantiated by the reported findings and
conclusions.
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A 2 Context A nalysis
Describe the context’s technical,
N o Match
social, political, organizational,
and econom ic features
Maintain a log o f unusual
N o Match
circumstances
Report those contextual influences
N o Match
that appeared to significantly
influence the program and that
might be o f interest to potential
adopters_____________________________________
Estimate the effects o f context on
N o Match
program outcomes
N o Match
Identify and describe any critical
competitors to this program that
functioned at the same time and in
the program’s environment
N o Match
Describe how people in the
program’s general area perceived
the program’s existence,
importance, and quality
A3 Described Purposes and
Procedures
N o Match
Monitor and describe how the
evaluation’s purposes stay the
same or change over time
7.50 Auditors must prepare a written audit plan for each audit.
A s appropriate, update evaluation
Auditors should update the plan, as necessary, to reflect any
procedures to accommodate
significant changes to the plan made during the audit.
changes in the evaluation’s
purposes
Record the actual evaluation
7.81 When auditors do not com ply with applicable standard
procedures, as implemented
requirements due to law, regulation, scope limitations, restrictions
on access to records, or other issues impacting the audit, the
auditors should document the departure from the standards
requirements and the impact on the audit and on the auditors’
conclusions. This applies to departures from both mandatory
requirements and presumptively mandatory requirements when
alternative procedures performed in the circumstances were not
sufficient to achieve the objectives o f the standard
When interpreting findings, take
into account the extent to which
the intended procedures were
effectively executed______________
Describe the evaluation’s purposes
and procedures in the summary
and full-length evaluation reports

N o Match

8.09 Auditors should include in the report a description o f the
audit objectives, the scope and m ethodology used for addressing
the audit objectives. Report users need this information to
understand the purpose o f the audit, the nature and extent o f the
audit work performed the context and perspective regarding what
is reported, and any significant limitations in audit objectives,
scope, or methodology.
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A s feasible, engage independent
evaluators to monitor and evaluate
the evaluation’s purposes and
procedures
A 4 D efensible Information
Sources
Once validated, use pertinent,
previously collected information

GAO Standards
N o Match

7.64 When auditors use information gathered by officials o f the
audited entity as part o f their evidence, they should determine what
the officials o f the audited entity or other auditors did to obtain
assurance over the reliability o f the information. Auditors may find
it necessary to perform testing o f managements’ procedures to
obtain assurance or perform direct testing o f the information.

A s appropriate, em ploy a variety
o f data collection sources and
methods

7.10 The m ethodology describes the nature and extent o f audit
procedures for gathering and analyzing evidence to address the
audit objectives. Auditors should design the m ethodology to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to address the audit objectives,
reduce audit risk to an acceptable level, and provide reasonable
assurance that the evidence is sufficient and appropriate to support
the auditors’ findings and conclusions.

Document and report information
sources

7.39 Auditors should identify potential sources o f information that
could be used as evidence. Auditors should determine the amount
and type o f evidence needed to obtain sufficient, appropriate
evidence to address the audit objectives and adequately plan audit
work.__________________________________________________________
7.64 When auditors use information gathered by officials o f the
audited entity as part o f their evidence, they should determine what
the officials o f the audited entity or other auditors did to obtain
assurance over the reliability o f the information. Auditors may find
it necessary to perform testing o f managements’ procedures to
obtain assurance or perform direct testing o f the information.

Document, justify, and report the
m eans used to obtain information
from each source

Include data collection instruments
in a technical appendix to the
evaluation report
Document and report any biasing
features in the obtained
information
A5 Valid Information

N o Match

Focus the evaluation on key
questions
A ssess and report what type o f
information each em ployed
procedure acquires

N o Match

N o Match

7.10 The m ethodology describes the nature and extent o f audit
procedures for gathering and analyzing evidence to address the
audit objectives.
7.27 Auditors should determine which audit procedures related to
information system s controls are needed to obtain sufficient,
appropriate evidence to support the audit findings and conclusions.
7.28 Based on that risk assessment, the auditors should design and
perform procedures to provide reasonable assurance o f detecting
instances o f violations o f legal and regulatory requirements or
violations o f provisions o f contracts or grant agreements that are
significant within the context o f the audit objectives.
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7.72 Auditors should plan and perform procedures to develop the
elements o f a finding necessary to address the audit objectives.

7.77 Auditors should prepare audit documentation in sufficient
detail to enable an experienced auditor, having no previous
connection to the audit, to understand from the audit
documentation the nature, timing, extent, and results o f audit
____________________________________procedures performed.__________________________________________
8.13 When the auditors used extensive or multiple sources o f
information, the auditors may include a description o f the
procedures performed as part o f their assessm ent o f the sufficiency
and appropriateness o f information used as audit evidence.
Document how information from
N o Match
each procedure was scored,
analyzed, and interpreted___________________________________________________________________________
Report and justify inferences
8.27 Auditors should report conclusions, as applicable, based on
singly and in combination
the audit objectives and the audit findings. Report conclusions are
logical inferences about the program based on the auditors’
____________________________________ findings, not m erely a summary o f the findings.___________________
A ssess and report the
N o Match
comprehensiveness o f the
information provided by the
procedures as a set in relation to
the information needed to answer
the set o f evaluation questions_______________________________________________________________________
Establish m eaningful categories o f N o Match
information by identifying regular
and recurrent themes in
information collected using
qualitative assessm ent procedures___________________________________________________________________
A 6 Reliable Information
Identify and justify the type(s) and
extent o f reliability claim ed

7.19 Auditors are to determine significance o f internal controls
based on the following: (a) effectiveness and efficiency o f program
operations to m eet program objectives w hile considering costeffectiveness and efficiency, (b) relevance and reliability o f
information, and (c) com pliance with applicable laws and
____________________________________ regulations and provisions o f contracts or grant agreements._______
A s feasible, choose measuring
N o Match
devices that in the past have
shown acceptable levels o f
reliability for their intended uses
8.15 Auditors should describe in their report limitations or
In reporting reliability o f an
uncertainties with the reliability or validity o f evidence if (a) the
instrument, assess and report the
evidence is significant to the findings and conclusions within the
factors that influenced the
context o f the audit objectives, and (b) such disclosure is necessary
reliability, including the
to avoid m isleading the report users about the findings and
characteristics o f the exam inees,
conclusions.
the data collection conditions, and
the evaluator’s biases____________
Check and report the consistency
N o Match
o f scoring, categorization, and
coding_______________________________________
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Train and calibrate scorers and
N o Match
analysts to produce consistent
results_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Pilot test new instruments in order
N o Match
to identify and control sources o f
error_______________________________________________________________________________________________
A7 Systematic Information
Establish protocols and
mechanisms for quality control o f
the evaluation information

7.27 Auditors should determine which audit procedures related to
information system s controls are needed to obtain sufficient,
appropriate evidence to support the audit findings and conclusions.
To obtain evidence about die reliability o f computer-generated
information, auditors may decide to assess the effectiveness o f
information system s controls as part o f obtaining evidence about
the reliability o f the data. I f the auditor concludes that information
systems controls are effective, the auditor may reduce the extent o f
____________________________________ direct testing o f data.____________________________________________
Supplemental Guidance, Appendix I: A8:02: One way to help
audit organizations prepare accurate audit reports is to use a
quality control process such as referencing. Referencing is a
process in which an experienced auditor who is independent o f the
audit checks that statements o f facts, figures, and dates are
correctly reported, that the findings are adequately supported by
the evidence in the audit documentation, and that the conclusions
and recommendations flow logically from the evidence.
Verify data entry

7.27 Auditors should determine which audit procedures related to
information system s controls are needed to obtain sufficient,
appropriate evidence to support the audit findings and conclusions.
To obtain evidence about the reliability o f computer-generated
information, auditors may decide to assess the effectiveness o f
information system s controls as part o f obtaining evidence about
the reliability o f the data. I f the auditor concludes that information
system s controls are effective, the auditor may reduce the extent o f
direct testing o f data.

Proofread and verify data tables
N o Match
generated from computer output or
other means________________________________________________________________________________________
Systematize and control storage o f 7.82 Audit organizations should establish policies and procedures
the evaluation information
for the safe custody and retention o f audit documentation for a
time sufficient to satisfy legal, regulatory, and administrative
____________________________________ requirements for records retention._______________________________
Strictly control access to the
7.82 Audit organizations should establish policies and procedures
evaluation information according
for the safe custody and retention o f audit documentation for a
to established protocols
time sufficient to satisfy legal, regulatory, and administrative
requirements for records retention. For audit documentation that is
retained electronically, the audit organization should establish
information system s controls concerning accessing and updating
the audit documentation.
Have data providers verify the data N o Match
they submitted_____________________________________________________________________________________
A 8 Analysis o f Quantitative
Information
____
______
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Whenever possible, begin by
N o Match
conducting preliminary
exploratory analyses to assure the
data’s correctness and to gain a
greater understanding o f the data___________________________________________________________________
Report limitations o f each analytic
N o Match
procedure, including failure to
m eet assumptions_________________________________________________________________________________
Employ m ultiple analytic
8.13 In reporting audit m ethodology, auditors should explain how
procedures to check on
the completed audit work supports the audit objectives, including
consistency and replicability o f
the evidence gathering and analysis techniques, in sufficient detail
findings
to allow knowledgeable users o f their reports to understand how
____________________________________the auditors addressed the audit objectives.______________________
Examine variability as w ell as
N o Match
central tendencies_________________________________________________________________________________
Identify and exam ine outliers, and
N o Match
verify their correctness
Identify and analyze statistical
N o Match
interactions_______________________________________________________________________________________
A 9 A nalysis o f Qualitative
Information_______________________________________________________________________________________
D efine the boundaries o f
7.09 Scope is the boundary o f the audit and is directly tied to the
information to be used
audit objectives. The scope defines the subject matter that the
auditors w ill assess and report on, such as a particular program or
aspect o f a program, the necessary documents or records, the
period o f time reviewed, and the locations that w ill be included.
Derive a set o f categories that is
N o Match
sufficient to document, illuminate,
and respond to the evaluation
questions_________________________________________________________________________________________
Classify the obtained information
Supplemental Guidance: A 7.02 In terms o f its form and how it is
into the validated analysis
collected, evidence may be categorized as physical, documentary,
categories__________________________ or testimonial._________________________________________________
Verify the accuracy o f findings by
N o Match
obtaining confirmatory evidence
from multiple sources, including
stakeholders______________________________________________________________________________________
Derive conclusions and
7.03 Performance audits that com ply with GAGAS provide
recommendations, and
reasonable assurance that evidence is sufficient and appropriate to
demonstrate their m eaningfulness
support the auditors’ findings and conclusions.
7.55 Auditors must obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to
provide a reasonable basis for their findings and conclusions.
8.08 Auditors should prepare audit reports that contain (1) the
objectives, scope, and m ethodology o f the audit; (2) the audit
results, including findings, conclusions, and recommendations, as
____________________________________ appropriate.___________________________________________________
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referenced information, analyses,
and inferences
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8.11 Auditors should describe the scope o f the work performed
and any limitations, including issues that w ould be relevant to
likely users, so that they could reasonably interpret the findings,
conclusions, and recommendations in the report without being
misled.
Supplemental guidance. A 8.02. D isclosing data limitations and
other disclosures also contribute to producing more accurate audit
reports. Being complete also means clearly stating what w as and
was not done and explicitly describing data limitations, constraints
imposed by restrictions on access to records, or other issues.

A 10 Justified Conclusions
Limit conclusions to the applicable 7.42 If other auditors have completed audit work related to the
time periods, contexts, purposes,
objectives o f the current audit, the current auditors may be able to
questions, and activities
rely on the work o f the other auditors to support findings or
____________________________________conclusions for the current audit_________________________________
8.27 Auditors should report conclusions, as applicable, based on
the audit objectives and the audit findings. Report conclusions are
logical inferences about the program based on the auditors’
findings, not merely a summary o f the findings. The strength o f the
auditors’ conclusions depends on the sufficiency and
appropriateness o f the evidence supporting the findings and the
soundness o f the logic used to formulate the conclusions.
Conclusions are stronger if they lead to the auditors’
recommendations and convince the knowledgeable user o f the
____________________________________ report that action is necessary.___________________________________
8.14 In the audit report, auditors should present sufficient,
appropriate evidence to support the findings and conclusions in
relation to the audit objectives.
Report alternative plausible
conclusions and explain why other
rival conclusions were rejected

Cite the information that supports
each conclusion

Identify and report the program’s
side effects

7.71 Evidence has limitations or uncertainties when the validity or
reliability o f the evidence has not been assessed or cannot be
assessed, given the audit objectives and the intended use o f the
evidence. Limitations also include errors identified by the auditors
in their testing. When the auditors identify limitations or
uncertainties in evidence that is significant to the audit findings
and conclusions, they should apply additional procedures, as
appropriate.
7.77 Auditors should prepare audit documentation that contains
support for findings, conclusions, and recommendations before
they issue their report.
7.79 Audit documentation is an essential elem ent o f audit quality.
The process o f preparing and reviewing audit documentation
contributes to the quality o f an audit.
7.76 The effect is a clear, logical link to establish the impact or
potential impact o f the difference between the situation that exists
(condition) and the required or desired state (criteria). Effect or
potential effect may be used to demonstrate the need for corrective
action in response to identified problems or relevant risks. When
the auditors’ objectives include estimating the extent to which a
program has caused changes in physical, social, or econom ic
conditions, “effect” is a measure o f the impact achieved by the
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program.

Warn against m aking common
misinterpretations
W henever feasible and
appropriate, obtain and address the
results o f a prerelease review o f
the draft evaluation report

N o Match
8.35 Obtaining oral comments may be appropriate when, for
example, there is a reporting date critical to meeting a user’s
needs; auditors have worked closely with the responsible officials
throughout the conduct o f the work and the parties are familiar
with the findings and issues addressed in the draft report; or the
auditors do not expect major disagreements with the draft report’s
findings, conclusions, and recommendations, or major
controversies with regard to the issues discussed in the draft report.
8.36 When the audited entity’s comments are inconsistent or in
conflict with the report’s findings, conclusions, or
recommendations or when planned corrective actions do not
adequately address the auditors’ recommendations, the auditors
should evaluate the validity o f the audited entity’s comments. If
the auditors disagree with the comments, they should explain in
the report their reasons for disagreement.

A 1 1 Impartial Reporting
Engage the client to determine
N o Match
steps to ensure fair, impartial
reports______________________________________
N o Match
Safeguard reports from deliberate
or inadvertent distortions
A s appropriate and feasible, report
perspectives o f all stakeholder
groups and, especially, opposing
view s on the meaning o f the
findings
A s appropriate and feasible, add a
new, impartial evaluator late in the
evaluation to help offset any bias
The original evaluators may have
developed due to their prior
judgments and recommendations
Describe steps taken to control
bias
Participate in public presentations
o f the findings to help guard
against and correct distortions by
other interested parties
A 12 Metaevaluation

8.32 Including the view s o f responsible officials’ results in a report
that presents not only the auditors’ findings, conclusions, and
recommendations, but also the perspectives o f the responsible
officials o f the audited entity and the corrective actions they plan
to take.
N o Match

Budget appropriately and
sufficiently for conducting an
internal metaevaluation and, as
feasible, an external
metaevaluation
Designate or define the standards
the evaluators used to guide and
assess their evaluation

N o Match

N o Match
N o Match

N o Match
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Record the full range o f
information needed to judge the
evaluation against the em ployed
standards
A s feasible and appropriate,
contract for an independent
metaevaluation
Evaluate all important aspects o f
the evaluation, including the
instrumentation, data collection,
data handling, coding, analysis,
synthesis, and reporting
Obtain and report both formative
and summative metaevaluations to
the right-to-know audiences

GAO Standards
N o Match

N o Match

N o Match

N o Match
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